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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
For the past five years the principles of dimensional analysis and 
similitude have been applied to the th1~rmal aspects of spacecraft and 
space related research problems. This activity has been particularly 
intense during the last two years. Published results have included both 
the analyses and experiments to confirm the analyses for.radiation-
conduction coupled heat transfer problems. In the process various 
thennal scale modeling techniques have been identified and used. 
Interest :.i.n the thermal modeling of spacecraft has increased with 
the advent of larger and more complex spacecrafts which are necessary .for 
·'tnore extensive observations and experiments in space. Space chambers 
cap"1ble of environmentally testing full scale spacecraft are extremely 
expe.nsive to build and to operate. Since scale-model testing can be a 
valuable thermal design tool in the.early stages of spacecraft design, 
a simple, valid thermal modeling technique is needed to predict the 
thermal behavior of a spacecraft from model test data. 
The principles of similarity are well established in References 
[1}',. [2]~ and [3]. These concepts have been employed successfully in 
·.,,: 
wind tunnel testing for years. For a spa·cecraft the temperature dis-
trJ1.bution within the vehicle is an important consideration; .hence~ 
~'<'Numbers in brackets designate References listed in Bibliography. 
l 
th2,rmal similarity between the small=scale object (the model) in the 
test chamber and the spacecraft in flight (the prototype) is the 
desired goal. 
2 
The thermal characteristics of spacecraft impose a number of heat 
flow simulation modes (radiation, conduction, and convection) which 
must be duplicated in the laboratory to provide engineering data for a 
system design. A survey of the literature reveals that considerable 
attention has been focused on thermal sirnil itude of the solid components 
of a spacecraft. The similarity parameters for models containing fluids 
have been discussed by Shih [13] and Katzoff [2], but there has been 
no attempt tc; verify experimentally a group of similarity parameters 
for a system of this type. The need for such an investigation is ap-
parent, s:i.nce fluid is a vital component of many satellites. Fluids 
are us,ed to establish a habitable environment for crew members of 
manned spacecraft and to fill the pressurized cell detectors of a micro-
metexoid detection satellite» to mention two familiar applications. 
The primary objectives 0£ this inve,stigation were to develop a 
practical method for thermal modeling of a system which contains a gac 
arcd to validate this method through tests performed on carefully de-
signed model:; and prototypes. The 1:1ystem selected for this investi-
gation consisted of concentric cylinders with a gas contained in th,~ 
annulus between the cylinders. Dry air was selected as the fluid in 
t.l1e annulus i.n order to insure a medi.u1n whicl'-1 would r1ot participate in 
tho transfer of radiant energy between the concentric cylinders. The 
pr·ototype and model were tested in a cold, high=vacuum environment, 
This investigation included the following phases~ 
I. A group of similarity parameters which would thermally model a 
3 
system containing a fluid was developedo In order to model 
the convection mode of heat transfer, an empirical correlation 
for the convection film coefficient must be known. Since pre-
viously established empirical correlations for the convective 
film coefficient were incompatible, the desired correlation 
was established from data obtained by tests performed on the 
prototype. 
Ilo A thermal analysis of the basic test configuration was per-
formed. This analysis furnished valuable information for de-
signing the system and provided a basis for the comparison of 
the steady-state experimental results. 
III. An experimental investigation was performed in order to deter-
mine the validity of the similarity ratios. This required 
construction of three half-scale models and three full-scale 
prototypes. The test sections used in this investigation were 
designed to permit only one-dimensional, radial heat flow. 
CHAPTER 1I 
LITERATURE SURVEY 
Approximately five years ago work on thermal modeling of space-
craft and their compenent parts was started. Generally, a therm,;tl 
model is defined if the termper,\;lture, temperature distribution, inter= 
nal ,energy 9 and flow of heat in the model are related :i,.n a known manner 
to the same quantities in the larger prototype. Since experimentation 
has been the only means of subst;1c:1ntiating modeling critl;lria, the 
literature survey has been divided into two major categories: theory 
and experiments. 
Theory 
The theory of thermal mode.Ung is based on. both dimensional 
.•;,f 
analysis and similitude. In dimensional analysis the pertinent vari·~ 
ables are identified at the outset. Some insight into the problem and 
the knewledge of at least one c01nbination of parameters are considered 
essential to the success of this method. The entire group of dimen-
si.onless c0mbinations of these parameters formulates the modeling 
criteria. 
The similitude approa~h consists of writing the governing d:tfferen.-
tia1 equation for the model~nd prototype thermal behavior. The model 
equation i.s identical to the prototype equation if the dimensional 
elements multiplying corresponding terms are identical in value. The 
5 
modeling criteria are established by equating the ratios of correspond-
in.g dimensional multiplying elements in the model and the prototype 
differential equations. The previous theory of thermal scale modeling 
i.s surveyed below according to the classification of either similitude 
or dimeiisional analysis. 
Similitude 
Wainwright, Kelly, and Keesee [4] applied the theory of similitude 
to the differential equation which describes the thermal behavior of a 
thin shell vehicle •. The d:i.fferential equation is 
o( pc T) p 
ot 
4 •• 
- creT AA+ I: q AA, (2-1) 
·;,vhere :x:1 and x2 denote: orthogonal axes in the plane of the wall, and 
~q is. the sum of all external and internal sources. If a set ef 
dimensionless quantities are introduced into Equation (2-1), the 
differential equation in dimensionless form becomes 
The 
the 
0 -- ) 
- (TpC 
oir . P 
following ratios of 
prototype in order 
2 3 0'€1 To (-4 
.. T .. -
k·AR 
0 <~l· 
quantities must be the same 
·',iHt 
to obtain thermal 
'<.'{.'.·. 
similarity 
(2-2) 
(2-3) 
in the model and 
in the thermal 
6 
00 q 
1 ---z; . 
k ~.R creT 0 0 
(2-4) 
Hrycak an.d Unger [5 J developed the same thin shell thermal modeling 
criteria that are presented ;i.n Equation (2-4) when the system was re-
ferred to in spherical coordinates. 
Jones [6] and [7] applied the similitude method.to a set of si.mul-
taneous~ first-c,rder differential equations~ These equations were used 
to describe the thermal behavior of isothermal elements which were at 
different but uniform temperatures. These elements were considered to 
comprise the space vehicle under consideration. The describing equa-
t.ions areg 
_ OT] n 
(Tk - T Jj n (T4 - T1j + q~ c. -- = I: Gkj + ~ Rkj :.i oe k=l k=l k 
p k:faj k:faj p p p 
j=l, .... , n, (2-5) 
where j, k are indices for regions that may be repre&ented by a single 
temperature. Equation (2 .. 5) was considered to represent the thermal 
behavi0r of the prototypeo For a thermally similar model the differ-
er1ti.al equation is 
7 
~J n j n 4 4 J c. = !:: Ckj (Tk - T . + !:: Ric . (Tk - T . ) .J ae k=l J k=l J J 
m 
k:pj m k;&:j m 
+ q~ + 
sA. 
a.j ~ - A. €j <J T~ ; j=l, ••• ' n. J J 
m m m (2-6) 
The ratio£ of the prototype to the model quantities were represented by 
the following variables: 
j = 1, ••• , n, 
j, k = 1, ••• , n; k j j. (2-7) 
Th,~ dimensionless quantities in Equation (2-7) were introduced ·into 
Equ.ation (2·~5) and then the result wa:a compared with Equation (2~6). 
From the comparison Equation (2-8) was obtained. 
-* * 
,'r 
* * * * * 
*4 -!( * * c. T/9 = A. a.. s - A. e. T. = qj = cl,j 'T' = J J J J J ~ .Ll 
* 
* * * * * * * 
T = Cz . T2 = 0 0 O = c. 1 . T. 1 = c.+1 . Tj+l = 0 0 0 = c n :d J- 'J J- J ,J n,j 
-!,, 1,· 
* * * * * * * *4 c ' T2 = O O O = cj-1,j 1' j = cJ+-l~j T. = • "0 =C T. = R1 • Tl= 29_J J n, j J -,J 
* '{,;4 * -A·4 * *4 * *4 * *4 R T2 = ... = R. 1 . T. l = R~+l . Tj"!-1 = R . T. = Rl,j T = 2,j J- p J ,_ J . p J n,J J j ., 
'ir *4 ,'<: *4 ~',: *4 * *4 * *4 
R2,j T. = R2,j T. = R. l . T. l = R-,+1 . Tj+l = 6 0 O = R T • J J J-. 9 J J- J -,J n,j n ' 
j=l ~ •• ", n. (2-8) 
All of the ratios contained in Equation (2~8) are the necessary and 
sufficient conditions for complete thermal similarity between the. model 
8 
and prototype. These condit:ion.$ 1 together with Equation (2-7) yield 
twenty eight ratios that must be constant from prototype to model if 
complete similarity is ta be established. All the rati(l)S contained in 
Equati.ons ( 2 ... 7) and ( 2-8) are not independent. Several independent 
groups of ratios can be deduced from these. One group is: 
T. s a.. A .S 6 3 q e ckja El .Fk .A el1AlJe J ~J J k J J and-L (2-9) -, 
' ' 
~ -=-'' 
Tk e: .A. Cj Tj c. c. cj T. J J J J J 
This particular group was selected with reference to the differential 
[Equation ( 2-5) J. For am:,ther independeqt group, see Reference [7]. 
Seven independent groups of ratios were established. 
Chao and Wedeking [8] used the method of similitude to devehp 
the thermal modeling crite~ia from the governing equations. The dif-
ferential equations were written for n thin walls in two ... and three-
dimensions. The surfaces were assumed to be opaque and nondiffuse 9 
and variations of bulk thenna1 properties with temperature were con-
sideredo The property vari,13.tions of thermal conductivities and heat 
capacities were expressed as 
where k, C 3 a, and bare constants. The governing nonlinear integro-p 
differential equations in curvilinear coordinates for the surfaces are 
where 
oT. 
C J ooo 
-=q 
Pj ot j 
_ qnet,j 
d. 
J 
ar 
(k. -) 
J oY. 
J 
0 
+-
ox. 
J 
oT 
(k. -), 
J ox. 
J 
(2-10) 
9 
n Cos 
. cx.j Cos !Dk 
qnet,j :;: - ·2:; JAic Ik dAic k=l rjk 
k,foj 
Cos 5J Cos ih(J) 
- J I dA(j) A( j) ( j) 2 
r j( j) 
- Es Cos Bj + Jhs lj Cos ihj dwj; (j=l, ••• ,n), 
(2-11) 
and the terms in the braces account for ratliative interchange. The 
series of terms under the summination sign account for radiant energy 
exchange between different surfaces, exclu9ing surfaces that can nseen 
themselves the next to the last term representi solar energy, and the 
last term accounts for radiation on the surface. Introducing the 
dimensionless variables 
(2-12) 
(k, j=l, qoo, n; k:foj), 
into Equation ( 2-10) 9 together with the power law variation of com;luc ... 
tivi.ty and specific heat with temperature, the following equations are 
obtained.~ 
b .-a. 
(T.) J J 
J 
Cos a.'. Cos rp I 
r. 1 --J..,,,_ __ k d°A. + J!. k - 2 --le 
--k f. k J, 
10 
Cos 61 Cos¢' } 1 2 J_ I ( J') __ j __ __,( J....,') dA . + --......---- "q 
A -f2 (J) k . T 1+a. -Ta. j (j) j(j) OJ O J j J 
cr 12 T3-aj 
----
0
-- J I Cos ¢. d c.o' 
- a. hs j J k . d. T. J j OJ J J 
12 T3-a. 
+ 
cr o J 
- a. 
E Cos B' 
s j (j = 1~ eoo, n)o (2-13) k. d. CJ J Tj J 
The following groups of qua~tities must be the same in the model and 
the prototype in order for steady-state similarity to exist: 
3-a. 
J L2 T E 
0 s 
a,s, 
' J k d. cr T 
oj J 0 
0:, 
Jo = E s( A) PA(k) 
cr T 4 
0 
0:, 
So dA 1b 2 A eA, (k) 
4' 4 
cr T 
0 
(X) 
dX. Io IA.(j) = PA(k) dA. 
cr T 
4 
0 
(j, k=l, ••o, n; k/j). 
0:, 
So = 1 A(k) PA(k) 
II 
cr T 4 Q 
ooo L 2 
qJ. ______ , 
l+a. 
k . T 
OJ O 
J 
d;\ 
' 
(2-14) 
In addition to Equation (2-14), the group between model and prototype 
C Tb 1 2 
of bj and p0 o are needed to establish transient thermal modeling. 
k T a 9 
0 0 
Rolling [9] and [10] selected the similit1.ide approach for develop-
ing the modeling criteria for space vehicles. The general differential 
equation expressing the energy balance for a single elemental volume 
11 
was given by 
N J 
+ i:: kn A dT + r; O' A. "1. (T. 4 .... T4)' 
n J ~J J 
(2-15) 
n=l dX j=l 
where pVC (dT/d 9) is the rate of change in sensible heat 0f the ele-p 
ment, and AS~ is the total energy rate absorbed by the element due to s iTs 
incident selar energy. A R~ and A E.3: represent energy transfer to or 
r r e e 
from the element due to albedo absorption and earth emission absorption, 
N dT 
J: k A ....;:. represents the con.ducted energy 
n=l n ndX J 
respectivelyu The term 
between the elemental volume and the surroundings, and i:: oA_,;;(T~ -
·i=l _: J j 
., ' 
represents energy transfer along all radiative paths. 
Rolling's procedure was identical to Chao and Wedekind. The ratio 
of model to prototype properties were expressed as 
pi- = p / p , v~·, = v ;v , T7• = T /T , 0f< = e I e , 
m p m p m p m p (2-16) 
Where Prn. is a model property and Pp is a property of the prototype. 
Substi.tution of the relations in Equation (2-16) f0r all terms in the 
model energy balance results in an equation for model behavior which is 
mathem.ati.c.a.lly identical to that wr:itten for the prototype as long as 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
T* (X*) = A~': 'i~ J J ( 2-17) 
The ratios in Equation (2~17) are the governing similitude criteria for 
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pr:ediction of prototype behavior £:com model behavior for a radiation-
conduction coupled probl,enh 
Adkins [11] used the Fourier conduction equation with radiation 
12 
boundary conditions, to establish the similarity criteria for two dif-
ferent configurationsg A, the nonconduction array, and B, the conduc-
tion array that is shown in Figure 1. In configuration A, conduction 
heat transfer takes place only inside the bodies, whereas heat ex-
change between the bodies is accomplished by radiationo In configura-
tion B, conduction heat exchange between the bod;i.es takes place in 
addition to radiation exchange. 
Assuming that the properties do not vary with temperature, then 
13 
the heat conduction equation can be written as 
(2-18) 
with boundary conditions 
(2-19) 
s = .. (2-20) 
The following variables were used to write Equ~tions (2-18), 
(2-19):i and (2-20) in dimensionless form: 
T, ,-, X, Y, z, q, S. 
Equatfons (2-18), (2-19), and (2-20) written in dimensionless form ,neg 
(2-21) 
a'f , 3 } (-. ) = < ( o T d) /k q 
- z=l l o az i.. 
(2-22) 
(i)T) =i,···(o T0 3 d)/k} S. oz z=O i 
\... 
(2-23) 
From inspection of Equations (2-21), (2-22), and (2-23), the similarity 
ratios a:rez 
k 
p (' L '-' p 
:, -, 
e d 
(o T0 3 d)/k. (2-24) 
0 
The similitude method was applied by Young and Shanklin [12] to a 
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set of differential equations used to describe the temperc:tture behavior 
of the 11 spool-typett configurat;.ion shown in Figure 2. The system was 
made up of three sections; a heater-plate containing an electrical 
' resistance heating element which represents an internal energy source 
of variable strength, a cald-plate having no internal energy source, 
and a cylindrical rod connecting the two plates. The differential 
equation for an elementary volume of the system was: 
2e. 4 J 
¢T. 
o T. 1 1 1 + 
oT. 
1 k 
---=~ 
06 p c p 
1 c p p 
The initial condition was 
L 
r: a.. 
P cP L j J z z 
T. ::::: T. at e = O, 
1 10 
and the boundary conditions were: 
ej F. 1-j o T.
4 + _q_• 
J p c 
p 
(2-25) 
(2-26) 
oT. 2 oT. 
le (2TIR ) Lz (2) = k ffiR ) (-2) , 
r ~r ........ -Rr r ~ 0 L o .. ....., vz z= , . 
Applying the transformations 
the fellowing 
R2 
€. CJ T 
l. 
k Lz 
sim;ilari ty 
3 q R2 
0 
T1• ~Ji T. ~ r, z, 1 UI 
parameter$ were obtained 
R R R 0k R2 a.. 
r r 1 
t --, -, -, 
R2 J k T. R Lz L p c k 10 p 
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ei F .. 
1-J 
L T 
z io 
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(2-27) 
heater plate: 
4 
CJ T. JO (2-28) • 
The similarity parameters for the c0ld pl_ate were the same as 
qi 
those for the hot plate with the exception of the ratio, k T .• Utiliz-
10 
ing a similar approach for the connecting rod with an appropriate 
change in coordinates, the following similarity parameters were ob-
ta.ined in addition to the existing parameter~: 
12 3 L2 4 e. CJ T. a.i e:. F .• CJ T. l.. 1© J 1-J JE!l (2-29) 
_:, 0 
k R k R T. 
r r 10 . 
Shih [13] considered the temperature field on a spacecraft with 
on-board equipment and personnel to be expressed as: 
oT hsT hil I 
G p - = V O (kv'I') + --.- + - + - + q. 
p oe dZ dZ dZ 
(2-30) 
x T The transformations L =-, T = -, ... , were used to obtain the fol-
x L T 
X O 
lowing similarity ratios. 
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q L L L 
x 
-, 
,c y 
, 
IL Ly ,, h L s x Cp p L,,. Ly 
• (2-31) 
k T k T L 
z 
k L 
z 
1c a 
Miller [14] investigated the applicability of thet1nal modeling to 
steady-state and transient conduction in cylindrical solid rods, for 
both single and multiple material systems. By perferming a similitude 
analysis, Miller obtained the following relations: 
-1 
= L* ' 
3 
cp'( = L* , T* = 2 1, $>'<" = L"k J R* 1 .... 2 = ., ... ' 
where the starred quantities represent the model to prototype ratio of 
Tm ~n 
the parameter (i.e., T'<'<" = -, q'l'( = -, etc.). 
Tp qp 
Geometrically scaled models may be used to measure the classical 
diffuse radiation geometry factor (see References [4] and [5]). Matheny 
[l.5] has made such measurements for a number of configurations, includ-
ing a plate, cylinder, and sphere arranged axisynnnetrically in such a 
way t.hat the:re was mutual shadowingo Kok0rev [16] and [17] has pro-
posed another method, also using scaling, where the factors are deter-
mined from the. measurement of temperatures. 
Clark and Le band [HJ and Katz [19] were the first inv1;;stigators 
to use dimensional analysis :for establishing the thermal modeling 
criteria in space applications. U'he di,nensional ratios that they de-
r:iv,~d were used to study the temperature of composite wall constructions 
exposed to an eKternal radiation environment.) Leband and Clark pre-
sented the ratios in Equation (2-33) 
<J T4 •qL c 2 L p 
--, -, , ( 2-33) 
.. kT k e q 
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and Katz presented the ratios listed in Equation (2-34) 
CJ T3 L "q L2 C L2 
, 
-, p • (2-34) 
1t k T k 9 
The last ratio in Equation (2-33) and Equation (2-34-) is common. 
If q does not enter into the problem, then the ratios in Equation (2-33) 
are not independent. The ratios in Equation (2-34) are independent-if 
q :i.s not required. The two groups of ratios in Equation (2-33) and 
Equation (2-34) may be combined to fonn Equation (2-35) 
oq12 qL 
--, -, 
er T3 L c L2 4 er T p 
and-
' ' 
(2-35) 
k T k T k k 9, •• q. 
where it is assumed that both •q and ·renter the preblem. The three 
approaches listed in Equations (2-33), (2-34), and (2-35) are correct, 
dependi.ng on the specific applicatien. 
The basic dimensionless groups for thermal scale modeling in a 
high vacuum, for the case of ~onduction and radiation heat transfer, 
have been presented by Vickers [20] (see also References [23] and [24]). 
The dimensionless groups are: 
3 
e: (r T L CL 
'-, 
a. S L q 
s 
----·, -, .... ,-. (2-36) 
k e k k k T k T LkT kT, kT, 
By considering q, •q, and·q as distinct physical quantities, Equation 
(2-36) forms one group of independent ratios .. The last three ratios 
listed in Equation (2-36) may be reduced to one by introducing the 
f 11 · 1 · •• / 2 d •o• /L3 Tl 1 • • o ow.tng re ations q = q L an q = q .. . 1e resu ting group contains 
six independent ratios which includes one for jeint interface conduct-
18 
ance. In this case, q, is a characteristic power; however, in certain 
modeling it may be desirable to consider q, q, and •q as distinct quan-
ti ties. 
Katzoff [21] derived five dimensionless similitude param~ters for 
the design and testing of thermal models of spacecraft. These ratios 
were concerned with the radiation, internal heat generation, therma,l 
conductivities of materials, heat capacities of materials, and joint 
conductance. The five parameters are 
qL 
-, 
C LT CL 
p d 
---, an ......-, (2-37) .-...--,, -, 
kT ·4 e k •• •• q q 
where the last ratio in Equation (2-37) applies to joint conductance. 
This group of ratios does not explicitly include radiation exchange 
between surfaces; however, they form an independent group. The ratios 
in Equation (2-35) that form an independent group are 
cr T3 L Cp L 2 qL 
' ' -, k k 0 kT 
•,t L 2 
and-. 
kT 
If joint conductance is neglected, Equation (2-37) becomes 
-, 
C L T •q•L p 
'-, 
•q L 
and-. 
q •q 9 kT •• q 
(2-38) 
(2-39) 
Evidently, Equations (2-38) and (2-39) are not identical groups of 
independent ratios, althaugh they apply to the same physical problem. 
Either of the groups may be derived from the other. The ratio, q L/kT, 
is common in Equation (2-38) and Equation (2-39). Equation (2-38) can 
be obtained from the product of the corrnnon ratio and the remaining 
19 
ratios of Equation (2-39). 
All the thennal modeling criteria that have been listed above 
under dimensional analysis were developed from a knowledge of the 
physical phenomena involved. However, this gives no indication of their 
usefulness in the design of thermal models. 
Watkins [22] developed forty-nine groups each of which contained 
seven independent similarity ratios for the general case of thermal 
modeling. The groups of similarity ratios were the result of a dimen-
sional analysis study of the physical quantities defining the energy 
transfer to and from single, elemental, isothermal volumes of the 
prototype and model in a simulated space envirorunent that was performed 
on the computer. For the general case that Watkins considered, the 
physical quantities defining the energy exchange between elemental 
isothermal volumes of the prototype and model in a simulated space 
environment are: 
C C q R e T T q q and a ·' • j~ kj' ' kj' ' j' k' e' a' 'S 
A numerical approach to dimensional analysis was also applied to the 
physical quantities that describe the thermal behavior of two radia-
ting disks connected by a conducting rod. One disk was exposed to ex-
ternal heating (radiation). The entire system was exposed to a low 
' 
temperature environment. Joint interface conduction and interna::. 
energy release were not considered. The numerical solution yielded 
fifty-seven groups each of which contained five independent ratios. 
These ratios are presented in Reference [25]. Any one of these groups 
may be used for model design, the sel~ction depending upon what is to 
be the purpose of the model experiments. One such group is 
20 
4 •• c. Tk Tl Ck. Tk Rkj A. T. J c. .· J J J (2-40) 
' ' ' 
-, -, 
•• A e Aj q A. .. A. Tk q j J q J 
•• 
where .Aj is the effective area expased ta qj and C j is the total heat 
capacity. 
Experiments 
There have been several investigations perf0rmed to determLne the 
validity of the derived similarity parameters. A brief review of these 
investigations is given in this section. 
Gabron, Johnson, and Fowle, in collaboration with Vickers and 
Lucas [24, 26, 27, 28] carried out a series of experiments on models 
to predict the temperature of the Mariner IV spacec,raft. The Mariner 
IV mission was, such that, the spacecraft spent long periods of time 
away from any planet. The sp;:1cecraft was exposed only to external 
radiation from the sun, and was at a fixed altitude with respect to the 
sun. Thus, steady-state modeling was applied. 
The scale mo~el of the Mariner IV was designed in accordance with 
the principles of the temperature preservation techniqut:;l •. ''Temperature 
preservation'' is where temperature at homologous locations in model and 
prototype are predicted by theory to be identical. Since the tempera-
ture measurements in the model and the prototype were made at thennal 
equilibrium, no consideration was given to the thermal scaling of tern-
perature transients. The surface optical properties of the model and 
the prototype were made identical by use of the same thermal control 
coatings. The group of ratios in Equation (2-36) for this applicatfon 
a;re 
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(2-41) 
These must have the same values at similar points on the prototype and 
the model. The ratio 12/kd was kept constant (geom~tric distortion of 
minor dimensions) in the thin plates. 
The one-half scale model in a space simulator is shown in Figure 3. 
Comparison of measured temperatures of the scale model and actual 
flight temperatures are shown'. in Table I for one mode of spacecraft 
operation (see Reference [29]). The basis for the comparison was tem-
perature data telemetered to Earth from the Mariner IV spacecraft. The 
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TABLE I 
MARINER IV TEMPERATURES 
Source: Ref. 29 
Earth Cruise - 2 
98 Days from lunch 
Solar intensity= 0.091 2 s w/Cm (8 = 0.655) 
Location 
Sunlit Appendages 
Magnetometer 
Ion Chamber 
Trapped Radiation Detection 
Internal Bus Locations 
Bay 1 
Bay 2 
Bay 3 
Bay 4 
· Bay 5 
Bay 6 
Bay 7 
Power ReguLator (Bay 8) 
Battery (Bay 8) 
Lower Ring (Bay 8) 
Upper Ring (Bay 2) 
M/C Fuel Tank 
N2 Tank (Bottom) 
N2 Tank (Top) 
Shaded Appendages 
Canopus- Tracker 
Television Camera 
Spits 
0 
*Reference [29] gives values to nearest 0.0°F. 
0 Temperature ( K) 
Flight Minus Scale Model 
-6.12~< 
-7.78 
+3.89 
-3.33 
-3.33 
o.o 
-3.89 
-2.78 
-7.22 
-2.22 
-2.78 
o.o 
12.8 
-1.11 
-1.67 
7.22 
-1.11 
24.4 
,.Q.55 
-2.78 
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results show that successful modeling was accomplished. 
Matheny [15] conducted some experiments that involved transient 
thermal modeling. The system selected for investigation was two disks 
connected by a conducting member. The conducting member was made large 
enough to enter into the radiant interchange. The models were de-
signed according to the criteria given in Equation (2-38). The exter-
ior of one of the disks was suddenly exposed to radiant energy from an 
electrical resistance heater. The reaults of the transient tests which 
were conducted on the prototype and one-half scale model are shown in 
Figure 4. The temperature of the model was within 3°K of that of the 
prototype. 
Folkman, Baldwin, and Wainwright [30] applied the modeling criteria 
given in Equation (2-4) to the conceptual space station illustrated in 
Figure 5. Geometric scaling was used and external radiation sources 
were preserved. The experimental results obtained from tests performed 
on the model were compared with three~dimensional transient analysis; a 
typical comparison is shown in Figure 6. 
Jones and Harrison [31] used the group 0f ratios given in Equation 
(2-9) to model a system composed of a plate, cylinder, and sphere which 
were exchanging thermal energy by radiation only. The three components 
of the system were located relative to one another as shown in Figure 
7. 
If ele~trical resistance heaters are used to obtain the simulated 
heating effects of the sun, and if the space chamber is regarded as 
incorporated in the ratio involving rac;liative interchange between sur-
faces, then Equation (2-9) reduces to 
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~-icJ J __,.J __ 
~ (2-41) 
C. C. T. J , J. J 
All major external dimensions were scaled by one-half. It was 
assumed that the materials were not changed from prototype to model, 
that the radiation geometry factors remain unchanged, that the temper-
atures of the model at a particular time were equal to the corresp0nd-
ing prototype temperatures at the same time, and that the thickness of 
the cylinder end caps was not changed from prototype· to model. Some 
results of this experimental investigation are shewn in Table II. 
Thermocouples 1-15 were for the sphere, 16-19 for the cylinder, and 
20~25 for the pl.ite. The experimental results generaliy confirm the 
z 
I 
--------;::, 
---------,..,. 
/7 
/.7 
( 1.49, 965, 2.09} 
/./ 
/f 12° 
Figure 7. Geometric Arrangement of Plate, Cylinder, and .. Sphere. 
Numbersi Shown are Based on Outside Dimensions of 
Sphere's Radius. Co-ordinate System Shown is Cen-
tered at Base of Cylinder. (Source: Ref. 31) 
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modeling rules, with some exceptions in the details 9 due largely to the 
assumption made regarding the volume partitioning of the objects being 
modeled. Adkins [11] has also presented experimental results for the 
same prototype configuration. These resul-~s are shown in Figure 8 • 
......... 
Adkins also applied the modeling criteria given ;i,n Reference (11] 
to a configuration consisting of two hollow spheres connected by a 
conducting member. 
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TABLE II 
RADIATIVE MODEL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Fraction of Time in Percent Where the Difference Between the Prototype 
and Model Temperatures of the Individual Thermocouple Measurements are 
Equal to or Less than 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 degrees Kelvin.+ 
Thermocouple 
Number 5 10 15 20 25 
l 59.2 75.5 89.8 95,9 98.0 
2 26.5 46o9 63.3 79.6 95.9 
3 51.0 79.6 89.8 89.8 93.9 
4 55.l 73.5 89.8 93.9 93.9 
5 44.9 57.1 69.4 79.6 89.8 
6 51.0 65.3 85.7 89.8 91.8 
7 51.0 75.5 83.7 85.7 87.8 
8 55.l 71.4 85.7 89.8 89.8 
10 53.l 67.3 87.8 89.8 91.8 
11 42.9 61.2 81.6 89.8 91.8 
12 2.0 6.1 10.2 14.3 14.3 
13 o.o 2.0 18.4 40.8 44.9 
14 38.8 51.0 55.1 57.l 59.2 
15 10.2 28.6 59.2 79.6 95.9 
16 6.1 36.7 75.5 93.9 100.0 
17 4.1 30.6 67.3 81.6 93.9 
18 4.1 8.2 32.7 63.3 79.6 
19 4.1 10.2 49.0 71.4 81.6 
20 32.7 46.9 46.9 46.9 59.2 
21 42.9 49.0 53.1 59.2 83.7 
+ 
·Det:rimental from discrete points in time corresponding to data read-
out times. Source: Ref. 31 
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The different arrangements of this system are shown. in Figure 1 •. 
Again, geometric distortion in the minor dimensions was permitted. The 
experimental results obtained from the system are shown in Figure 9o 
Rolling [9] and [10] used the ratios in Equation (2-17) to model 
the two opposed disks with four connecting tubular members as shown in 
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Figure 10 and the truncated cones shown in Figure 11. Models of one-
half and one-quarter scale based on the exterior ·dimensions were used 
for the two systems. Material thermophysical properties were fixed 
while temperature and time were scaled. Geometric distortion in the 
minor dimensions was permitted. Arrays of tungsten filament lamps 
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were used for external radiation sources~ Some of the results for the 
opposed conuected dis~s and for the cones are shown in Figure 12 and 
Figure 13, respectively~ The temperatures of the model for the disks 
were within 9°K of the prototype, and for the cones all model tempera= 
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tures were within 8°K of the prototype.. 
Young and Shanklin [12] applied the ratios below 
R2 R2 F R R e 12 12 2 Rr Fi . i·· j r 
and .-·J -$ s qR' -j -s 2» -j) (2-42) 
1 Lz R L L R R R z z r r 
to the system shown in Figure 12. This system was composed of three 
sections: a heater plate c®ntaining an electrical resistance heating 
element which represented an :internal energy source of variable 
strength)) a cold-plate having no internal energy source~ and a cyli·ndri-
cal rod connecting the tw0 plates. The prototype and the one-half 
scale model were fabricated 0f the same material with identical values 
of e, a, b, and a.. The prototype and the model were exposed to identi-
cal simulated space conditi.ons and were started at the same i.n.itial 
temperature, T. o Furthermore~ the prototype arid model surfaces were 
10 
blackened such that e: and a. approached uni.tyo The ratios in Equation 
( 2-42) were used in de.signi.ng the mc,d4.7.l. Thermal similarity exists 
when identical temperatures are observed a.t corresponding locations 
on the prototype and the model at pr@perly scaled times (Q = 4Q*) 
for appropriately scaled power inputs (q = 4q*)o A large porti!)n of 
the results of this i.nvestigat.ion is pr.e,sented :i.n Figure lLh Preto-
type and model temperatures at three thermecouple loc.ati.ons·were com-
pared at reduced times for both high and low power test runso Model 
temperatures deviated from those of the pretotype by an average of 
approximately 1.5 percento 
Miller [14] applied the ratios in Equation (2-32) for the model 
design of cyli.ndric.al rods-0 The :r,l;!.sul ts from the application of 
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Equatfon ( 2-32) are sh0r...m in Table III and Table IV" The protstype 
and the models were fabricated of the same material with identical 
values of e:, a, b~ and Clo The pretotype and model were started at the 
same initial temperature and were exposed to the same simulated space 
conditfons. Furthermore~ the prototype and model surfaces were black-
ened $uch that e and a. approached uni.tyo The experimentally ebtained 
temperatures of the prototype and model we.re consistently less than 
five degrees Fahrenheit aparto Mi.Her concluded that temperature pre-
· servation between model and prototype was a necessity for proper 
thermal mode.lingo 
Thompson, Klockzien and Dufoe [32] performed experimental investi-
gations on a prototype and scaled models of a simulated spacecraft in 
a simulated space envirorunento Three models were designed and con-
structed accGrding t0 the temperature=p:reservation techniqueo The 
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TABLE III 
PROTOTYPE AND MODEL DIMENSIONS 9 SINGLE MATERIAL 
Source g Ref o 1 t.; 
Model Length Heater Length Diameter 
Ne .. L ( i.no) LH ( ino) D (ino) u, R'>''-
Proto" l 170242 2o25 20001 
1-1 8.637 Ll.3 1.,001 0.501 0.500 
1-2 So 714 Oo75 0.661 0.331 0.331 
1-3 8.641 L13 00498 0.501 0.249 
1-4 6.120 0 .. 80 00249 0.355 0.125 
TABLE IV 
PROTOTYPE AND MODEL DIMENSIONS, TWO MATERIALS 
S~mrcez Re.f. 14. 
Model Alo Length Htro Le!tgth S.,So Length ALDiao S.S_,Dia 
Noo LAL (Ino) LH (:i.n.o) LSS (in.o) D (Ino) D (In.) L~'-' R* 
Pre too 2 90750 2o2.5 7 .4li0 2000.2 10995 
2-1 40871 L,13 3 0 7.35 Oo.497 0.,499 00501 00249 
2-2 3.,456 Oo80 2.657 Oo2.52 Oo248 00356 Ool25 
----
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models consisted of a foll=sc.ale p:i:e,tot.ype 9 half=sc:ale m0del 9 and a 
Q .. 285 scale modeL The model configu:rati.0n was de.signed t0 investigate 
the thermal scale-m@deli.ng criteria presented in the equation. below. 
k L 
m m 
-=-, 
k L p p 
9 L (p C ) 
...:!! = ...!!.,_ p m. 
L ( C ) p p p p 
c 
~ ~ = L (2-43) 
cP 
The basic test cenfiguration used by Thompsonj Klockzien and Dufoe. 
was a double walled cylinder enclosed at both ends (Figure 15). A 
thermal analysis of the basic test configuration shown in Figure 15 was 
performed con.currency with the test program. The purpose of the 
thermal analysis was twof0ld: First, to provide a basis for comparison 
f0r the experimental results; and secend~ to provide a means for adjust-
ing the test results :from the exi.st:i:ng test environment to the expected 
space environmento 
Presented in Figure 16 are transient analytical and test results 
for two he.ater power levels of the system shewn in Figure 1.5 o Both 
solar~eff and solar-en transient condi.tion.s are showno The data shown 
are for two thermocouple locations on the ciuter ,and inner cylinder that 
are normal to the si.mulat.e.d solar r,,idi.at.ioa.o The differences in the 
inner cylinder test results presente.d in Figure 16 were due primarily 
to the differences i.n the initial temperature.o This is apparent in 
that the shapes of the transient curves agree d.ose.lyo The differences 
in the test results for the outer cylinder were du.e primarily to the 
lower solar i.ntensi.ty of the solar s:i.mu.lati0n0 
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Analytical and expei:i.mental :r:etH~arch in therrnal similitude in 
space-related the:r.m@physics problems 1.s ve.ry acti.veo Much progress has 
been made in confirming the analyseu3 by e.x.perirnents in both steady-state 
and transient cases., In. the .. for.mitr case 9 a compl:icated spacecraft, 
Mariner IV, has been su.ccessfully mc,de1ed.o However, there has been. no 
attempt to experimentally verify a group 0f similarity parameters for a 
system that c®ntains a fluido The remaining part of this in.vestigat:ion 
was concerned with the applicab:Uity of t.hen:nal modeling to steady-
state conditions for a system containing a gaso 
CHAPTER III 
MODELING CRITERIA 
Thermal similarity parameters c:an be identified from either dimen~, 
sienal analysis er from energy balance c.ensiderations ef the thermal 
system being investigated. The latter is a method using differential 
equations and boundary conditi.cms and is perhaps the more attractive 
technique since the actual physical laws governing the system are used. 
The results of either approach 9 however, are clearly only as compre-
hensi.ve as the number of system paramete.rs considered in the derivationo 
General Criteria 
The basic modeling criteria for therm.al scale modeli.ng of a system 
were developed using the differ.entfal methodo This method utilizes the 
energy equation for the model and the protot.ypeo In order to account 
for the total heat transfer, the thermal scale modeling criteria for a 
radiation-conduction-convection coupled heat-transfer system were 
developedo 
In order to develop the modeling criteria utilizing the diffe.ren-
tial method~ the energy equation was written. for a differential ele-
ment o For the ith element 9 the energy e.quation isg 
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oT. s J N oT. 
V, c l. + E E ¢js A + I: k A 
1 .. n p. 
-- = qi a.,. ·j 
'.!. l p. oe s=l J·;:l ,:;, .. $ n:a::l n n oLi-n l 
s 4 .J J 
E e CJ A T. + r: A c (T1-Tj) + E h A (T.-T.)a (3=1) 
s=l s s l j=l n s j=l s n l J 
.Equation (3-1) was made dimensionless and applied to the model and 
prototype separately. In order for point·-to-point similarity to e:?.ist 
between the model and the prototype, the following i.dentities were ob·· 
tained ( see Appendix A for developrn,,mt): 
P"' v·" c~~ 
___ _...P __ = qi: = a,-1: </>'': Ak = e~·: A~~ 
sj JS S S S 
(3-2) 
where j=l9 2, 0 0 Q f> J 
n=l, 2., 0- 0 0 ' N 
and 
s=l, 2, 0 0 0 :> s. 
The superscript star indicates the quanti.ty is a ratio of mod,el value 
to prototype value of that quantity at corresponding points. The sub-
scripts refers to a surface of the isothermal region under study. 
Subscript, j~ is an isothermal region radiating or conducting energy to 
the isothermal element under study, and n denotes the normal to the 
region and gives the direction of conduction and convection to the 
isothermal regiono- The various .;ubscripts for a typical system are 
illustrated in Figure 170 An algebraic solution of the radiation-
conduction-convection coupl13d heat traniffer problem is extremely diffi,~ 
cult to obtain even for simple geome.tric shapeso However 9 the thermal 
behavior of a prescribed system may be predicted from an experimental 
Figure 17. Typical System Showing Elements 
i and Je 
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investigation of a small-scale modele The identities in Equations (3-2) 
serve as the governing similitude criteria for predicting prototype 
behavior from observed model behaviore 
Application of the General Criteria 
The thermal behavior of a system may be detennined by obtaining 
the perfonnance of a model, through experimental methods, and then 
applying the modeling identities in Equations (3-2). In thermal model-
ing of a system some of the identities may be unimportant and can be 
neglected~ This places certain constraints upon the modeling identi-
tiese These constraints will depend upon the particular system to be 
investigated and the final results will be only as good as the assumed 
constraintso 
The configuration selected to illustrate the modeling criteria was 
two concentric cylinderso The geometry and notation nomenclature is 
shown in Figure 18 .. This was the geometry employed in the experimental 
D. : LENGTH Of TEST SECTION 
rli : ~: INNER RADIUS Of INNER CYLINDER 
r,o = ..9f- = OUTER RADIUS Of INNER CYLINDER 
r2i : ~ : INNER RADIUS Of OUTER CYLINDER 
r20 : ~: OUTER RADIUS Of OUTER CYLINDER 
Tn = UNIFORM TEMPERATURE Of THE INTERIOR Of THE INNER CYLINDER 
T10 = UNIFORM TEMPERATURE Of THE EXTERIOR Of THE INNER CYLINDER 
T2i = UNIFORM TEMPERATURE Of THE INTERIOR Of THE OUTER CYLINDER 
T20 = UNIFORM TEMPERATURE Of THE EXTERIOR Of THE OUTER CYLINDER 
q1 = qR1+ qc,: UNIFORM HEAT FLUX LEAVING THE EXTERIOR Of THE INNER CYLI NOER 
Qz =1:\R2•1:lc2= UNIFORM HEAT FLUX ENTERING THE INTERIOR Of THE OUTER CYLINDER 
q3 = UNIFORM HEAT FLUX LEAVING THE EXT ER I OR OF THE OUTER CYLINDER 
Figure 186 Sketch Illustrating the Nomenclature 
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investigation with the cylinders located in a simulated space environ-
ment. 
The general m0deling criteria were expressed in a more convenient 
form by equating each of the terms in Equations (3-2? to t~e conduc-
tion term. This yields the following equations: 
and 
where 
* 
* * * * * T a.5 J. /Jj A = k A (-*) , s s n n L n 
* 
* * * * * T A h T = k A (-*) , s s n n L n 
* * * * T q =k A(-*)' n n L n 
~·, 
oo* * q = k 
n ( T *) ' L n 
* * p v 
* 
~js 
* k 
n 
=* 
e 
* T 
(*) ' 
L n 
* * 
* T k* * (T*) C * = A , p 9 n n L n 
* * 
*4 
* F. e;s T j A. 
= 
JS J 
* A 
s 
(3-3) 
(3-4) 
(3-5) 
(3-6) 
(3-7) 
(3.:.8) 
(3-9) 
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* * 
'le (OlO "' Dli) L 2 2 * Al = , or (DlO - Dli) ' 
[ Dl°}* ln-
Dli 
and 
* * 
* 
(020 - D2i) L 2 2 * A2 - t D2T , or (D20 D2i) o n-02i 
It should be noted that the ratios presented in Equat~ons (3-2) must be 
the same for all is0thermal re~ions _ of the system for point-to-point 
similarity to exist. Therefore, the raties applied to an element which 
has an external surface is the same as the ratios for an internal ele-
ment of the solido 
The effect of joint interface resistance will be neglected in this 
analysis since it was not of primary concern. Also, it is possible to 
design a test section which is free of joints. 
The influence of spectral and angular distributions of the emitted 
and absorbed radiation may be eliminated by controlling the surface 
properties (emissivity and absorptivity) throughout the systemo These 
properties may be controlled by proper sel~ction of a material to coat 
the surfaces. Thus, this constraint requires that the emissivity and 
absorptivity af all surfaces throughout the model and prototype be 
constant and independent of temperature. 
If the radiant flux ¢js from the surroundings to the system is the 
* same fqr model and prototype, then¢. is unity (referred to hereafter JS 
as ''Technique In)o This may be accemplished by c0ntrolling the pro-
perties of the surroundingso In a simulated space environment~ the 
radiant flux from the surroundings is very low if solar energy is not 
simulated. This is due to the fact that the temperature is very low. 
Thus, for this case, the radiant flux ~js will be considered zero 
(referred to hereafter as "Zero Surroundings Techniquen). These two 
techniques will be discussed in the following sectionso 
Technique I 
Technique I was limited to those situations where the radiant 
flux from the surroundings to the system was the same for both model 
and prototype. Thus, 
Since the emissivity and absorptivity of all surfaces throughout the 
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model and prototype were constant, the ratios of these properties must 
be constant. That is, 
If Equations (3-3) through (3-9) ~re applied to the system shown 
in Figure 18 and the conditions listed above are considered, the fol-
lowing equations are obtained. These equations are: 
for outside surface qf outer cylinder, A20 
(3-10) 
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and 
{ *} * *4 * ·k T (3-11) .A20T20= knAn, 1·k 2 ' 
for inside surface of outer cylinder, A2i 
t ~1 * -1:4 'I: * * T F 10---2i TlO AlO = kn An ~~ 2 ' (3-12) 
* *4 -{ * * T*} A2i T2i k A * , (3-13) n n L 
2 
and 
~ j * * * * * T A2i h2i T2i = kn An 1* 2 , (3-14) 
for outside surface of inner cylinder, A10 
(3-15) 
(3-16) 
and 
(3-17) 
for the inner cylinder, 1 
. f ~ * * * T q = k A. - , 1 n n * 
. .. L 1 
(3-18) 
and 
and 
··* =f* i:} ql n * ' t· 1 
f * * * T*} { * * T*} .· P vc- =kA-, p * n n * 9 1 t 1 
for the outer cyiinder, 2 
f* * p v 
{ *1' * * * T q2 = k A * , n n L 2 
*} f *} * T * * T C* =kA*. p 9 n p. L 
2 2 
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(3-19) 
(3-20) 
(3-21) 
(3-22) 
(3-23) 
(3-24) 
(3-25) 
If Equation (3-10) is substituted into Equation (3-11), the resulting 
equation is 
(3-26) 
For exact geometric similitude (equal scaling in all directions) 
between the medel and pretotype, Equation (3~10) can be expressed as 
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(3-27) 
Substituting Equation (3-27) int0 Equations (3-12), (3-13), (3-14)) 
(3-22), (3-23), (3-24), and (3-25) yields the following equations: 
and 
* 1 h = - = 1. 2i * · 
T2i 
* * * * a = 1 c p 2 P2 2, 
where the initial time is defined as zeroG 
(3-28) 
(3-29) 
(3-30) 
(3-31) 
(3-32) 
(3-33) 
(3-34) 
If Equation (3-28) is substituted into Equation (3-16), the resulting 
equatioll is 
(3-35) 
Substituting Equatien (3-35) into Equations (3..:.17), (3-18) 11 (3-19)ll 
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(3-20) 9 and (3-21) yi.elds the follewing equationu 
(3-36) 
(3-37) 
(3-38) 
and 
* * * * 0 =L C o., l P1 'J. (3-40) 
Equations (3-26)~ (3=28) through (3-34)t and (3-36) through (3-40) may 
be reduced to the foUow:in~ equati.ens: 
(J.,41) 
* * 
*2 (3-42) q2 = ql =L 9 
ooo* ooJ'k 1 {3~,43) 
q2 = ql = * !) 
L 
* * * * 0 =: L c P19 (3-44) l P1 
and 
* * * * (3-45) 02 = L c P2 o P2 
Equatiens (3-41) through (3=45) must be satisfied at corresponding 
locations on the model and prototype if thermal modeling 0f a system9 
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under the conditions of Technique I~ is to be accomplished. 
Zero Surroundings Techni~e 
The radiant flux from a simulated space environment is approxi-
mately zero. Under this condition together with the conditions imposed 
* * in the development. c•f the modeling equations for Technique I (a. . = e: 
SJ S 
= 1, and geometric similarity between model and prototype)i Equations 
(3-11) through (3-25) yield the following equations~ 
(3-46) 
(3-47) 
(3-48) 
(:3-.50) 
(3,~51) 
* 4 
* k ":"" 
00 . = (_3.)3 
q2 T* 
.w 
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* 4 
* 
k -
'ql = (_!}3 9 (3-53) L* 
4 7 
oo#t * 3 c.l.>3 (3-54} q2 = (k2) L* ' 
4 7 
00.;k = 0 * ,3 ( ..!.. >3 (3-55} ql cl * ' L 
* *2 * P1 L c 
* 
P1 a1 , ... (3-56} 
* kl 
and 
* *2 * P2 L c 
* 
P2 
02 = (3-57} 
* k2 
In the above. e.qi.iati.ons the directional variation of thermal conduc.ti-
vity was neglectedo 
Variable Specific Heat and Thermal Gainductivit.y 
The specific heat and t.he.rmal c.onductivit.y of the salid parts of a 
system was a function of temperatureo Chao [8] suggested the use of a 
power law to descri.be the property vari.ation over a specified range of 
temperatureso These relations are 
and 
a k = k T P 
0 
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where the temperature is in degrees Rankine. If the above expression 
for the specific heat is substituted into Equation (3-44) or (3-45), 
the following equation i.s obtained for the dimensionless time variable 
in Technique Ig 
e 
* m e =- = 
e p 
* * * L C p 
Po 
(3-58) 
For the Zero Surroundings Technique, the expressions for·the specific 
heat and thermal conductivity were substituted into Equations (3-46), 
(3-48) 1 (3-SO)j (3-52), (3-54), and (3-56) and the following equations 
were obtained: 
K it 
0 
L''°' 
oo:fr { * q = k 
0 
(3-59) 
(3-60) 
(3-61) 
and 
* c 
* <i( * 2 Po a == p (L ) -;r 
k 
0 
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0 (3-64) 
A basic requirement for similarity between the model and prototype 
was that the dimensionless ratios of properties remain constant through-
out the two systems for all thermal levels~ Equations (3-58) through 
(3-64) indicate that dimensionless ratios of properties remaincon-
stant only for the case where b == b and a =a. If these conditions 
m p m p 
are not met, strict similarity will not be obtainedo Equal exponents 
were obtained by selecting the same material for both model and proto-
typeo The material preservation requirement reduces Equations (3-58) 
through (3-64) to the following: 
For Technique I 
* * 0 = L 
and for the Zero Surround;Ln.gs TechniqueD 
1 
* -{'t*2(1-a)} !:a q - .... ' 
(3-65) 
(3-66) 
(3-67) 
(3-68) 
(3-69) 
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* e =ft::j~ (3-70) b 
and 
* { }3\ h = L!3 • (3-71) 
A sununary of the modeling ~riteria for Technique I and the Zero 
Surroundings Technique is shown in Table v. For Technique I and the 
Zero Surroundings Technique with constant thermal properties, the 
modeling criteria is only a function of the geometric scaling factor. 
For the Zero Surroundings Technique with variable thermal properties, 
" 
the modeling criteria is a function of the geometric scaling factor and 
the constants a and bo 
Discussion of; Assumptions 
Several assumptions were made in order to reduce the modeling 
criteria given in Equation (3-2) to a usable form. For Technique I, 
the assumptions were:, 
1. The emissivity'and absorptivity of all surfaces throughout 
2. 
the model and prototype were constant. 
The radiant flux,. from the surroundings to the system was JS . 
the same for both model and prototype. 
3. The thermal properties of the solid parts (specific heat and 
thermal conductivity) were constant or varied with temperature 
according to a power law. 
4. Exact geometric similitude. 
Fer the Zero Surroundings Technique, the assumptions were the same as 
Variables 
* D 
* T 
* h 
* e 
oee* q 
• .;k q 
'* q 
TABLE V 
MODELING CRITERIA FOR·TECHNIQUE I AND 
ZERO SURROUNDINGS TECHNIQUE 
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Technique I Zero Surroundings Technique 
Constant or Variabl~, k 
1*2 
1 
1 
* L 
* 1/L 
l 
*2 L . 
;) . 
Constant, k 
* 1/3 (1/L) 
* 1/L 
*2 L 
* 7/3 
(1/L ) 
* 4/3 (1/L ) 
* 2/3 (L ) 
Variable,, k 
*2 L 
1 
(1/1*)3-a 
1 
(l/L*3)3-a 
1 
*6-a-
(L *b )3-a 
L 
1 
( 1 )3-a 
.*7-a 
1 
( 1/L *4)-:S::S 
1 
*2-2a 3-a (L ) 
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those of Technique I with the exception of the second assumption listed 
above. In this assumption the energy absorbed by the model and pro to·· 
type from the surroundings was neglected. This can be obtained if the 
temperature of the surroundings approaches absolute zer9. Several 
previous investigators have made this assumption [6], [SJ, [li1.], [20], 
and [26], 
The first assumption may be satisfied by coating all surf aces 
throughout the model and prototype with a material which has uniform 
radiant prope:i:·ties. These surfaces were coated with flat black paint. 
Flat black paint (velvet coating 101-ClO) is a product of Minnesota 
Mining and Manufacturing Company, and has been shown to have high and 
uniform values of emittance and absorptance [26]. 
The radiant; flulc ,f,. from the surroundings to the system may be JS 
controlled by fixing the properties of the surroundings and those of 
the system where it is visible to th<:1 sur:i::oundin.gs. In order for the 
incident flu.{· on the model and prototype to be the same, the following 
expression must be satisfied: 
' 4 Aj}-[rj, li. Aj} ' f e:j er rj €. o T. js J J (3-72) -A A s s 
._) m 
If the urooerties e:., T., and A. of the surroundings are fixed, Equa-
r t J J J 
tion (3-72) will be satisfied if 
= 
(A) 
s p [F.s] 
(A ) J m 
s m 
For exact geometric similarity and a scaling factor of one-half between 
prototype and model 
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= 4 [F.] o 
JS m 
In order to investigate experimentally the incident flux on a model and 
its geometrically similar prototype, the surroundings were specifiedo 
The surroundings consisted of a cylindrical container and the systems 
were centrally located within the centainer, then for the concentric 
cylinder systems considered in the experimental investigation 
[F.] JS p 
= 4o01 [F. ] .. 
JS m 
Thus, the magnitude of the incident flux from the surroundings, for the 
model and protatype, will differ by less than one-half of .one percent .. 
The ~hennal conductivity and specific heat of the solid cemponents 
of a system are functions of temperatureo In modeling, the variation 
in thermal properties may be controlled, to a certain degree, by select-
ing the satne material for model and prototypeo For certain materials 
the thermal property variations with temperature are smallo A discus-
sion of the error introduced by thermal property variations in the 
solid cemponents of the systems used in this investigation can be 
found in Appendix G. It was cencluded that for engineering applica-
tions the variations in therm~l properties may be neglected in this 
investigationo 
As stated earlier, the only method available for checking the 
validity of the developed medeling criteria is threugh experimentatien~ 
The systems design,ed for checking the modeling criteria are shown in 
Figures 36 threugh 4lo * * They were scaled such that D = e which 
satisfies beth techniques listed in Table Vo 
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Similarity in Natural Convection Heat Transfer in the 
Annulus Between Horizontal Concentric Cylinders 
The fluid contained in the annulus between concentric cylinders, 
with a horizontal axis, will be in metion if a temperature difference 
exists between the two cylinders. The heat transfer associated with this 
motion is natural convection. In order to establish similarity in 
natural convection, the equations of motion, continuity, and energy will 
be examined. This analysis will be restricted to laminar flew, which 
will exist for Grashof numbers, Gr 6, less than 107 [36]~ Assumptions 
considered in formulating the equations of motion, continuity, and 
energy for the system shown in Figure 19 were; steady-flow, n0ndissipa-
Figure l9o The End View of a Long Horiz©ntal 
Cylindrical Annulus 
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tive processes, axisyrometric~ and density was dependent only on temper-
ature and that othet'wise the fluid i.s incompressibleo 
With these assumptions the continuity equation in cylindrical 
coordinates, (r~ h.) j is 
~ r V r 1. oVfl. 
-+- +- = a. 
or r r o Y\. 
(3-73) 
I' 
Thi.s equaUon may be sat:Lsfi.ed by a stre.am func.'t.ions '°V(r 9 Yl.), which is 
defined for S'I.Jbse.quent use as 
1 o '\,\ 
V =-~a 
r r o'Yl. 
a"' V..~ = ·- _,,. 
Ti or 
The equa.t.ions o:f motion in cylindrical coordinates ares 
1'.°l mCompon~ 
where the operators D/Dt and J are given by 
and 
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(3-78) 
respectively. 
For negligible frictional and compressional he.a.ting the energy 
equation in cylindrical coordinates is 
,!. o(T ,\.tJ) 
r o(r' Yl) 
k 
=- if° T ' (3 .. 79) 
whe1·e o(T, \)J)/ o( r ~ Y\) is the Jacobian. The boundary conditions are that 
the velocity is zero both at the surfaces and at a distance far removed 
from the surf~ces. 
By substituting Equation (3~74) i.nto Fti.uations (3-75) and (3-76) 
and eliminatiri.g the pre.ssure by c:r.oss~.different:LaU.on~ an equation for 
the stream function may be obtained. This equation is 
1 ac if LtJ? '-II) = g 
r o(rll n) B Lsin n 2! -~ r aYl Cos 
The probl,1m now is to determine the conditions for which the 
velocity field in one free-convection system is similar to the velocity 
field in another. Similarity of velocity fields for different systems 
e,dsts when Equation (3-80) written in dimensionless form is the same 
for model and prototype. The variables used tc nerr;pftmensionalize 
Equation (3-80) are defined as follows: 
('T~T )/(T ~T ). 
w R w (3-81) 
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Equation (3-80) in dimensionless form is 
(3-82) 
Dynamic sin1ilarity between twci geemetric similar systems, A and 
B, exists if 
2 (Gr/Re )A (1/Re)A 
2 = ---- = 1, 
(Gr/Re )8 (1/Re)8 
(3-83) 
(2Ri)3 g~ 
where Gr = -----)),.'4. 
tained by comparing 
2R.V 
i (T -T) and Re=----. Equation (3-83) was ob-R ~":' \;t 
Equation (3-84) for the two systems. By combining 
the first and third terms of Equation (3-83) the result is 
(3-84) 
Combining the second and the third terms of Equat:i.on (3-83) the follow-
ing expression is obtained 
(3-85) 
From the physical aspects of the problem the velocity of the fluid 
is not an independent quantity, but depends upon the buoyant driving 
force. Hence, v, can be eliminated from Equation (3-84) by substitu-
ting its value from Equation (3-85). The resulting expression is 
(Gr)A = (Gr)B o (3-86) 
number, Gr, and represents 
(2Ri)3.gf3 
,'·2 p. 
the ratio 
The dimensionless modulus, (TR-T*)' is called the Grashof 
of buoyant to viscous forces. 
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When the buoyancy is the only driving force, the fluid velocity is 
determined entirely by the quantities contained in the Grashof moduluso 
Therefore, the Reynolds number, Re, is S'1perfl.uous for free convection, 
and equality of the Grashof numbers establishes dynamic similarityo 
The conditions for similarity of temperature fields in free-
convection were obtained by writing Equati.en (3-79) in dimensionless 
form as 
1. o(T ,W) 
r o<r,n) 
2 
=- (3-87) 
µ ".: 
where, P =~, is the Prandtl number. Thus, similarity of tempera-
r K 
ture fields in free-convection exist for equal Prandtl numbers in 
systems that are dynamically similar. Therefore, when geometrically 
similar bodies are cooled or heated by free convection, both the veloc-
ity and temperature fields are similar provided the Grastof numbers 
and the Prandtl numbers are equal, respectively, at corresponding 
points. When the Grashof numbers are equal and .the Prandtl numbers are 
equal, according to Schlichting [46], the Nusselt numbers for the 
bodies are the same. Hence, experimental results for free-convection 
heat transfer can be correlated by an equation of the form 
Nu= C(GrPr) 9 (3-88) 
Where c denotes a functional relationshipo For a group of gases having 
the same number of atoms per molecule, the Prandtl number is nearly the 
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same [48]o Equation (3-88), for these gases, was reduced to 
Nu= ~(Gr). (3-89) 
A detail discussion of empirical data f~r the Nusselt number in 
horizontal cylindrical annuli is presented in Chapter IV. 
CHAPTER IV 
THERMAL ANALYSIS 
Before the modeling criteria, which were developed in Chapter III, 
were experirnentally examined, a thermal analysis of several selected 
systems was made. This analysis was necesl:]ary in order. to design a 
system which w~s simple, yet flexible enough so that a radiation-
conduction-convection coupled heat transfer problem could be experimen-
tally investigated. The thermal analysis also illustrates the complex-
• ity which ar;i.ses in the analytical approach to such a problem and the 
importance of being able to correctly model a system. 
In order to check the modeling criteria a radiation-conduction-
convcction coupled heat transfer problem had to be selected so that all 
three modes of heat transfer were present. This meant that the system 
had to be capable of containing a fluid. Since the system was to be 
tested in a simulated space environment., proper sealing of all connec~ 
tions was important. The first system for analysis consisted of two 
concentric spheres with a fluid in the anmilar space O This system had 
the merit of simplicity; however, sufficient information on the con-
vective film coefficient was not available from the literature. Thus, 
before a reliable experimental program could be conducted, sufficient 
tests would have been necessary to deterrnine the necessary convective 
coefficient. 
The second system for analysis consisted of two concentric 
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rectangular tubes. This geometry was also restricted by a lack of 
information on the convective film coefficient. 
The third system for analysis consisted of two long concentric 
cylinders. Considerable information has been reported in the litera-
ture ([36], [37], [38]~ [39], and [40]) on the convective film coeffi-
cient for horizontal cylindrical annuli. The concentric cylinder sys-
tem was selected for the experimental program and is discussed in the 
following sections. 
Governing Equations for Concentric Cylinders 
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The concentric cylinders shown in Figure 20 were divided into two 
systems in order to perform the thermal analysis. One system consisted 
of the i.nne:r cylinder; the other cylinder comprised the other system. 
The solution to the thermal fields in these cylinders were connected 
through the boundary conditions. The inner cylinder was subjected to 
a uniform heat flux and the outer cylinder was exposed to a simulated 
space environment. In formulating.this problem the following assump-
tions were.made: 
l, Steady-state conditionss 
2. Symmetrical temperature distributions in the angular direc-
tion. 
These assumptions reduced the problem to thermal variations in the 
radial and axial directions. Applying the first law of thermodynamics 
to a small element in the cylinder, as shown in Figure 21, the follow-
ing equation wa.s obtained: 
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. r 
r-r~~22-.~~~~~~~~~ 
r20 r2i 
,-~-J-,-ii.:w...;..w:..,. ............ '"""~;..w: ....... ""-"-"""'"""~~~:i,.q. 
10 r11 
Figure 20. System with Two-Dimensional Heat Flow 
q,j [r•Llr]2r1LIZ 
r+(lr 
Figure 21. Volume Element of Two-Dimensional System 
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1 o oqz 
(q r) + - = O, 
::. rr ::.z 
(4-1) 
r or u 
where q and q are the rand z components of t;he heat flux, respec.-
rr z 
tively. Fourier's law of heat c0nduction was used and obtain expression 
= - and k oT 
oz 
By substituting these exp~essions into Equation (4-1) the following 
equation was obtained: 
.!. ..Q... (kr oT) + ..Q... (k oT) = O. (4-2) 
r or or oz oz 
Equation (4-2) was used to analyze both cylinders. Using subscripts 
of 1 and 2 to denote the inner and outer cylinders, respectively, 
Equation (4-2) becomes: 
1 o oT1 o oT1 
(klr -) + - o~l -) = o~ (rli::S,r~ro) 
ror or oz oz 
(4-3) 
and 
1 o oT2 cl oT2 
( k2 r - ) + - ( k - ) = O. 
r or or oz 2 oz 
(4-4) 
If th~ thermal conductivity~ k~ is such that it is approximately 
constant over a selectec;J. temperature range the temperature fields& 
T1(r,z) and T2(r,z), in the cylinders must satisfy Laplacevs equation. 
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( 4-5) 
l o 
r or 
or2 (r -) 
or 
( 4,-6) 
The boundary condit ior1s fo:r. t.he systems shown in Figure 20 are: 
i:Yr1 (r~O) 
oz 
= 0 
o-r1 (r~L) k " _, . .... 
. oTl (r10vz) ·- O!! 
k~·-- ql' 
or 
oT2 (rJO) 
ii= o. 
crr2 (r~L) l •• ~ (, ---- ""' q22 
oT2 (r2i~z) oo 
·= k ---- ""' q29 
err 
or 
Equations ( 4~5) and ( 4.,6) are. second order linear partial clliff&@n= 
tial equationso The separation of variables technique can be used to 
obtain product type solutions~ but the complex boundary conditions make 
it difficult to obtain the constants in these solutions, Thusj it is 
po,3sible to solve for the te.mpe.rature fields numerically when ·sufficient 
boundary data are krw;,,m.o For the conc.entri;:: cylinder systemJ a two-
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dimensional thermal analysis could not be performed because ())f insuf .. 
ficient information on the convective boundary conditions. Thus, in 
order to simplify the problem, the horizontal test arrangement was de-
signed to permit only one-dimensional heat flow in the solid cylinders. 
The:nnal Analysis of System with One~Di~ensional Conduction 
In order to simplify the thermal analysis, the system was designed 
to permit only radial heat transfer through the mid-section of the con-
centric cylinders. This was accomplished with guard heaters. For the 
concentric cylinder system, the heat conducted through the inner 
cylinder was approximately equal to the energy transferred through the 
annulus by convection and radiation. If the energy input to the system 
is known, the temperatures throughout the solid cylinders may be deter-
mined, provided a model can be developed to predict the energy trans-
ferred across the annulus$ The fluid pr0perties within the annulus 
were such that the gas did not participate in the radiant exchange. 
Thus, each mode of heat transfer was examined separately and the find-
ings were combined to complete the thermal analysis. The nomenclature 
used in this analysis is shown in Figure l8e 
Radial Conduction Through Solid Cylinders 
In performing the thermal analysis ef the solid cylinders, the 
following assumptions were made: 
1. Steady-state heat transfer, 
2. No axial or angular temperature gradients, 
3. Uniform heat fluxes, 'q1, and q2, 
4. Constant thennophysical properties, 
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5o Constant surface temperatures on each cylindero 
Under these assumptions the heat transfer is in the radial direction 
and can be expressed as 
q = - k A dT o (4-8) 
k dr 
Inteorating Equation (4-8) between the limits of T at V and T. at V 
u O O 1 i 
yields 
(4-9) 
The heat transfer through the inner cylinder (subscript 1) and that 
through the outer cylinder (subscript 2) may be expressed as 
and 
respectively. 
00 
qkl =q1(2,rr10 L) 
(Tl. - TlO) 
= 2 lfLk --1--- (4-10) 
(4-11) 
Equations (4=10) and (4-11) may be solved fer the unknown tempera-
tures provided the heat transfer and one temperature on each cylinder 
is specifiedo A thermal analyses performed in this manner has restric-
t.ions. During any test the temperature of the surroundings was speci-
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fied. Thus, this provides a starting point for determining the tempera-
tures throughout the system, provided models can be formulated to 
accurately predict the heat transfer by radiation and convection. 
Radiant Exchange Between System and Surreundin&s 
The heat transfer by radiation will depend upon the properties of 
all systems participating in the exchange. In order to simplify this 
analysis, the emissivity and absorptivity of all surfaces throughout 
the system and surroundings were assumed to remain constanto These 
properties were controlled by the use of selected coating materialso 
The concentric cylinder system was tested in a simulated space 
envirorunent. In this envirenment the pressure was low enough so that 
radiation was the only mode of heat exchange between the system and 
the surroundings. Therefore, the net heat transfer, q3, between the 
system and the surroundings may be evaluated by. 
(4-12) 
For a given heat transfer q3 (which is approximately constant through-
out the system) and a known constant temperature of the surroundingsp 
the temperature, T20 P of the outside surface ef the system can be 
determined from Equation (4-12). This temperature (T20), together with 
the constant heat transfer, may be used to obtain the inside surface 
temperature, T21 , of the outer cylinder (See Equation (4~11))Q 
Radiant.· Exchange Between Cencentric Cylinders 
The radiant energy leaving the outer surface of the inner cylinder 
was not equal to that entering the inner surface of the 0uter cylindero 
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This difference was primarily caused by the ends wh:!.ch were needed in 
sealing the annulus. The relative magnitude of this difference was 
established through an example utilizing typical conditions during a 
test. This, together with a technique for evaluating the radiant ex-
cha1:1ge between the concentric cylinders, is presented below. 
The integral equation for evaluating the net heat transfer by 
radiation at the j th surface is [34] 
(4-13) 
where Jk represents the function Jover the area of the k th element. 
The radiosity functions, J j, in Equation ( 4-13) are 
( 4··~14) 
= Where Ej represents the emitted energy from the j th element and pre-
presents the reflectance of the j th element. Equation (4~·13) was 
solved by finite difference approximation$ for the annulus between the 
concentric cylinders. This method of solution is discussed in detail 
in Reference [34]. 
In order to write the integral equations as finite-difference 
approximations, the following assumptions were necessary: 
lo The enclosure has n isothermal surfaces or elements. 
2. The emissivity and reflectivity of all surfaces are constanto 
3. The incident radiation is uniformly distributed over the 
surface of an element. 
The above assumptions imply that emissions and refl,ections are 11gray 
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and diffuse.". Thus, Jk is constant over the area A.le and the radiosity 
function given by Equation (4-14) becomes 
(4-15) 
or 
( 4-16) 
If FAj~ is represented as Fjk Equation (4-13) becomes 
( 4-17) 
Equation (4-17) was used to obtain approximate values for the radiant 
exchange between the concentric cylinders. The accuracy depends upon 
the temperature difference between adjacent :i.sothermal elements. As 
the temperature difference decreases the accuracy increases. 
In selecting a mode1 to describe the radiant exchange between the 
concentric cylinders 1 the system was analyzed for two different temper-
ature distributions .. First, each cylinder of the concentric cylinder 
system was divided into isothermal elements (referred to hereafter as 
nonisotherm.al case) and Equation (4-17) was used to obtain the net 
heat transfer from each element. Second, the surfaGl;l of each cylinder 
was isothermal (referred ta hereafter as isothermal case)o 
l. Nonisothermal Case 
From initial tests performed on a concentric cylinder system, the 
0 temperature drop from the center te on.e end was less than 3 F .. For the 
Figure 22. Isothermal Surfaces for 
Radiation Calculaiions 
first attempt to evaluate the radiant heat transfer between the 
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cylindrical surfaces, the enclosure was divided into isothermal elements 
as shown in Figure 22. This selection of isothermal elements allowed 
the temperature difference between adjacent elements to be less than 
three sixteenths of a degree. The system shown in Figure 22 consisted 
of 36 isothermal elements. For this enclesure., 1296 configuration 
factors and 1296 radiosity values must be determined in order to evalu-
ate the radiant heat transfer between the cylindrical surfaces. This 
selection of isothermal elements was abandoned because of the labor 
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required in obtaining a solution,, F0r larger temperature drops er 
greater accuracy, the temperature difference between adjacent elements 
must approximate the actual temperature disfribution. 
Since the inner and outer cylindrical surfaces were approximately 
uniform in temperature, three isothermal elements on each cylinder were 
selected for the radiant heat transfer calculations. The is©thermal 
elements are shown in Figure 23. In order to determine a typical value 
for the net radiant exchange of an isothermal element, it was necessary 
to select typical values for the geometric dimensions, temperatures, 
and emissivities. 
L, 
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I . 16 l 
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Before evaluating the net radiant exchange~ the configuration 
factors and i;adiosities had to 'be determined. The configurations fac-
tors were determined from configuration factors for equal length con-
centric cylinders and £1ux algebra. The concentric cylinders consisted 
of lengths of 11, 12, 13, 11 + 1 2, and 11 + 12 + 13• A typical concen-
tric cylinder system is shown in Figure 24. From Reference [35] to-
gather with the notation shown in Figure 24, the various factors are: { t 2 2 2 R. l l L - R + R. 1 · - 0 1 F 21 = -. 1 - TI Cos ( 2 2 2) 
R L + R - R. 
0 0 1 
1 
2(R. )L 
1 
R2i) . } (L2 - R2 + R~) sin Ri - .JI. (L2 + R2 
o 1 R 2 o 
0 
F 22 = 1 - ...l + - __..!: 
R. 1 t2R. 
R 1T R 
0 0 
-l 2·~ L tan ~Ro-Ri - ~ 
R 2R 
0 0 
\~ 
~. 
L 
R2 - 2R~ 
- sin -1 0 l. 
2 2 2 
L + 4 (R - R.) O l R~ 
, 
( 4-18) 
( 4-19) 
and 
L 
Figure 24. Two Equal Length Concen-
tric Cylinders 
- R 0 
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(4-20) 
( 4-21) 
These equations were solved on a digital computer for the system shown 
in Figure 23. The computer program used in obtaining the configuration 
factors is listed in Appendix Band the resulting configuration factors 
are presented in Table VI. 
The radiosity E;IC'la:d;:i.Dns were obtained from the following expres-
.. ·:... . . ... 
sions [34] 
TABLE VI 
COMPUTED CONFIGURATION FACTORS 
F ll = O. 00000 F 2l = 0.00000 F31 = 0.00000 F 41 = 0.2774432 
F12 = 0.0000000 F22 = 0.0000000 F32 = 0.0000000 F42 = 0.027783537 
F13 = 0.0000000 F23 = 0.0000000 F33 = 0.0000000 F43 = 0.000011966 
F14 = 0.8323296 F24 = 0.0512925 F34 = 0.0000358 F44 = 0.4679458 
F15 = 0.0833509 F25 = 0.8952903 F35 = 0.0833509 F 45 = 0.0968046 
F16 = 0.0000358 F26 = 0.0512925 F36 = 0.8323296 F 46 = 0.0017800 
F17 = 0 .. 0838352 F27 = 0.0010544 F37 = 0.0001448 F47 = 0.1273055 
FlB = 0.0001448 F28 = 0.0010544 F38 = 0.0838352 F 48 = 0.0008543 
0.9996963 0.9999841 0.9996963 0.999928903 
F51 = 0.0170924 F61 = 0.000011966 F71 = 0.1676704 F81 = 0.00028932 
F 52 = 0.2984301 F62 = 0.02778353 F72 = 0.003452 F B 2 = 0. 003 45 2 
F53 = 0.,0170924 F 63 = 0.2774432 F73 = 0.00028932 F83 = 0.1676704 
F54 = 0 .. 0595720 F64 = 0.0017849 F74 = 0.7638330 F84 = 0.0051199 
F55 = 0.5372593 F65 = 0.0968046 F75 = 0.05248637 F85 = 0.0524863 
F56 = 0 .. 0595720 F66 = 0.4679458 F76 = 0.0051199 F86 = 0.7638330 
F57 = 0 .. 0054858 F67 = 0.0008543 F 77 = 0. 0000000 F87 = 0.0061476 
F58 = 0.0054858 F68 = 0.1273055 F78 = 0.0061476 F88 = 0 .. 0000000 
0.9999898 0.9999289 0.99899859 0.998998 
...... 
...... 
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{ e: } { J. = =j Eb + 
J 1 - pj Ejj j 1 
(4-22) 
For the system shown in Figure 23, two sets of equations were establish-
ed from Equation (4-22) for the isothermal and nonisothermal cases. 
These equations were solved on the digital cemputer (See Appendix C for 
listing of program). The radiosity, net radiant flux, and total radiant 
exchange for the various isothermal surfaces shown in Figure 23, are 
listed in Table VII. 
2. Isothermal Case 
For this case, the surface of each cylinder was assumed to be 
isothermal. This particular temperature distribution was selected in 
order to demonstrate the importance of maintaining each cylinder at a 
constant temperature. 'the geometric dimensions, temperatures, and 
., 
emissivities used in performing the calculations are listed in Table 
VII. The radiosity, net radiant flux, and total radiant exchange are 
listed in Table VIII. 
As a matter of comparison, the infinite cylinder approximation 
was used to compute the radiant exchange between the concentric cylin-
ders. In this approximation each cylinder must be isothermal. For two 
infinitely long isothermal cylinders, the radiant exchange at the mid-
section is 
( 4-23) 
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TABLE VII 
TEMPERATURE, EMITTANCE, AND DIMENSIONS OF THE ELEMENTS 
N9.NISOTHERMAL CASE ISOTHERMAL CASE 
Sl.rface Emittance Temperature Emittance Temperature Size 
1 0.97 598°R 0.97 600°R 
2 0 .. 97 600°R o.97 600°R Ri = Oo50t' 
3 0.97 598°R 0.97 600°R RO= 1.5011 
4 0.97 495°R 0.97 500°R Ll = l~. 0011 
5 0.97 5006 R 0.97 500°R t 2 = 6 • .5011 
6 0.97 49.5°R 0.97 500°R 1 3 = 4. 0011 
7 0.10 546.5°R 0.10 550°R 
8 0.10 546.5°R 0.10 550°R 
(The surfaces were assumed gray.) 
TABLE VIII 
HEAT TRANSFER AT SURFACE OF ELEMENTS 
Surface J-Values 9.net! J-values 9.-values · J-values qnet 2 j-values q-values 
--- 2 2 Btu/hr 2 2 Btu/hr Btu/hr-ft Btu/hr-ft Btu/hr/ft Btu/hr-ft 
l 210.02284 -103.8790678 - 9,,05825472 218.64478 -108.574023 - 9.,47487498 
2 218.57807 -110. 7939577 -15.670583 218.5921171. -110 .. 339745 -15 .. 64705857 
3 210002284 -103 .. 879067 - 9.058254 -218.64478 -108<574023 - 9.,4748749 
4 103.9538 35.778434 9.3381714 108 .. 19468 36.52188 9.561407308 
5 108.1793 36.1602324 15.368098 108.20537 36.9469 15 .. 71810038 
6 103.9538 35(>77843 9.3381714 108.19568 36.52188 9.561407308 
7 125.453 
-
2.9127529 - 0.126996 130.11423 
-
3.8391085 - 001675127 
8 125.453 
-
2.9127529 - 0.126996 130.11423 
-
3.8391085 - 0.1675127 
~ 
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The temperature and emissivities used in computing the radiant ex-
change were those listed in Table VII for the midsection of the concen-
tric cylinder system. For these conditions, the radiant exchange at 
the midsection is 15.1841 Btu/hr. 
In conclusion~ the radiant exchange computed by the infinite 
cylinder approximation was in close agreement with the isothermal and 
nonisothermal cases presented in Table VIII for the midsection of the 
concentric cylinder system. According to this typical example 1 the 
maximum difference was less than 3 percent. There.fore) the radiant 
exchange between the concentric cylinders, at the midsection~ can be 
obtained from the infinite cylinder approximation. 
Convective Heat Transfer Across the Annulus Between Horizontal 
Concentric Cylinders 
Whenever a fluid is present within the annulus between concentric 
cylinders, ene:r.:·gy will be c.onve.cted acrou the gap if a temperature 
difference exists. The quantity of energy cor,vect.e.d acxos.s the gap 
may be determined if the convective flim coefficient is knowno An 
estimate of the magnitude of this coefficient may be obtained from 
previous investigations of natural convection between concentric c.ylin-
ders. The exact magnitude depends upon the exact conditions within the 
annulus, and as these conditions cb.ange the coefficient will change. 
Changes in film coefficient are associated with changes in flow pat-
terns. If the gap temperature difference exceeds certain limits, the 
flow may become unstableo 
The dependence of the film coefficient on the conditions within 
the annulus may be explained by examining the flow patterns for the 
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various flow regimes o Typical flow pat term, for a few of the flow 
regimes are shown in Figure 26. Under certain conditions the flow 
between the concentric cylinders will oscillate [ 47]. The exact cause 
and occurrence of these oscillations has not been established. 
The c.0nvection heat transfer associated with the various flow 
regimes is shown in Figure 25. Th,~se results point out the variaticm 
in convection heat transfer as observed by several investigators. 
Empirical correlations by Beckmann [38] 9 Liu, Mue.Uerll and Landis [40], 
Grigull and Hauf [36L and Lis [37] have been fonnulated for the overn, 
all convection heat transfer in long horizontal cylindrical annuli. 
These correlations and their ranges of application are listed in 
Table IX. 
In order to obtain an estimate of the ene1:gy convected across the 
annulus, an empiric.al c.orr<r.lati.en of th<:i Hlm. cc:Jeff:icient was sehcted. 
Figures 27 1 28, and 29 show data generated from the relations presented 
in Table IX for the three differene relative gap widths used in the ex-
perimental program., As c.an l:11~ se.e:n from. these f:tgures~ the.re was con-
siderable variation in the Nusselt number for a. given Grashof numbero 
For this reason, it was necessary to use several different convection 
film coefficient correlations in performing the analytical investiga-
tionso In the experimental progratn a correlation was established from 
measurements taken 0n the prototypeo 
TABLE IX 
EMPIRICAL CORRELATIONS OF HEAT TRA.~SFER IN LONG CYLINDRICAL ANNULI 
Empirical Correlation Source Fluid 
Indicated Range of 
Deviations DiaoRatios 
Range of 
Grashof Noa 
.... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~= 
K,~ = loO 
-k 
Kc 1c'° = Ooll (PrGr )Oo29 6 
Kc_ J< - Oo4 (PrGr )Oo20 
6 
Kc r(Pr2 Gr )I Tee" 0"13s L . o~ 
. ! l(lo36+Pr) 
~c = LO 
L 
0278 
Nu =rL· Oc2.o+O,,l45(6/d, )ls-l.25··002(6/di) s 1~- e 
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Before the film coefficient can be obtained from the cerrelations 
listed in Table IXf the dependency of the transport properties up0n 
pressure and tempera.tu.re must be establishedo Once this dependency 
has been established, the convective film ce.efficient can be .obtainedo 
The convective heat flux, in terms of the film c.(!)efficient, may be 
computed by the relat.ien 
( 4-24) 
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Figure 25., .Heat Transfer by Natural Cenvec.tion in Iforizontal 
Cylindrical Annuli., Pr=Oo 71 
(a) Unstable Flow. Pattern in 
Turbulent Region. 
( c) Kidney Shape ct Eady Pqttern 
in Fully Developed Region. 
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(b) Flow Pattern in Tfansition Regime. 
(d) Cresent Eddy Pattern in Fully 
Developed Regime. 
Figure 260 Representation of Flow Patterns Whi.ch E::dst: in the 
Fully Developed Regimeo Sourcei Refo 360 
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The total. heat tran.sferre.d across the. a.rumlus i.s 
q = q_ + q, (4-25) 
c. r 
where qr is the energy transfrarred by rs.di.at.i.Qn" Si.nee, the t:etal heat 
transfer and the inside su.icface temperature. of the out.er cyli.nde.r are 
kn0wn. 9 Equati.ons (4·~11) 1 (4,~12)v and (,4,, •. 2 .. 5) may be· used to obtain. the 
outer surf .see temperature. of the. :i.nner c.yl :i.nde.:i:: o 
Dependence of Transport Prmperties on 
The pressures (2 to 30 psia) withi.n the annuli. of the models and 
prototypes used in the experimental investigat::!.on had very little 
.effect on the thermal conducti.vi.ty and viscosity of the gas" The 
effect of pressure on these tran:.;port. prop(:;1rt:i.es ls shown. in Table. Xo 
Table X is based on data taken from Re:i.d ,'.ln.d ShE·!:W1'.)0d [l,.:2]" In this 
table the e.1{plan.ati.on used i.n descr.fbi.ng th,2, of therm.al con··· 
for increases in pressureo 
of air can be established fnnn exper:i .. mental data.o Experimem:t.al data 
for viscosity and thermal conduc.tiv:l.ty have be,em r,Bport:ed i.n Reference 
[ lf3] o Various empirical me.thcds may bEc1 used to r,d ate th0:r.ma.l eon.due= 
tivity to te.mpe:rature;; in this case" the :repr,,.sente1.t:i.o,1,. selected wsi.s a 
polynomial in temperature.a The polynor.ni.a1 which de.scribes the experi·· 
mental data to within + Oo25 perc,2;nt is 
,,,3 .. ~=.!+ 'i '"? ? k = 0035145532 x 10. + Oa32041684 x !u T = 0.10027234 x 10 T·; 
TABLE X 
PRESSURE EFFECT ON VISCOSITY AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF AIR 
Viscosity 
Nearly no effect 
Very slight effect 
Thermal Conductivity 
Increases rapidly 
Increases about 
1% per Atmos. 
Pressure Range 
OoO::s.p'SL mm Hg. 
l mm. Hg G =--P :::.JO 
atmospheres 
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(Known as low-pressure 
region) 
Increases Increases rapidly 10 atmospheres :::Sp 
Equation (4-26) was 0btaine.d by applying the least square curve fit 
computer program (listed in Appendix D) to the e.,cperi.mental data prew, 
sented in Reference [43]o 
The two-constant Sutherland equation has been shown to be. re.Hable 
in correlating viscosity-temperature data [ 4,4]o The Sutherland equa~, 
tion is 
(4=27) 
where a plot of r 312/µ versus T should yield a straight line with a 
slope of 1/b, and an intercept of S, the so-called "Sutherland 
e 
Constant. 11 The Sutherland equation was obtained from the plot of ex-
perimental data shown in Figure .33 o Thi.s e.quat.ion is 
(4-28) 
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Equations ( 4-26) and ( 4-28) were substituted into the sale.cted 
convective film coefficient correlation in order to obtain an estimate 
of the film coefficient.. This film coefficient was substituted into 
Equation (4-24) to obtain the convection heat. transfer ac.ross the 
annulus. 
Theoretical Calculations 0f Temperatures on Models 
and Prototype for Various Energy Inputs 
The governing heat flux equations have been developed in the pre~ 
· ·ceding sections.. These equations were used in conjunction with the 
30 
-µ,, r''Y( 3 75T + 77, 700 I 
TEMPERATURE IN °R 
Figure 30 .. Viscodty versus Temperature at Atmospheric. 
Pressure 
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convective film coefficient correlations to obtain a thermal analysis 
of the test sectiono The thermal analysis was performed for horizontal 
orientation of the system, and this analysis b: valid mdy for the 
center section of the system. 
Numerical SQlutions to Equations ( 4-10), ( 4-11), ( 4-12), and 
( 4-25) were obtained (See Appendix E) for various en.ergy inputs and 
convective film coefficient correlations. The results obtained from 
the solutions to these equations are pres(mted in Table XXII (See 
Appendix E) for the raedel s and p:i.:·ototyp,~!l 'IJS(;ild in the eJcperimental 
program. The important conclusions d:r;awn from the. thermal analysis 
are; 
1. A test section with one .. dimensional heat flow is essential 
fot· accu:i:·ate thet·mal analysis and to establish the mcideling 
of convection heat t.i:·1:msf er. 
2. The :radiant exchange betwe.1:m the conce.ntric cylinders may be 
accurately evaluated by the infinite cylinder approximation. 
This appro~dmatioi.1 predicts the rad:i.ant ex:change rn.ore ac.c.u .. 
rately when there is a small temperature drop from the center 
to one end in the axial directione 
3o The temperature difference across the gap should be low 
(depends upon relat~ve gap width) in order to eliminate flow 
oscillations within the fluid contained in the annulus., The 
occurrence of these oscillations was difficult to predicte 
4. The correct c@nvective film coefficient was obtained from 
tests performed on the prototype,, This was necessary because 
of the. disagreement between published correlations of the con-
vective film coefficiento 
5. The theoretical calculatiens furnished a basis for comparing 
the steady-state experimental results. 
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CHAPTER V 
TEST SECTIONS 
The test sections were designed so that the thermal modeling of a 
radiation-conduction-convection coupled heat transfer problem could be 
experimentally investigated. Several factors entered into the selec-
tion of a particular geometric shape for the test section. These fac-
tors ranged from fabrication difficulties to problems associated with 
determining the amount of energy transferred by natural convection. A 
concentric cylinder system was the simplest shape to construct with 
available. equipment. Also, several investigations of natural convec-
tion between concentric cylinders have been repo:i:·ted in the literature. 
These previous investigations permitted a check on the amount of heat 
transferred by convection. For these reasons, the concentric cylinder 
system was selected to check the validity of the thermal modeling 
criteria developed in Chapter III. 
The concentric cylinder system was designed to give one-dimensional 
(radial) heat flow through the solid components of the system. For a 
constant heat flux in the radial direction, the surface of each cylin-
der was nearly isothermal. Isothermal surfaces were necessary in order 
to separate the amount of energy transferred across the annulus by 
convection from that transferred by radiation (See Chapter IV). In 
order to achieve the desired isothermal surfaces 9 guard heaters were 
used during steady state testing. An assembly drawing of the system 
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is shown in Figure 31. 
Description of Test Sections 
Three prototype and three one-half scale mqdels were designed and 
constructed in order to check the validity of the modeling criteria. 
These test sections were designed with relative gap widths, 6/di, of 
1.0, a.so, and 0.25. This range of relative gap widths allowed the 
investigation to cover the convective regimes from pseudo-conduction to 
fully developed laminar flow without exceeding the upper temperature 
limit of the test sections and without developing flow oscillations. 
Several systems could have been designed with the same 6/di. Since the 
energy transferred from the test section was absorbed by a liquid 
nitrosen cooled liner (enclosure), a system with a low total heat flow 
to the liner was less expensive to test. This together with the size 
of the liner, limited the size of the prototype. 
Each test section consisted of concentric cylinders, heaters, end 
plates, and several miscellaneous parts. Detail drawings of each part 
of the test sections are shown in Figures 33 through 38 and photographs 
of a prototype and the corresponding model are shown in Figure 39. A 
description of the components is given in the following sections. 
Cylinders 
The prototypes or models con:;;isted of an outer cylinder and three 
interchangeable inner cylinders. Each cylinder was constructed from 
6061-T6 drawn aluminum tubing. Thick wall tubing was cut to size and 
an o-ring groove was cut in each end of each cylinder. Three small 
aluminum tubes were welded to the outer cylinder9 A gas fill line was 
PART. DESCRIPTION NO. 
I OUTER CYUIIO£R 
2 INNER CYLINDER 
3 HEAT£R CORE 
4 SPACER RING 
5 END FLANGE 
6 FIOD 
7 WASHER 
8 ll..TRA-TORR AOAPTEll 
9 U\.lRA-TORR UNION 
10 GAS FlLL LtNE 
II £XTENS.tON LEADS 
12 RAOtATION SHl£LD 
13 THERMO. MRES 
14 wtRE FOR HEATS!tS 
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Figure 31. Schematic of Typical Test Section 
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------------Pl---· 
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Figure 32 .. Prototype and Model Dimensions 
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attached to one tube and thermocouple feed=throughs were attached to 
the other two tubes. Prototype and model dimensions are listed in 
Figure 32. 
Heaters 
The heaters used in each test section 1, during the steady state 
investigation, consisted of a raain heater and two guard heaters o 
These three heaters were made of fiberglass insulated nichrome wire 
spiral wrapped around a grooved phenolic tube. Each heater contained 
the same number of turns per inch and the same gage wire was used for 
all three heaters. Separate power and potential leads were connected 
to each of the three heaters. A list of the wire gages used in each 
test section is shown in Table XIo 
For the transient investigation on.ly one heater was used in each 
test section. This heat(?t' was made of 24 gage fibi~rglass insulated 
nichrome wire spiral w·.capped around a gt•ooved aluminum tube. Potential 
leads we.re connected to a E. 50 inch long section in the. prototype and 
a 3.25 inch long section in the modd" This was necessary ;in order to 
determine the power dissipated in the mi.ddle portion of the test sec-
tiono 
End Plates 
The end plates were cut from a sheet of Lexan. This material had 
0 
a thermal conductivity of approximately 0.11 Btu/hr ft F. This low 
value of thermal conductivity restricted the flow of heat, by conduc-
tion, between the inner and outer cylinders and made it easier to 
achieve isothermal cylinders. The Lexan had a maximum operating 
99 
, 0 
temperature of approximately 250 FQ 
The inner surface of each end plate which was exposed to the 
annulus, was covered with aluminized mylar (two layers on prototypes 
and one on models). This reduced the amount of energy transferred to 
the ends by radiationo The mylar was not in contact with either cylin-
der. 
Miscellaneous Parts 
Several miscellaneous parts were used in assembling each test 
section. These miscellaneous parts included; phenolic spacer rings, 
viton o-rings, aluminized mylar, aluminum powder, aluminum rod, stain-
less steel washers, and aluminum screws. The locations of these parts 
are shown in Figure 3lo 
Assembly of Thermocouples» Power Leads, Potential 
Leads» and Gas Fill Line 
The instrumentatiori. attached to a test sect.ion consisted 0£ 
thermocouples, power leads, electrical potential leadss and a gas fill 
line. The wire gages are listed in Table XI. 
The thermocouple junction was formed by welding copper-constantan 
wires together. This junction was then shaped to fit the curvature of 
the test section. A spot of high vacuum grease was placed between the 
metal and the thermocouple junction to provide a good thermal contact. 
For the thermocouples on the inner cylinder, the lead wires were ex-
tended in an axial direction from each junction to the nearest end. 
At this point 9 they passed across the annulus and out through two small 
tubes. Ultra-Torr adapters were used to connect these small tubes to 
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TABLE XI 
HEATER AND THERMOCOUPLE WIRE GAGES 
Heater Wire Gage 
Test Section Potential Current Thermocouple Wire Gage 
(Copper) (Constantan) (Copper-Constantan) 
1 p 30 24 30 
2 p 30 24 30 
3 p 30 24 30 
1 M 30 30 36 
2 M 30 30 36 
3M 30 30 36 
''Cenax" thermocouple feed-throughs. The thermocouple juncticlln and lead 
wires were kept in place by a light covering of epoxy cement. The 
thermocouples were located on the model and prototype as shown in 
Figure 40. 
Two copper leads, enameled and fiberglass wrapped, were soldered 
to.each end of the heater wires. These leads were passed through small 
holes in the wall of the heater core and out through the stainless 
steel washer. One of these leads was used for carrying current, and 
the other was used for electrical potential measurement. The soldered 
connections betwee~ the copper leads and the nichrome heater wire were 
coated with an enamel and a fiberglass resino 
All wires were polished for about twelve inches from the point 
where they left the test sectiono These wires were then extended and 
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soldered· to a junction plateo This junctien plate was used to facili-
tate the changing of test sections. The wires were extended from the 
junction plate to feed-throughs located in the chamber wall (See Figure 
42). 
Air was supplied to the test section through one-eighth inch 
diameter teflon tubing, .as shown in Figure 42. An Ultra-Torr union was 
used to connect the teflon tubing to the test section (See Figure 31). 
This tubing was not modeled because of the low thermal conductivity and 
because the volume of the tubing was approximately two hundred times 
less than the volume of the smallest annulus. 
Assembly of Test Sections 
After installing the thermocouples, heater wires, power leads, 
and potential leads the cylinders were painted with ''Velvet Coating 
1oi-c10,,, a product of Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company. 
Both cylindrical surfaces of the outer cylinder and the outside surface 
of the inner cylinder were spray painted with this flat black paint to 
a mean thic~ness of approximately 0.003 inches. 
At this point, the heater section was installed inside the inner 
cylinder and the space between these two parts was filled with atomized 
aluminum powder. Phenolic spacer rings were used to align the heater 
section within the inner cylinder. This assembly was placed inside the 
outer cylinder and the ends were installed. The ends were held in 
place by an aluminum rod passing axially through the test section and 
by aluminum screws located around the outer edge of each end. Each end 
was then covered with layers ( six ori prototype and 3 ott model) of 
aluminized mylar. 
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Convection shields were used during the steady-state tests per-
formed whi1e the test sections were located in the vertical position. 
These shields. were necessary t0 ensure that the power input to the main 
heater was transferred across the annulus to the outer cylinder. They 
were made of Lexan <ti -inch thick sheet for the prototype and i4 -inch 
thick sheet for the model)~ A typical location of these shields is 
shawn in Figure 41. 
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CHAPTER VI 
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
The thermal modeling criteria for a radiation-conductio~~convection 
coupled heat transfer problem were developed in C4apter III. In order 
to verify this modeling criteria, the systems described in Chapter V 
were constructed and tested. The modeling criteria were used to pre-
dict the thermal behavior of a prototype from tests performed on a 
geometrically similar model. Tests were then performed on the proto-
type in order to verify the predicted results. 
All test were conducted with each test section located inside a 
space simulation chamber. The chamber provided the necessary low 
temperature-low pressure environment so that an accurate prediction of 
the energy exchange between the system and the surroundings cc)Uld be 
made. A description of the test facility and the experimental proce-
dure is given in the following sections. 
Description of Test Facility 
The test facility consisted of a space simulation chamber, power 
supply equipmenti data measuring equipment, and the concentric cylin-
der test sections. The test sections were described in Chapter Vo A 
schematic of the test facility is shown in Figure 42 and phot0graphs 
are shown in Figure 430 
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Space Simulation Chamber 
The space simulation chamber was a standard piece of test equip-
ment in the heat transfer laboratory. The chamber consisted of a 
horizontal stainless steel cylinder, four feet long and two feet in 
diameter, and two removable stainless steel flanges. The chamber 
-5 pressure was reduced to approximately 1 x 10 torr (mm of Hg) by a 
rotary mechanical pump in series with a six inch oil diffusion pump 
(See Figure 44) for pump-down characteristics.-; A freon cooled baffle 
was used to prevent diffusion pump oil from entering the simulation 
chamber. The baffle was the evaporator of a small freon refrigeration 
system. The chamber was equipped with feed-throughs for thermocouples, 
heater power, potential leads, liquid nitrogen, and gas to control the 
density between the concentric cylinders. 
In order to obtain a low temperature environment, the main cham-
ber was equipped with an inner chamber liner. The liner was construe-
ted of copper and consisted o_f a twenty-six inch long, twenty inch 
diameter cylinder with an optically tight baffle en ene end and a 
remevable flange on the ether end. A continuous piece 0f one- quarter 
inch diameter copper tubing was attached te each part of the baffle 
and spiral wrapped areund the cylinder .. Liquid nitregen was forced 
through the copper tubing and discharged te the atmosphere. A liquid 
level centroller was,used in conjunction with a Hlenoidally operated 
valve to control the flow of nitrogen and to ensure that liquid was in 
the tubing at all times during a test .. The inner wall of the liner was 
coated with flat black paint (velvet coating 101-ClO) in order to 
ensure surfaces with high and uniform values of emittance and absorp-
tance [26]o Conduction from the outer chamber wall to the liner was 
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of Chamber 
minimized by supporting the liner on three legs. During testing, the 
-6 
chamber was maintained at a pressure below 1 x 10 torro The cylin-
der and baffle end of the liner were maintained at a temperature of 
160 degrees Rankine. Tests showed that the removable liner flange 
temperature was below 185 degrees Rankineo 
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Positions of Test Section 
Various tests were performed with the test sections located in the 
horizontal and vertical positions. For these two positions, each test 
section was centrally located within the liner. The horizontal posi-
tion was attained by E>..xtending nylon cords from a small rod passing 
through the liner to each end of a test section. The vertical position 
was attained by extending a single nylon cord from the rod to one end 
of the test section. The nylon cord was very long in comparison to 
the diameter in order to minimize conduction losses. Photographs of 
the two different positions of a test section are shown in Figure 45. 
Temperature Measuring Equipment 
The thermocouple output, for steady state condi.tions, was obtained 
from a digital voltmeter. This voltmeter had a reproducible accuracy 
of+ 0.005 millivolt or approximately+ 0.25 degree in the temperature 
- -
range of the experimental work. The digital voltmeter was calibrated 
with a Leeds and Northrup Model 8686 portable potentiometer. During 
all tests, the thermocouple reference Junction was maintained at 32°F 
with an ice bath. 
Before each test the test section was exposed to a vacuum environ-
ment at ambient temperature for several hours. At this equilibrium 
condition the output of all thermocouples on the test section and the 
liner were within '!' 0.002 millivolt of each other. There.fore, it was 
reasonable to assume that temperatures were measured to an accuracy of 
at least.+ o. 75 degrees during steady state test. 
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Figure 45. Photographs of Prototype Mounted Vertically and Horizontally 
in the Space Simulation Chamber. 
Power Supply and Measuring Eguipment 
Steady state testing was performed on systems containing three 
heaters (two guard heaters and one main heater). For the steady state 
testing, separate D-C power supplies were used to provide power to each 
heater. 
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These power supplies were hand controlled to within+ 1 millivolt 
.... 
during test runs. 
Current input to a heater was determined by measuring the voltage 
drop across a calibrated shunt in series with the heater. The voltage 
drop across the shunt was measured with the same self balancing 
potentiometer which was used to measure thermocouple output. The shunt 
resistance was measured to within+ 0.10 per cent with a Kelvin bridgeo 
- . 
Separate leads were provided to each heater for potential measuremento 
The potential drop across each heater was measured with a digital 
voltmeter. This instrument had a four digital display and was cali-
brated to+ 0.01 volt accuracy. The input impedance of the digital 
voltmeter was greater than one megohm. 
Pressure Measuring Equipment 
The pressure of the gas between the concentric cylinders was 
measured with a mercury manometer connected in the gas supply heater 
as shown in Figure 42. This pressure was measured while the test 
section was at ambient temperature. The manometer was read to within 
about+ 0.025 inch. The space simulation chamber pressure was measured 
with an ion gage. 
Experimental Procedure 
A definite procedure was followed in installing and testing each 
test section. During testing, only one test section was located in 
the space simulation chamber. 
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Steady State Testing 
The test section was installed within the liner, and the necessary 
feed-throughs were connected to the equipment located outside the 
chamber. After completing these connections the linear and chamber 
flanges were installed. Air was then supplied to the test section, 
through the gas fill line, until the desired density was obtained, The 
thermocouples were checked for equality of output and the pressure and 
temperature of the gas were recorded. All valves on the gas head~r 
were then closed and pump-down of the chamber was started. 
After several hours of pumping, the chamber pressure reached an 
-5 
equilibrium state of approximately 1 x 10 torr, At this equilibrium 
state the pressure and temperature of the gas were checked to determine 
if any leaks had developed, If the density of the air within the test 
section was not affected by pump-down, then all valves on the gas 
header were closed and cool-down was started by allowing liquid nitrogen 
to flow through the copper tubing around the liner. The test section 
was protected from temperature extremes by adjusting the power input to 
the heater during the cool-down period. Cool-down time was approxi-
mately six hours. After cool-down the chamber pressure was approxi-
-6 
mately 1 x 10 torr, 
After cool-down, the power input to the main heater was set to the 
desired value and the inputs to the guard heaters were adjusted until 
no temperature gradient existed in the axial direction. When thermal 
equilibrium existed all temperatures and power inputs were recorded. 
Thermal equilibrium was assumed to exist when the temperature charge at 
all thermocouples was less.than one half degree per hour. 
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At this time, t~e power input to the main heater was changed to a 
high selected value and the inputs to the guard heaters were changed 
until no axial temperature gradient existed., Sufficient time was 
allowed for the test section to reach a new thermal equilibrium stateo 
At this new thermal equilibrium state, all temperatures and power in· 
puts were recordedo This. process was continued until the selected 
range of power inputs to the main heater had been covered., After com-
pleting these tests, the flow of liquid nitrogen was stopped and suffi-
cient time was allowed for the test section to return to ambient 
temperatureo The test section was again protected from temperature 
extremes by controlling the power input to the heater. With the test 
section at ambient temperature, the gas pressure and temperature were 
checked to ensure that a constant density of gas was present during 
testingo -5 The chamber pressure was approximately 1 x 10 torr .. 
At this point, the gas density was changed to a new selected value 
and the above procedure was repeated until the desired range of densi-
ties were coveredo During one set of tests~ the annulus between the 
concentric cylinders was exposed to chamber pressureo This was neces-
sary in order to check the validity of the model used to predict the 
radiant exchange between the concentric cylinders, 
Before performing tests on a geometrically similar model, the 
density of the air in the model had to be determined so that the con-
vective heat transfer would be modeled. This was done by using the 
convective film coefficient correlation and the modeling criteria pre-
sented in Table Vo The convective film coefficient correlation was 
determined from tests performed on the prototype (See Chapter VII)o 
The resulting correlation is 
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0.251 -.Ol5aS'/di 
Nu= (0.354 + 0.245 ,/di)(Gr) e (6-1) 
Equation (6·1) was applied to the model and the prototype and the fol-
lowing equation was obtained 
= 
[ 
~
0.25 
Or. ~ m 
- . 
Gr~ p 
(6-2) 
For Technique I of the modeling criteria listed in Table V, Equation 
(6 .. 2) reduces to 
. * *\ . 2 
P //•C:... (*J m _ M.··d h 
Pp - .J~~"./;~. , k * = o. 707 ; (6-3) 
and for the Zero Surroundings Technique with constant thermal proper~ 
ties within the sQlid components, Equation (6~3) reduces to 
Pm 
p 
p 
2 
* * = 2.828#/k (6-4) 
In order to check the validity of Technique I of the modeling 
criteria, the density of the air in the model w.a.s scaled .according to 
Equation (6-3). During testing of the model, the power input to the 
main heater was scaled according to 
2 
* "" e 
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The same procedure was followed in tisting the model as was followed 
in testing the prototype. 
Tests were also conducted on each model_in order to verify the 
Zero Surroundings Technique. The density of the air in the model was 
-
scaled according to Equation (6•4)' and the power input to the main 
heater was scaled according to 
* * -( ~
2 
q • e. 3. (6·6)' 
Equations (6•5) and (6•6) were developed in Chapter III. 
CHAPTER VII 
RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
The experimental investigation was conducted using the facility 
described in Chapter VI. This investigation included steady•state 
testing of the concentric cylinder test sections described in Chapter 
V. The steady-state investigation included testing of three proto• 
types and three one-half scale tnQdels located in the horizontal posi-
tion and one prototype and one model located in the vertical position. 
Each test section was tested in accordance with the procedure described 
in Chapter VI. 
The results of the tests performed without air in the annulus 
were used to check the validity of the· therm.al modeling criteria for 
a radiation-conduction coupled heat transfe~ problem. These results 
were also used to check the validity of the mathematical.model used 
to predict the radiant exchange between the concentric cylinders. 
Tests were also performed with air in the annulus of each test section. 
These results were used to check the validity of the modeling criteria 
for a radiation-conduction-convection coupled heat transfer problem. 
Tests were performed on the prototypes and models in accordance 
with the parameters listed in Table XII. The values of the parameters 
* * T and q were obtained from the modeling criteria listed iri Table VI 
for a scaling factor of one-half. The density ratio, for a given 
test, was obtained from the modeling criteria and the free-convection 
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·r 
j TEST SECTION TEST NO. 
•t lM 1 
·1 lM 2 
I 1 M 3 
I 
~I 2 M 1 
i 
2 M 2 
' i 
r 2M 3 I 
) 3M 1 
ii 3M 2 , .
.. , 
.; 3M 3 
I 
r 
.I 
-; 
i 
! 
~I 
TABLE XII 
CALCULATED VALUES OF SIMILARITY PARAMETERS 
TECHNIQUE I ZlliB,O SlJRROUNDI!jQS %F.CHNIQUE 
Horizontal Annuli Vertical Annuli Horizontal Annuli Vertical Annuli 
* ·. * . · ·*· .. * . * * * * * e* q T 
' 
q T 
.e q T 
' 
* T* 
t g 
o.2s 1.0 0.707 o.2s 1.0 0.707 o.63 1.26 0.098 o.63 1.26 0.098 
0.25 1.0 0.707 0.25 1.0 .0.707 o.63 1.26 0.25 0.63 1.26 0.26 
o.2s 1.0 (Vac.) 0.25 1.0 (Vac.) 0.,63 1.26 (Vac.) o.63 1.26 (Vac.) 
0.25 1.0 0.707 o.63 1.26 0.098 
0.25 1.0 0.707 o.63 1.26 0.257 
o.2s 1.0 (Vac.) 0.63 1.26 (Vac.) 
o.2s 1.0 0.707 0.63 1.26 0.101 
0.25 1.0 0.707 0.63 1.26 0.254 
o.2s 1.0 (Vac.) o.63 1.26 (Vac.) 
;:... 
.. "' 
'C\ 
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heat-transfer coefficient. 
Free-Convection Heat-Transfer Coefficients 
During testing, the test sections were located in two different 
positions (horizontal and vertical). Therefore, two different free-
convection heat-transfer coefficients were necessary in order to pre-
diet the a.mount of energy convected across the annulus. These coeffi-
cients were obtained from steady-state tests performed on the proto-
types. The procedure used to obtain these coefficients is presented 
in the following sections. Only the power input to the main heater 
was used in obtaining these coefficients. 
Correlation of Data for free~gonvection ijeat•Transfer Between 
Horizontal Concentric Cylinders 
During testing with air in the annulus, energy was transferred 
between the concentric cylinders by radiation and convection. The 
power input to the main heater was equal to the total energy trans-
£erred across th~ annulus over a known length of the cylinders. This 
input was related to the exchange between the cylinders by 
q = qc + .q 
. r 
(7-1) 
where qr and qc are the heat transfers across the annulus by radiation 
and convection, respectively. These two modes of heat transfer had to 
be separated in order to obtain the desired convection correlation. 
The net radiant exchange between the concentric cylinders was 
calculated by 
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(7-2) 
Tests performed on the prototype, without air in the annulus, were used 
to check the validity of Equation (7-2) .. The input to the main heater 
and the corresponding value predicted by Equation (7-2), for several 
tests., are shown in Table XIII. The maximum difference between the 
predicted and measured radiant exchanges was les.s than 5.0 per cento 
TABLE XIII 
MEASURED AND PREDICTED RADIANT EXCHANGE 
BEI'WEEN THE CONCOORIC CYLINDERS OF 
EACH TEST SECTION 
Test Section No. Per Cent Error Input to Main Heater Calculated 
From Eq. (7-2) 
Horizontal Test Section 
lp -3.94 48.78 50.70 
lp -4.68 23.36 24.45 
2p -4.93 48.50 50.89 
2p -3.23 23.52 24.28 
3p .. 1.395 48.75 49.43 
3p -1.362 23.45 23. 77 
Vertical Test Section 
lp ~3.04 46.40 47.81 
lp -3.97 22.40 23.29 
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The energy transferred across the annulus by convection was ob~ 
tained from Equation (7-1) and the film coefficient was obtained from 
(7-3) 
The desired correlation was obtained by using the method of least 
squares to obtain the constants n, m, and c in the following equation: 
~~) m n di 
Nu = c (Gr) e ' (7-4) 
Details of the curve fit are given in Appendix E and the resulting 
correlation for the test sections located in the horhontal position 
is 
. o.2s1 ... 01sc6'/di 
Nu = (0.354 + 0.245i/di)(Gr) e !:, • (7-5) 
Equation (7•5) is shown in Figure 46 •. As a matter of comparison, a 
correlation from the literature is shown in this figure. 
Correlp.tion of Dgta £gr. ;e:ree .. conyection Heat·Tr1ns£er between 
Yertic1l QoncenSric Cylinders 
The energy convected across the ~nnulus, as a result of input to 
the main heater, was necessary in order to obtain the desired convec· 
tion heat-transfer correlation. This was obtained from 
q = q + q + qk' c r (7-6) 
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Figure 46. Comparison of Free-Convection Heat-Transfer Correlations for 
Horizontal Concentric Cylinders. 
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where qk is the energy conducted across the annulus through the Lex~n 
convection shields. The amount of energy transferred across the 
annulus through these shields was estimated by 
l::.T 
r 
ln ~ 
(7-7) 
r. 
1. 
The net radiant exchange was obtained from 
( 4 4) 
= A2cr T2 - Ts 
qr (7-8) 
Tests were performed on the prototype, without air in the annulus, in 
order to check the validity of Equation (7-8). The input to the main 
heater and the corresponding value predicted by Equation (7-8) are shown 
in Table XIII. The corrected input to.the main heater was obtained by 
subtracting the amount of energy conducted across the annulus through 
l 
the convective shields from the input to the main heater. The maximum 
difference between the predicted and measured radiant exchanges was 
less than 4.0 per cent. 
The convection heat transfer correlation was obtained in a manner 
similar to that described in the preceding section, Details of estab-
lishing this correlation are given in Appendix F, The resulting 
correlation is 
Nu= (.268)(Gr) 0 · 2505 . (7-9) 
Results and Discussion 
The results of the experimental investigation were presented in 
terms of the temperatures at corresponding points on the prototypes 
and one-half scale models for the steady-state studies. 
Steady•State Investigation 
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The steady-state investigation was performed with the test sec-
tions located in two different positions (horizontal and vertical). 
Measurements of temperatures, power, and density were made in accord· 
ance with the procedure described in Chapter VI. The results of the 
investigation performed on the prototypes located in the horiz.ontal 
position are shown in Tables XIV, X!J, and XVI. Also shown in these 
tables a.re the temperatures predicted by the modeling criteria from 
tests performed on the models and the temperatures calculated by the 
analytical analysis· (using the Grigull and Hauf· [3§) representation 
for the convection correlation) described in Chapter IV. 
The temperatures predicted by Technique I and the Zero Surround-
ings Technique were i~ close agreement with those measured on the 
prototypes. The maximum difference was less than 3 degrees. 
Some difference existed between the measured and computed temper• 
atures. In the analytical analysis, the convection heat-transfer 
correlation was obtained from the literature (36) • When the correla-
tion obtained in.this investigation was used in the analytical analy-
sis, the computed temperatures were in closer agreement with the 
measured temperatures, The maximum difference was less than 4 degrees 
for either of the above correlations. 
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:- 493.81 497 .. 43 I ~%.12 -3.62 -o.733 ~2.91 -o.ss9 -!- 492.az 
1 1 I- I I I I I I 410.20 I <20.47 1419.10 I · -2.21 1-0.5428 I -o.90 1-o.2m i •20.lz 
LINER 161.05 j 160.07 I 160.M .160.00 
417.90 I 419.as I 41s.s2 -1.9s 1-0.4738 I -0.62 t -0.148 I 419.as 
606.70 I fiOR_f,Q I 60IL40 1· •7.laO · 1-0_ ,qo;.q I -2_20 I •0- 3'•221 60!, () 
,;Mt."I "-0'11 7't 
~-3..10_ -n l.1Q? _, ,, -o_&r,u I "i01.il!f. 
606.91 l 608.73 I 608.52 t -1.82 'i""0.2928 -~ -1.61 I -0.26531 604.65 
6_05.93 J 608~ _I___!!!!!,__!_~~ _, _-2J1_J-:_O.lo472 __ _I ~?.SO I -0.4126 I -604.65 
soo 36 I sm.19 I soz.93 I -3.43 t-o.6as I -2.s1 1-0.st-:3"6 I 503.64 
1,;q 'I:.£. I \60 02 I 159 96 M&.QQ. 
,;n-, ,;n sol 43 I -1 73 1-o 344 -0_1f:i;01I o;.ru.·.n 
2 I I I I I I I 417,,_60 j 419~s9: __ J _4:lS_.46 __ L_~2.20_ j-:9.s268 t -o.s6 j -o.2os9·1 419.88 -1 I f I I I 502.io __ l _504.30 f 503.36 I -2.20 J·0.438 I -1.26 t-0.2509 J 504.23 
3 I I I I I I I 413. ,o I •19.96 I us.s1 I -1.26 1-o.,oo• I -o.u I -0.001 I '"·" I I I I I 501. 96 I 504.16 I 503.49 I -2:20 1-o.438 I -i.s, 1-o.,04s I s04.2> 
4 _ I I I . I i I I 481.81 I ,..,_s8 l ••2.111 I -2.01 1-o.u, I -o.•• I •o_.195 I 478.86 l I I I I I 592.16 I 594.23 I 593.92 1-1.•1 1-0.2479 1 -1 __ ,. 1-0.1950 I 501.24 
5 I I I - I _, I- I 4Sl.OO 1483.75 _ .. 2.15 ·0.75 -0.1553 -o.25 0.052 I 478.BB 1 j j I j j 592.00 j 594.19 I 593.86 j ·2.19 J-o.3699 "J-l.86 1-0.314 J »i.24 
6 -~~o_ I 0.0;41 ____ 1~._s2 u.48. o.690 J 462.11 4Sli.Ol 452,86 
-1.90 I-0.394 J -0.75 I -0.1555 j 476.?B 49 00 f 0.0734 I" 27 58 J 21.42 j 0.840 j 592.81 f 594.41 I -593.99 _ I _"'.'l._§!) I-0.269~_l_:_~.18 I -_o._t,99 I 591!24 
7 462.36 j 454.0S 482.62 -1.69 -0.3504 -0.46 -0.0953 478.BB 
8 417.32 420.03 416.63 -2.71 -0.649 -1.31 -0.3139 419.SS 
9 462.0l 454.IO I 482.93 -z.09 -o.4336 -0 .. 92 _-0.19091 47s.aa 
10 482.09 483.99 482.% .-1.90 -0.394 -0.87 I -0.1805 1 478.88 
II 417.92 419.76 415.67 -1.86 -0.445 -0.75 -0.1794 419.88 
LINE.ii 159.66 I 159.98 I 160.23 1 I I I I 160.00 
592.~ 
.502.83 
593.04 
.2ll.§!t 
,;n~ ":lQ 
~9.81 
594~46 
594 37 
""',. 
160.12 
-2 38 i-o 402 -i -1 9i i-o 324 I 591 24 
,;n~ .!:8 I -1--s0-0~29R ~o- 7'i·-o.1£9i "iM n 
594~07 
_ 593.82 
<;n"I: i;..t. 
160.11 
-1~42 
~ 
_, en 
-0~2394 
,--0.298 
-n "lQ'J1 
-1.03 
-:D.2~9 591~24 
-h.22 ·!).205~ _59_ld._4 
-0.22P,_Q 
160.00 
...... 
w 
.p-. 
TABLE XVI 
STEADY-STATE TEMPERATURES OBTAINED FROM TEST SECTION 3P LOCATED HORIZONTALLY 
LOW ENERGY INPUT HIGH ENERGY INPUT 
ll1T)1 (d.Tlz (-f);,. THE.Rf.1.:)-1 I · 1 ~AD I CONV. , CONV TEMPERATURE _ Clf COUPLE TEST POWER DENSITY "HEAT HEAT Fl LM NUMBER NO BTUl'HR ·LBtFT3 NSFER TRANSFER COEFF._ MEASURED EDICTEO PREDICTED 
BllJ/HR BTU/HR ~~u;~:£. TECH.l ZER01EOi 
( ) 
'
TEMPERA-I I ~o ~ONv. I coNv Pf % TUR[ FOWER DENSITY HEAT HEAT FILM 
Z _ AttAl.YSIS BTU/HR LBIFY3 FER ~~~~- CTED PREDICTED 
R BTIYHR BTlVHR FT2-•F TECH. I ZERO TECH 
t.riTll (~);,· UlTl2 ITEMPERA-Al. % TURE ( T \; ANALYSIS 
oli 
418~_o __ J~20.S4 I 419.16 I -2.14 I -o.sn I -o 78 I -o 1864( 420~ I I I I I soi.so I 503.59 I soz.19 I -z.09 J -D.4167f -1.29 I -0.2512( soJ.59 
418.20 420.60 419.14 -o 4488 -1.58 -o 3152 503 59 
418.83 420 so 419 22 -o.495 -1.55 -0.3093 503.59 
4 ·-- --603-.37 602.54 tiuz.:,;t: u.ti::s !).13751 0 85 0 08971 D.81 I 0.11184 723.10 
603.48 602.60 602.47 0.8B 0.14581 l_,,_01 0.16741 602_55 I I __ _J__ j_ __ L ~21 I 723.49 I 723.46 I 0.12 0.09941 0.15 I 0.1036·1 123.10 
6 23.45 0.0000 I 23. 11 0.000 I 0.000 603. 97 602.50 602.62 1.41 0.23351 l_,,_29 0.21361. 602.55 I AR., .. J! 000 .m...fil. 723 80 723.56 0.81 Olll78 l.efil. 0.!.14491 723.10 
604.10 t 602.65 I 602.s5 I 1.45 D.240 I 1.55 0.2565 I 602.55 723.99 723.74 0.0345 .25 0.0345 723.10 
8 419.20 I 420.70 I .t.19.29 I -1.50 ·1 -D.35781 -0.09 I -0.02141 420.54 -.n"t 71 -o 34461 -1 13 I -0·34461 503 59 
9 603_91 I 602.66 J 602.&9 I 1.2s I +0.201 I 1.22 0.202 ( 602 55 72..S_03 I 723.74 ,o o 17791 1 29 I o 11191 123.to 
10 603 51 I 6Q2. 71 I .en? .:..n :r..n ,.,...,"' 724.68 I 723.65 ~_58 I 1.03 0.1421:1 1.03 I 0.14211 123.10 
419.36 420.69 419.28 -1.33 -0.:!11 ~os 0.019 420 • 55 502.06 503.63 502.92 -1.57 -0.3121 -1.57 -o.J121 503.59 
CD ur11.._ .. 159.8 160.08 I 160_.11 ~ 159. 7 160.16 I 160.01 160.00 
t.Hl ;n I -7 in I -O_'i02'il -0.7'i I-" "1'7<1 I , . .,., nu 502.00 I 503.90 I 503.09 I_ -1.90 I -0.37851 -1.09 J -0.21111 503.'JO 
417 84 \ 420 -10 \ 418 65 I -2 26 I -Q $4091 -n 81 I -n- ,.,.., I · .., .. n..:. ,:;n1 q3 I ,:;03_93 I 503 05 I ·2 oo \ -0.3985\ -1.12 J -o.2:p_1_!_ 50~'JO 
417 13 419 99 418 75 -2 26 -o "41 - 2 -o 2 
536.37 539.06 537. 74 ·2.69 -0.5015 -1.37 -0.2554 j 534.06 
-2 04 -0.406 -1.31 -0.2610f. 503.'JO 
-"",..,_.'---'--"'""-'"-'-"""'-""-""-'-'-1..,_ ..,,,'--l_-::,Oc,JJc,2"-7-'-..:,-0_._85 _ -Ol27611 664. 90 
536.20_ t 539_,,g _I 537.69 I -2.92 I -o.54451 -t.49 I -0.218 I 534.06 665.75 I 666.80 t 666.49 I -1;01. I -o.1&011 -0.16 I -o.un~ 664.90 
23.34 I 0.0290 I 12.19 u..u I 0.660 I 531.10 I 538.97 I 537.87 I -1.81 I -o.348 I -0.11 I -0.143 J 534.06 I 48.81 10.0284 I 31.01 I 11.86 I 0.11 665.94 I 666.s2 I 666.595 I -o.88 I -0.13211 -o.66 I -0.09911 664.90 
536.90 I 539.22 I 537.~~-32 L-::Q.._432 _ _1_:-o.92 I -0.1113 I 534.06 665.9~.74 f 666.83.I -0.75 j -0.1U6I -0.84 I -0.126ll 664.90 
418 20 J 420 19 J 418 82 I ..:1 99 I -o 476 I -o 62 I -o 14s2 502.06 I 504.ot I 50J.26 I -1.95 I -Q.38861 -1.20 I -0.239 I 5o3.9o 
536.84 I 539.29 I 537.90 I -2.45 I -o.4s6 I -1.06 I -0.1975 I 534.06 666.09 I 666.84 I 666.75 I -0,75 I -0.1U61 -0.66 j -0.00!D~ 664.90 
IO 535.98 539.31 537.86 -3.33 -0.621 -1 88 -o 3507 Of, 666 02 666.71 666.75 -0.69 ... 0.104 -0.73 -0.1096 664.90 
[.lR 1n l..?n ?n l..1R R~ -? 1n -n -.n? -o 1..5... -n ,.,a,. '·"'" tu:. 
'"' 
'iO&_ln I 50'.LZO I -1-66 I -" -:i..,.n,. -o.1snl so'.L 9Q 
LINER 161.04 I 160 13 I 160 11 !.§." "'' 
'"" 
1no 11 I 160_ n J.~0.00 
417.50 419.84 418.47 -2 34 500.50 503.54 502.74 -J.04 -Oli07J -2.24 -0.447 503.54 
417.35 419.79 418.53 -2.44 500.40 503.60 502.70 -3.20 -06395 -2.30 -0.459 503.Sli 
417.n I 419.85 ! 418.~ J_:?-.14 I -o.5rnl -0.11 f -o.1@!j_____!!!e.sJ 1 1 1 1 1 1 500.63 I 50J.49 I 502.15 I ·2.86 I -OS7ll I ·2..15 I -0.429 I so3.54 
514.87 I 516.84 j 516.09 1-1.97 j -0.3!!26f -1.22 I -0.2369/ 5U.S4 I i I I I f 642.76 j 645.55 I 644.82 I -2.79 f -0.434 ( -2.06 j -0.3205( 640.55 
s14.81 I s16.89 I _516.04 1-2.08 I -o.404 f -1.23 1-o.23891 512.64 I I I I I I 642.s3 I 645.61 I 644.76 J -2.15 I -o.43241 ·t.-93 I -o.Joo:zf 64o.s5 
6 23.29 I 0.0140 I 9.31 IIJ.98 11.010 I 515.0J I 517.0J I 516.17 .]-2.00 l-o.3ss j-l.14 l.-0.22131 512.84) 48.73 10.0750 I 25.18 I ZJ.55 I 1.11 I 643.03 I 645.731 644.931 -2.10 I -0.419~ -1.901 -o.-295.r.l 640.55 
515.21 I 516.93 \ 516.07 I -1.72 I -0.334 I -0.86 \ -0.1669 I SU.~ I I I I I I 642.91 j 645.69 I 644.87 I -2.78 .j -0.432 j -1.96 I -0.304~ 640.55 
418.:n I 419.99 j t.18.59 I -1.68 I -o 40161 -o 2s 1-o 0669 I 419~63.J I I I I I 500.71 I 503.n I 502.87 I -3.0l I -0.6CD.ll -2.16 I -o.431.t.j 503.54 
515 02 511.10 516 20 -2 os -o 4038 -1 18 -o 229 642.51 645.80 644.86 -3.29 -o.s12 -2.35 -o.365 640.55 
10 
~15.23 517.03 516.24 -1.80 -0.3493 -1.01 -0.1960 642.42 645.51 644.88 -3.09 -0.481 -2.46 -0.382 640.55 
418 26 I 420 o3 I 418_s8 l-1_11 I-",_., .. ., 500.43 I 503.69 I s02.8s I -3.26 I -o.6s14 -2.45 I -o.4s9~ -s-03.54 
LINER 
~@ ... ~Q _L 159.s6 I 160.1:1_ ~ 160.5 160.18 I 160.08 160.00 
..... 
w 
v, 
136 
The results of the tests performed on the three one-half scale 
models, located in the horizontal position, are shown in Tables ~"VII, 
XVIII, and XIX. Also shown in these tables are the temperatures com-
puted from the theoretical analysis. 
For the tests performed on the prototypes without air in the 
annulus, the measured, p1·edicted, and calculated temperatures were. in 
close agreement. The maximum difference was less than 3 degrees. 
The results of the tests performed on the prototype located in 
the vertical position are shown in Table XX. Also shown in this 
table are the temperatutes predicted by the modeling criteria from 
the tests performed on the model. As can be seen in this table, the 
predicted and measured temperatures were in close agreement. The 
maximum difference was less than 4 degrees. This difference was 
greater than the difference obtained with the test sectio~r'J. focated 
in the horizontal position. The results of the tests performed on 
the corresponding model are shown in Table XXI. 
TABIE XVII 
STEADY-STATE TEMPERATD"P..ES OBTAINED FROM TEST SECTION J.M IDCiTED HORIZONTALIX. 
QA!_A USED TO PREDICT PROTOTYPE 
THERMO- LOW ENERGY INPUT 
'
TEST p w R DENSITY RAD . CONV I CONV. 
COUPLE NO. ACTUAL REC. ACTUAL REQ. HEAT HEAT COEFF. I TEMP. 
NUMBER BTU/HR BTU/HR LB!FT3 L8tFT3 :TA~ri: r:r~~R ~~/-~~- °F 
41_0_._M_ 
~ 
420_._07 
I s6Q_lS 
560.21 
TEMPERATURE BY TECHNIQUE I 
HIGH ENERGY INPOt 
POwE--i=r- DENSITY RAD. coNv.
1 
coNv. 
ACTUAL REC. ACTUAL REQ. HEAT HEAT COEFF. 
BTU/HR BTU/HR LB/FT3 LB/FT3 TRANSFE. R. TRANSFER. BTU/HR-
BTU/HR: BTU/HR FT2-°F 
TEMP. 
'F 
503.72 
503.63 
672.67 
§ZLl1 
DATA USED _IO __El3_EDICT PROTOTYPE TEMPERATURE BY-ZERO SURROUNDINGS--T~_Q{Nl.QUE 
LOW ENERGY INPUT ~E'.RGY INPUT 
POWER DENSITY RAD. CONY. CONV. POWER DENSITY RAO. CONV. I CONV. 
ACTUAL REQ. ACTUAL REC. HEAT HEAT COEFF. TEMP. ACTUAL REQ. ACTUAL REQ. HEAT HEAT COEFF. 
BTlYHR BTU/HR LB/FT3 LB/FT3 TRANSFER TRANSFER BTU/HR- oF BTU/HR BTLVHR LB/FT3 LB/FT3 TRANSFER TRANSFER BTU/HR-
BTU/HR BTU/HR FT2_aF BTU/HR BlU/HR FT2-"f 
1 I s 85 I 5 84 I o ooo) o,oool 5.86 j o ooo I 0.000 1 s60.49 112.20 ! 12.1951 0,000 I o ooo I 12 22 I o ooo j o ooo I 672 91Jr4 73 h4 72 lo ooo lo ooo I 14 84 / o ooo 
"
0
•
43 I I I I I I I , .,,_,., I I I I I I I '"' 
420.31 
560.63 
.fil2...JU. 
10 I 672.69 560,51 
II 420.29 503.81 
LINER I:::·:: 160.07 420.SO 
420.53 503.82 
420.58 503.89 
4 514.50 ~ 
514.53 632,87 
5.87 1 5.861 I on1~9;0.01!81! 3.378 I 2.500 0.500 1514.59 12.221 12.2110.2os I 0.020 I 8.353 3.910 I o.570 I 632.59~ 114.77 .o98 I .0974 I 8.5o I 6.33 1.14 
514.63 632.71 
420. 72 504.10 
514.68 632.63 
10 514.71 637.81 
II 420.62 
~03.99 
LINER 160.09 160.05 
~ I ,.n~ 71.. 
420.38 
TEMP. 
'F 
--
633.61 
633.70 
633.52 
~ 
847.57 
633.74 
847.69 
~ 
~ 
633.84 
633.91 
633.77 
l.96.85 
12§....ll 
796.95 
796.80 
634.00 
1:::·:: 
633.96 
160.15 
•1633.71 
633.80 
633.62 420.37 
4 
503
•
72 1 I I I I I I ,m.,ul I I I I I I I'"·" 
479.37 615.75 775.72 
479,35 615.78 775.69 
6 5.86 15.85 f,0520 i~.o~~j 1.88 [ 4.078 j 1,30 1479.52 112.21 J 12.2010.054~n52~ 5~30 I o.890 j 615.81114.77 114. 75 10.2s~ I 0.2541 4.67 110_23 12.60 . j 602.11 j3o. 76 I 30.1s 775.86 
479.59 615.79 fil.81 
420_._51 503.86 633.81 
479.53 615.59 775.84 
10 479.42 fil.5....§.~ 775.69 
II 420_._48 I i;;n~ RQ 633.65 
LINER 160.11 160_._18 160.12 i 
TABIE XVIII 
STEADY-STATE TEMPERATURES OBTAINED FROM TEST SECTION 211[ IDCAlnED HORIZONTALLY. 
DATA USED TO PREDICT PROTOTYPE TEMPERATURE BY TECHNIQUE! -- -- -- -- DATA USED TO PREDICT PROTOTYPE TEMPERATURE BY ZERO SURROUNDINGS TECHNIQUE 
THERM0-1 LOW ENERGY INPUT HIGH ENERGY INPUT LOW ENERGY IN PUT HIGH ENERGY INPUT 
COUPLE TEST POWER DENSITY RAD. CONV. CONV. POWER DENSITY RAD. CONV. CONV. POWER DENSITY RAD. CONV. CONV. POWER DENSITY RAD. CONV. CONV. 
NUMBER NO tcrUA~I, REO. ,l~cTUA~I, REO ,j- HEAT ,~ cOEFF. TEMP. ACTUAL REO. ACTUAL REQ. HEAT HEAT COEFF. TEMP. ACTUAL REQ ACTUAL REC. HEAT HEAT COEFF. TEMP. ACTUAL REQ. ACTUAL REQ. HEAT HEAT COEFF. TEMP. 
BTU/HR BTU/HR LB/FT3 LB/FT3 TR.QNSFER T BTU/ HR- "F BTU/HR BTLVHR LBIFT3 LB/FT3 TRANSFER TRANSFER BTU/HR· "F BTU/HR BTU/HR L8JFT3 LB/FT3 TRANSFER TRANSFER BTU/HR- "F BTIVHR BlU/HR L8/FT3 LBIFT3 TRANSFER TRANSFER BTU/HR· Of 
BTU/HR BlU/HR FT2- •F BTU/HR BTU/HR FT2_oF BTU/HR BTU/HR FT2_oF BTU/HR BTU/HR FT2-0f 
I 
420.84 502.95 528.56 632.71 
420.90 502.85 528.60 632.65 
420.80 503.05 528.52 632,77 
4 I I I I I I I I 1535,85 641.95 67 57 807...!.72 
----
535. 79 , ..... 674.54 
1 Is.a, ls.a• lo.oc lo,oo I s.,o lo.ooo I 0.000 1535.98 12.l.3 l2l25 o.oo o.oo 12,225 0.000 0,000 642,05 14.83 14.82 I0.000 0.000 14,90 0.000 0.000 674.63 30.56 30.55 0,000 0.000 30,65 0.000 0,000 808.10 
535.86 641 91 674.60 808.06 
420,96 503.10 528,63 <•• o, 
535,99 642,99 674,69 807.94 
10 I I j I r 1 1 1 536,02 642.84 ,..,,_ 807 90 
II 420.97 l,no n< 528.64 632,71 
LINER I I I I I I I I 160.11 160,19 160,01 160.10 
420.32 ,, .. ,, 527 89 633,58 
420.40 1503.60 527.85 633.51 
420.24 1503,68 527.93 
"'" 4 I I I I I I I I 1497.32 1608.65 766,60 624.90 
497.29 1608,61 624.84 766.50 
6 2 5.86 5,85 0,019 0,0198 3.46 2.46 0,45 497.35 
~08.71 14.74 0.098 14 79 b.0974 8.64 6,19 0.90 625 O<l 30,74 30.72 0..097 00966 21.28 9,62 1,02 766.68 
7 497.21 12.20 12.19 .019 JJl97 8.42 3,80 0:51 ~08,60 625,01 766.59 
8 420.50 lso3.73 528,00 633.70 
9 497.41 1608.73 625,98 766.73 
10 ,, ... , .. 608,64 625.87 •« ,_._ 
II 420.47 1503,79 528.06 633.69 
LINER 160.07 l'" •• 160,08 159.96 
419.88 
~04.23 527,33 634.32 
419,80 l'i04.30 527,26 634 24 
419.96 ~04.16 527.40 634.40 
4 1 1 1 T - 483.88 ~94.23 608,34 748.34 
5 483.75 p94,19 608,26 748.26 
6 J 3 J s.a3 ls.02s lo.os2 l,05239 J 2.142 13.131 J o.69 484.01 12.26 12.25 D518 .051.9 6.935 5,36 0,84 94.41 IG2569 30 8'i 0.253 748.43 14.71 14 67 0,257 6.89 7.93 1.38 608.41 30.90 Q2542 17 52 13 58 1 68 
484,05 594.39 608.35 748.35 
420.03 504 33 527.48 634.51 
484.10 594.46 608,49 748.53 
10 l T 1 1 1 1 T 1 483.99 694.37 608.53 748.22 
II 419.78 ~04,36 527.53 634.46 
LINER I I I I I I I I 159,98 160,12 160.23 160.ll ~ 
C)Q, 
Tl\.BIE XIX 
STE£-1.DY-STA.TE TEMPERATURES OBTAINED tROM TEST SECTTON 3M LOCATED HORIZONTALLY. 
DATA !:)__SEO TO PREDIC-1:_ PROTOTYPE TEMPERATURE BY TECHN I_Ql)E .l DATA USED TO PREDICT PROTOTYPE TEMPERATURE BY ZERO SURROUNDINGS TECHNIQUE 
THERM~ .LOW ENERGY INPUT HIGH ENERGY INPUT 
TESf POWER DENSITY RAD. CONV. CONV. POWER DENSITY RAO. CONV. CONV. 
COUPLE NO. ACTUAL REQ'o. ACTUAL REO'o. HEAT HEAT COEFF. TEMP. ACTUAL REQ'o. AClUAL" REQ'o HEAT TRHEAT I COEFF. 
NUMBER BTU/HR BTU/HR LBIFT3 L8/FT3 ;~~H~R r;:;:RR ~~'-~:- °F BTU/HR BTLVHR L8/FT3 LB/FT3 1;;:~R BT~~: s:r~~~; 
LOW N RGY INPUT HIGH ENERGY INPUT 
TEMP. 
POWER DENSITY RAO. CONV. CONV. POWER DENSITY RAD. CONV. , CONV. 
I.O.CTUAL REQ'o. ACTUAL REa'o. HEAT HEAT COEFF. TEMP ACTUAL REQ'D. ACTUAL REQ'o. HEAT HEAT COEFF. 
0 f I BTU/HR BTIVHR LB/FT3 LB/fT3 ;~,~ 1::::t ~~~ Of BTU/HR BTlVHR LB/fT3 LB/FT3 r;uN:=~ r:~~:: B~~~ TEMP. ., 
420.54 503.59 528.17 633.52 
t..?n i;n 503.50 528.12 633.57· 
t..'Jn i:;n 503_._68 528.22 ill& 
4 602.54 723.60 759_._M 911.53 
602.60 723.49 759.11 911_._56 
5.87 I S.862 I 0.000 I 0.000 I s.863 I 0.000 I 0.000 I ,oz.so 112.20 112.19 I o.oo I o.oo I 12.24 I 0.000 I 0.000 1723.80 I 14. 79 I 14. 11 I o.oo I o.oo J14.83S I 0.000 I 0.000 1 ·759.31 1,0. 72 1,0. 11 I o.oo Jo.oo I 30.87 J 0.000 I 0.000 I 9fl.69 
,oz.651 I I I I I I 1723•74 1 I I I I I I Jm.221 I I I I I I tm.61 
420.10/ I I I I I I 1,0,.111 I I I I I I 1528.311 I I I I I I /633.63 
602.661 I I I I I 1723,741 I I I I I I /lli..lll I I I I I I 1911.78 
II 
10 I I I I I I I I 1602.71 I I I I I I I ,723.65 I I I I I I I I "'·'81 I I I I I I , 911.71 
420.69 I I I I I I I 1503.63 528.29 633.68 
LINER 
4 
10 
II 
LINER 
4 
10 
II 
LINER 
160.081 I I I I I I '16o.16I I I I I I 1160.111 I I I I I I 1160.01 
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CHAPTER VII I 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The objective 0£ this investigatien was twofold. First, similarity 
parameters were developed te predict the thermal behavior of a proto-
type from ebserved model behavior fer a radiatien-conduction•ccnvection 
C(l)upled heat tJ;ansfer problem. Second, an experimental investigation 
was perfermed in.erder t0 check the validity of the similarity para-
meters. This objective was accomplished. 
The energy equation served as the starting peint fer the develop-
ment of the similarity parameters. Two sets ef similarity parameters 
were develeped. The first set, Technique I, utilized scaling so that 
model and prototype temperatures were equal. The second set, Zero 
Surroundings Technique, required medel temperatures higher than prete-
type temperatures by an amount related to the geometric scaling fac-
tor. 
An analytical investigation was performed in order to facilitate 
the design of the test sections. This investigation pointed 0ut the 
preblems asscciated' .with separating the energy transferred by radiation 
from that transferred by convectiene The analytical investigation also 
aided in the selection of a method to predict the radiant exchange. 
The experimental investigaticm was conducted using ·concentric 
cylinder test secti0ns located in a space simulation chamber0 
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Conclusions 
The·results of the investigation pointed out that it is possible 
to thermally model a radiation-conduction-convection coupled heat 
transfer problem. The success of modeling this type of problem lies 
in the empirical model used to predict the amount of energy trans-
ferred by convection. An accurate empirical model is necessary in 
order to determine the density of the fluid in the model, 
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The set of similarity parameters developed under the assumptions 
of Technique I were more accurate in predicting prototype temperatures 
than those developed under the assumptions of the Zero Surroundings 
Technique. This was as expected since the Zero Surroundings Technique 
places an additional constraint upon the thermal problem, This addi= 
tional restraint was that of the surroundings being at a temperature 
of absolute zero, The two sets of similarity parameters were.verified 
over a range of free convection from pseudo~conduction to fully devel-
oped laminar flow, 
Both sets of similarity parameters were very accurate in predict-
ing the steady-state temperatures on the horizontal prototypes. For 
the vertical test section 7 the accuracy of predicting the steady-state 
temperatures was less. This was due to inadequate models used to pre= 
diet the energy transferred by convection. Nevertheless, the accuracy 
was close enough to validate the modeling criteria. 
This investigation established the feasibility and accuracy of 
thermal modeling on simple geometries having complex thermal behavior. 
The models provided reliable forecasts of steady-state heat transfers 
for a scale ratio of one-half. The overall absolute temperature pre-
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diction accuracy was approximately 3 per cent. The results provide 
substantial evidence that model studies can furnish.reliable .fore-
casts. of full"'scale thermal performance in the space environment. 
The empirical correlation established in this investigation for 
the convective film coefficient ~n horizontal annuli was in close 
agreement with the correlation presented by Grigull and Hauf. This 
correlation deviated from other correlations reported in the litera· 
ture. Due to the success obtained in modeling the convection heat 
transfer, it was concluded that the correlation reported by Grigull 
and Hauf was accurate over the convective regimes encount~red in 
this investigation. 
ln searching the literature, no correlations of convective film 
coefficients in vertical annuli were found. Thus, no comparison can 
be made between existing correlations and the correlation obtained in 
this investigation. 
Reconnnenda t ions 
Reconnuendations for future investigations in the area of thermal 
modeling include: 
10 Testing the existing systems with various surface coatings. 
2. Testing the existing systems in different environments. 
3. Transient testing of existing systems. 
4. Testing of one•quarter and one~eight scale models. 
5. Testing different geometric shapes for a radiation~conduction-
convection coupled heat transfer problem. 
6. Developing and verifying similarity parameters for geometri-
cally distorted systems containlng the three modes of heat 
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transfer. 
7. Investigating the feasibility of modeling systems containing 
a gas which participates in the radiant exchange. 
8. Investigating modeling of a radiation-conduction-convection 
coupled heat transfer problem with nonuniform heat flux. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF MODELING CRITERIA 
Either of two principles, theory of similitude or dimensional 
analysis, may be used to develop the modeling criteria. The develop-
ment of the crit.eria by dimensional analysis is accomplished by writing 
down all the pertinent variables and applying the principles of dimen-
sionless analysis. One disadvantage in using the dimensional analysis 
approach is that it requires some insight into the problem and prefer-
ably the knowledge of at least one combination of dimensional groups 
used in the modeling criteria. 
The similitude approach consists of writing the governing differ-
ential equation, which describes the thermal behavior of the model and 
prototype, in dimensionless form. Since the governing differential 
equation can be established, the similitude approach was selected for 
developing the modeling criteria. 
The Governing Differential Equation 
Before applying the theory of similitude., the governing differen-
tial equation must be obtained. The general differential equation, 
expressing the energy balance for the i th element of the test section, 
can be expressed as: 
s J J 
I:: es a A Ti4 + I:: A C (Ti .. T.) + r: h A (Ti.-T. ) • 
s=l s j=l n s J j=l s n J (A-1) 
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This element may or m.ay not include an exposed surfaceo In Equation 
(A-1), pi Vi C oTi/o0 is the rate of change in internal energy of 
pi 4 
the element, e: a A T. is the rate at which energy is emitted from 
s s l 
surfaces, qi is the internal heat generation within the element, 
A C (Ti-Tj) is the heat transfer by interfacial conductance between 
n s oT 
i-n the i and j elements along the path n, k A ~~ is the heat trans-
n n U,L,i 
-n 
fer by solid conduction to or from element i along the path n, 
hs An(T1-Tj) is the heat transfer by convection between the i and j 
element along the path n, and ~sj ,js As is the heat transfer from 
surface j which is absorbed at surfaces of element i. Equation (A-1) 
has been widely used to predict the temperatures of regions of 
~~tellites and other space vehicles. This equation was used for estab-
lishing the modeling criteria. 
Formulation of Modeling Criteria 
If a geometrically similar, though different sized, model is con-
structed for the prototype, then it is possible to write the same rela-
tion for geometrically identical locations on the model and the proto-
type. Equation (A-1) written for the prototype and model is: 
P~ototxpe equation 
v c orJ = q {ci-} + 
i pi 06 J p l p 
p 
k A C T N np np pp p oT . 
- - 1-n + 
n!l L kn. An oL 
p i-n 
J 
E A j=l np 
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c . T {A c {T1-Tj ~ + f hs A T {ii A {T1-T. )1 -sp p _n s ~p j=l p np p s n J~P 
s 
E esp 
s=l 
- - 4} a As Ti p' (A-2) 
Model Equation 
N 
CcisJ· 1js As] + I: 
m n=l 
k A T ~ { n n ) k A 
m n n L 
J J 
+ E (A c T) [A c {Ti-T.)] + I: (h A T) [h A {Ti-T.)] - ' j=l n s m n s J m j=l . s n m s n J m 
(A-3) 
The only differences between the mQdel and prototype equations 
occur in the coefficients p V C T/0, q, ~ j ;j A , etc. For point-
. p s s s 
to-pqint similarity to exist between the model and the prototype, the 
ratios of corresponding coefficients must be the same. Equating .the 
ratios of correpsonding coeffici~nts the following identities were 
obtained: 
* * * * p V Cp T * * * * 
* = q = ~sj 'js As= 
a 
j=l,2,3, ••• ,J 
n=l,2,3, ••• ,N 
s=1,2,3, ••• ,s 
* * *4 e A T = s s 
154 
(A-4) 
where the ratio~ of properties at similar points on the model and the 
* * prototype is represented by a superscript starred quantity (T, V, 
etc.). Equations (A-4) are subject to the following restrictions-: 
1. Perfect geometric similarity between the model and the 
prototype. 
* * * 2. The ratios of the properties (L, P, T, etc.) must be con-
· .stants .at all points in the model for all test conditions and 
thermal levels. 
The length, area and volume ratios have been retained in the 
parametric equations. Thus, slight c;listortions in geometric scaling 
may be permitted when it can be shown that they have little or no 
effect on the temperature fields which exist in th~ system •. 
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7040 COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CONFIGURATION 
FACTOR EVALPATION 
The term ttshape factor,'' or its synonyms, 11view factor,'' "config-
uration factor,'' "form factor,'' ''F factor,"' as related to radiant 
energy transfer between two surfaces, is defined as the fraction of 
the total radiation leaving one surface in all directions which is 
intercepted by the other surface. The shape factor is a function of 
the shapes and relative position of the two surfaces under considera-
tion. The above definition also covers the special case of the shape 
factor of a surface itself. 
The configuration factors presented in Equations (4-18), (4-19), 
(4-20), and (4-21) were developed in Reference [35]. These equations 
were solved on the 7040 digital computer and the program which furnish-
ed the solution is lJsted in this appendix. In order to facilitate 
programming, the equations were written in the following form. 
1 { -1 
-n Cos EL2-Ro2+RI 2 
EL2+Ro2-RI2 
F22 = 1 - fil + .!. r2RI tan. -l 
RO n l RO 
2 
4(R02-RI2) + !!!...(R02-2RI2) 
sin-l Ra2 
EL 2 +4(R02 -Ri2) 
1 
2RI(EL) 
(B-1) 
2 2 { sin RO -2RI . + 11,. 
2 , . 
RO 2 
4R02+EL2 
-1! EL 
(B-2) 
where 
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1 F23 =2 (1-F21-F22), (B-4) 
F21 = F21 , 
F22 = F22 , 
F34 = F34 , 
F23 = F23 , 
EL= L, 
RI = Ri, 
RO= R • 
0 
1 
.. 2 
3 .· 
" 5 
6 
1 
-10 · 
.11 
12 
13 
lit 
15 
16 
17 
20 
21 
22 
23 
2it 
25 
26 
27 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
40 
"1 
t 
c. 
t 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
. . . 
cclliF IGURAT 10N 'iiCfoRl Fci'R Two EOUA'i.: · LENGTH-coNCENTR1c·:cvuNut:Ks 
Do MAPLES· .· . 
. Rl-~ADlU~·OF INN~R CYLINDER 
~O-RADIUS OF OUTER CYLINDER 
EL-LENGTH OF CVLIND~RS 
500 FbRMATfF16.~tF16.8,Fl6.SI 
100 "FO.MATIFlOo7,Fl0.7,Fl0.7,Fl0~7,Fl0.7,Fl0~7,FlOo71 
200 FOR~ATl3X,2HRl,8X~2HR0,9X~lHL~sx,3HF21,7X,3HF22,1X,3HF34,1X,3HF23~ 
~RITEl6i200) ·. . . . . . . 
3.~EA01$,5COI Rl,RO,El 
CALCULATIONS FOR CONF:i;GURATION FACTOR F21 ( 
D•R1/~0 . .. . · . · • . . . 
E=IEL••2.0-R0••2.0+R1••2.0l/lEL••2•b+Rri••2.0-Rl••2.6l P=A~SIEI . . . . . . 
O•D•P . . ·. · 
~-JEL••2.0+R0~•2.0+Rl••2~61••2.o-j2.~•RI•ROl•-2.o 
T•SQRTl1.0-P••2.0I/P . 
U•SQRTl1.0-Q••2.0I/O 
W•D/SQRTll.0-0••2.01 .. 
BAT• SQR Tl XI •ATAN I U I+ I EL••2 .O-ROH2. O+R I ••2. 01 •A_TANI W l
CAT•l3.l4159~J/2.0l•CEL•~2.0+R0••2.0-Rl••2o01 
RAT•l.0/12.0•Rl•ELI . 
F2l•C•ll.O-Cl~C/3.14159271•CATANCTl~tRATl•IBAT-CATIII 
CALCULATIONS FOR CONFIGURATION FACTOR F22 
Wl•S,RTl4.Q•R0••2.0+EL••2.0I/EL 
W2•1R0••2,0~2.0•Rl••2.0)/R0••2~0 
W3•4.0•IR0••2.C-RI••2~o,~cEL••2.0/R0••2.0l•IR0••2.0-2.0•Rl••2.0) 
W4•EL••2.6+4~0•IR0•~2~0-Rl••2.0I . . . . 
W5•W3/~4 , · . 
W6=C2.0/ELl•SQRTCR0••2.0~Rl••2.0I 
Ul•W5/SCRfll.O-W5••2.0l. 
U2=~2/SCRTC~~O-W2••2.0I .· 
VT=W l•ATANI U 11-ATAN C U2 l.+3. l4159n /2. O• ( Wl-1.0). . 
F22•1.D-D+l~0/3.14l5927•i2.0•D•ATANIW61-El/12•0•ROl•IVTII 
CALtULATlbN Of CO~FJGURATION fACTOR F3it . 
F34•1.a-C~L/CR0••2•0-Rl••2.0lt•CRI-RO•CF22+2.0•F21-l.OI.I 
CALCULATION OF CONFIGURATION ~ACTOR F23 . 
F23•0.5•11.Q-F21-F221 
WRITEl6,1001 Rl,RO,Fl~F21,F22,F3~,F2l 
GC TO 3 
5 :HOP 
END 
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7040 COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR RAOIOSITY 
EVALUATION 
For gray surf aces which follow Lambert's cosine law and reflect 
diffusely, the radiation from such surfaces can be treated conveniently 
in te~s of the radiosity. The radiosity is defined as the rate at 
which radiation leaves a given surface per unit area. Therefore, the 
radiosity is the sum·of the radiation emitted, reflected, and trans-
mitted. The radiosities of the surfaces in the enclosure considered in 
performing the thermal analysis were generated from Equation (4-22)., 
These radiosity relations were written in the following form to facili-
tate programming. 
ri·. 
where 
ou = 
012 = 
• . ' 
• . , 
• . ' 
o 1 x1 + o 2 · x 2 + • • • + o x = b • n n· nn n n 
-1.0 • • • 
= P1 Fl2 
l-p1Fll 
022 = -1.0 • • • 
p F 1 n n 
0nl = = 1-p F 
n nn 
= 
Pn Fn2 
0n2 .= = 
1-p F 
n nn 
(C-1) 
l:61 
= 
P2 F23 
013 
P1 F13 
?)23 = = • • • • 
1-pl Fll l·p2F22 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • 
• o = -1.0 nn (C-2) 
• 
• 
• 
• (C-3) 
Equation (C-1) was solved by the method of determinants. The program 
for the solution is listed below. 
·c· 
1 
2 
3 55 
4 51 
5 52 
6 301 
c 
c 
1 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
i7 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
40 
41 
lt2 
43 
44 
45 
lt6 
47 
5.0 
51 
52 
53 
!,It 
55 
56 
57 
60 
bl 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
GAuss-Et I r,i t NATTaN·-i.nR-An-cocffRIEN.T-s· 
OIME~SICN Atl0,101 . 
READ(5, 51 IN 
FORMAT! 29HINOEX TO UNKNOWNS UNKNOWNS I 
FORMAT I 131 
FORMATl13,14X,fl6.81 
FORMATIF16.81 
l=INCEX CORRESPONDING TO THE UNKNOWN VARIABLE 
MATRIX COEFFICIENT FOR SOLUTION ro THE SET OF EQUATIONS BELOW 
All,ll=·lCOO.O 
All,,1)=0.0 
All,31=0.0 
All,41.;24.969888 
All,5)=2.500527 
Al 1,61=0.001074 
Al 1, 71=2.515056 
All,Bl=O.OO'i344 
All,9)=-215344.656 
Al2,ll=O.O . 
Al2,2)=-1COO.O 
A12,3l=O.O 
Al2,41=1.538775 
A12,51=26.8587C9 
A12,6l=l.538775 
A 12, 7 l =O. 03.l 632 
A12,Bl-'C.0.311i32 
At2,91=-215344~656 
Al3,ll=O.CJ 
A13,2l=C.O 
Al3,3J=-1000.Q 
Al3,1tl=O.C01074 
Al3,5l=2.500n7 
Al3,bl=24.9698AB 
A13,71=C.004344 
Al3,BJ=2.515056 
Al3,~l=-215344ob56 
Al4,11=8.4596il56 
Al4,21=0.84~37246 
A14,3i=C.000364C906 
Al4,41=-1COO.O 
Al4,51=2.9454832 
Al4,6l=C.C5416024 
A14,7l=3.873537 
A14,81=0.0259938 
~14,91=-105329.20 
AIS,ll=0.521171205 
AIS,21=9.09955155 
Al5,31=0.52~171205 
A I 5, 41 = 1. 816'! 336 
Al5,51=-1000.Q 
AIS,61=1.8164336 · 
Al5 1 71=0.l672697~ 
AIS,Bl=C.16726~72 
A15,91=-105~51.80 
Al6,ll=0.00036409067 
Alb,21•0.84~37246 
Al6,3l=8.459631588 
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67 AC6,'t)s0.054160HB 
70 A(6,51•2.9't54832 
71 Al6,6f•-1COO.O 
72 Al6 1 7)•0~025993B 
73 AC6,Bl•3.B73537 
lit A16,91•-105329o20 
75 All,11•150.90336 
76 Al1 1 2ls3.l068 
77 All,31•0.260388 
100 Al7,'tl•687.4't97 
101 A17,S)•'t7.237733 
102 A17,61•4.60791 
103 All,71~~1000.0 
104 Al7 1 8)•5.53284 
105 A17,91•-l5675.Q2 
106 A18,1JsC.260388 
!07 AIB,2.1•3.1068 
110 ACS,31•150.90336 
111 A(B,41•4.60791 
112 AIB,51•47.237733 
113 ACB,6!=687.4497 
114 AIB,71=5.53284 
115 ACB,61•-lCOO.O 
116 A(B,9)=-15675.02 
117 AC<Jill=C.O . 
120 A(9,2l•O.O 
121 Al9,3J=o~o 
122 A(9141•C.O 
123 Al9r5l•O.O 
124 A19,6l•C.O 
125 A19,7l=O.O 
126 Al9,8l•C.O 
127 A19,9l•O.O 
130 DO 500 1~1,8 
131 Do sec J•l,9 
132 500 WRITEl6,3011A(l,JI 
133 WRITEl6,551 . 
134 M=N-1 
1.35 LM=M 
136 LP~M+l 
137 9 IF(A( l, 111 l3, 14,13 
140 14 STOP 
141 13 DO 15 J•liM 
142 15 AILP,Jl=All,J+ll/A(l~ll 
143 DO 16 1=2,M 
144 D•All,11 
145 DO 16 J•l,M 
146 C•AI 1,J+ll-D•AILP.,JI 
147 16 Al 1-1,Jl=C 
150 DO 17 J•l,M 
151 17 AIM 1 Jl=AIL~,Jl 
152 LM=LM~l 
153 113 lftLMI 114,114~9 
154 114 DO 59 lsl,N 
155 59 WRITE!6,5211,ACl,ll 
156 98 STOP 
157 ENO 
IFMT~V 
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7040 COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR LEAST 
SQUARE CURVE FIT 
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The purpose of the least square program was to, determine the 
coefficients for Equation (5-38), Chapter IV. The program is a standard 
IBM share program and is presented below. All instructions necessary 
to operate the program are stated within the program. 
C · fURVE HT • 
. . l DIMENSlCN A13,3l~B13,l) 
2 DIMENSICN x12001~v11001,z(2001,c1200,1s1 
3. REAOJ5,ll N,M . 
~ l FORMATl2Il01 
5 QO 62 KIM~l,1 
6 WRITE 16,1001 
7 100 FORMATl1Hl,17HTHE COEfFICIENTS, 
12lHOE THE POLYNOMIAL IN ,20H1NCREASING ORDER AREi 
10 .READ1i,10111xt11.v111,l=l.NI 
11 101 FORMATl.2Fl0.0I . 
12 C A LL LS QR · I X , Y , N , A, B ,.M ,, 1 , C I 
13 WRITE 16,1021 IBll,11 1,1=1,.MI · 
14 102 FORMATllHO,E20.81 
15 OC 60 1:1,N 
16 ZIIl=O.O 
17 00 60 L:1,M 
20 R=Xlll••IL-ll•BIL,11 
21 Ziii= Zill t R 
22 60 CCNTINUE 
23 WRJTEl6,1031 
24 103 · FORMATllhO) 
25 WRITEC6,1041 . 
26 104 FORMATl1H0,5X,20HINOEPENOENT VARIABLE, 
16X,18HDEPENDENT VAR1ABLE,7~119HCOMPUTED VALUE bF YI 
27 DO 61 J=i,N 
30 WRITE' 16 1 1051 XIJl,YIJl,ZIJI 
31 105 FORMAT 11110,3(5X,.[:21).81.) 
32 61 CONTINUE 
33 62 CCNTINUE 
34 S TUP 
35 END 
36 
37 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
60 
61 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE LSQR(X~Y,N,A,B,M,L,CI 
LEAST SQUARES CURVE FIT 
THE COEFFICIENTS OF T~E POLUNOMIAL ~RE STORED IN THE BIM,LI MATRIX, 
X IS THE ARRAY OF INDFPENDENT VARIABLE VALUES. 
~ IS THE AR~AY OF DEPENOE~T VARIABLE VALUES. 
N IS THE ~UMBER Of VALUES OF X. 
A. IS THE ARRAY ThAT 15 GENERATED IN THE LEAST SQUARES COMPUTAIION9 
A 15 CIMENSIONED IM,MI. . 
~ rs THE ARRAY THAT cnNtA[NS THE POLYNOMIAL DOEFFICIENTS IN ORDER OF 
DECREASING DEGREE9 B IS TWO DIMENSIONAL IM,L.. . 
M· IS THE NUMBER OF COEFFICIENTS IN THE FITTED POLYNOMIAL9 
L IS THE ~UMBER UF SETS OF Y DATA USUALLY L = 11 
DIME~SICN AIM,MI~ BIM,LI 
OIME~SICN XINl,YINl,CIZ00,101 
GENERATE THE A AND B ARRAY. 
1D021=·1,N 
2 Cll,11 = 1. 
00 3 J='2,M 
DO 3 1=1,N 
3 C I I , JI " CI I , J-1 I 11 X ( l I 
DO 4 I= 1,M 
00 4 J= 1,M 
. · Al I ,JI = 0 
DO 4 K= 1,N 
4 All,JI = AII,JI + CIK,11 •CCK,JI 
DO 5 I = 1,M 
Bll,LI = 0 
DO 5 K= 1,N 
5 01·1,LI = Bl 1,LI + CCK,.( 1 • VIKI 
CALL AUBURN UNIV. MATRIX INVERSJON SUBROUTl~E. 
CALL MATINVIA 1M,B,L,OETERMI 
DIMENSIONS ARE A1M,MI, Bl~iLI 
RETURN 
END 
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7040 COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THERMAL ANALYSIS OF 
HORIZONTAL CONCENTRIC CYLINDER SYSTEM 
Theoretical calculations of temperatures o~ models and prototypes 
for various eneray in.puts and convective film coefficient correlations 
were obtained on a diaital computer, Prototype calculations were made 
for a ranae of power inputs to the main heater from 20 to 80 Btu/hr and 
two different convective film coefficier&t correlations. The input to 
the model was obtained by scalina the input to the prototype accordina 
to the similarity parameters developed in the Zero Surroundinas 
Technique and Technique 1. The correlations by Griaull and Hauf [36] 
and Liu, Mueller, and Landis [40] were used to represent the convective 
film coefficient correlations for the horizontal annuli. 
ASSUMPTIONS: 
I. RADIAL CONDUCTION TKROUGH 
CYLINDER WALL 
2. RADIATION txCHANGt IETWUN 
INt.liR ANO OUTER CYLINDER 
CAN IE [VALUAT(O BY INflNITt: 
CYLINDIR CALCULATION 
!. THE CONV(CTION FILM C0£,,ICIENT 
CAN IE REPRtSENTEO BY THE 
EMPIRICAL CORRELATIONS Pfll· 
SENTEO IN TAIL( .I:I: 
Fiaure 47. Nomenclature Used in Computer Proaram 
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Computations were obtained by solving Equations (4-10), (4-11), 
(4-12), and (4~25). These equations were written in the following form 
to facilitate progr.amm.ing. 
Heat transferred across the horizontal annuli: 
f 4 4) q = <1 (AlO) (TlO) - (T2I) + h (AlO)(Tl0-T2I), 
8 c!. - 1> + !!.Q c!. - 1> + 1 e A2I e 
Heat transferred away from the outer cylinder: 
q3 = <1 e (A20){ (T20)4 • (TW)4} , 
Heat conducted through the cylindrical walls: 
= 2 k 11 {Tl O - Tl I) qkl 'JT I,._ I r t 
ln _!Q 
rli 
and 
qk2 = 21T kl. (T20 • T21) • 
• r20 ln-
r2i 
For this one-dimensional problem, the following expression can be 
written: 
(E-1) 
(E-2) 
(E-3) 
(E-4) 
(E-5) 
Results obtained from the solution to these equations are.,,presented in 
' .. 
Table XXII. 
t 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
e 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
e 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
1 
2 
J 
•• 5 
6 
1 
10 
u 
12 
u ,. 
15 
16 
11 
THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES PRETAIN TD THE PROTOTYPE PROPERTIES. 
PROTOTYPE NUMBER 1Po 
T20 • OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE OF OUTER CYLINDER. 
T21 • INSIDE TEMPERATURE OF OUTER CYLINDER. 
TlO • OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE OF INNER CYLINDER. 
T.11 • INSIDE TEMPERATURE OF INNER CYLINDER. 
D20 • OUTSIDE DIAMETER OF OUTER CYLINDER. 
021 • INSIDE DIAMETER OF OUTER CYLINDER. 
010 • OUTSIDE DIAMETER OF INNER CYLINDER. 
Dll • INSIDE DIAMET!R DF INNER CYLINDER. 
Q • HEAT TRANSFER THRU CYLINDERS. 
EL• LENGTH OF CYLINDH. 
P • PRESSURE OF FLUID IN PSJF. 
TG • THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GAS, 
H • CONVECllON CDEIPICIENTa 
GR• GRASHOF NUMBER. 
THE FOLLOWING VARIA8LES PRETAIN TO MODEL PROPERTIES. 
TZOM • OUTSIDE TEMPFRATURE OF OUTER CYCLINDER. 
TZIM • lNSIOE TEMPERATURE OF OUTER CYLINDER. 
TlOM • OUTSIDE TEMPF.RATURE Of INNER CYLINDER. 
TllM • INSIDE TEMPERATURE OF INNER CYLINDER. 
AZOM • OUTSIDE AREA OF OUTER CYLINDER. 
AlOM • OUTSIDE AREA OF INNER CYLINDER. 
AZIM• INSIDE AREA OF OUTER CYLINDERo QM• HEAT TRANSFER THRU CYLINDER. 
ELM• LENGTH OF CYLINDER. 
PM• PRESSURE OF FLUID IN PSIF. 
TGM • THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GAS, 
HM• CONVECTIVE COEFFICIENT. 
GRM • GRASHOF NUMBER. 
COMMON VARIABLES BETWEEN MODEL AND PROTOTYPE. 
TW • CHAMBER WALL TfMPERATURE. 
SIGMA• STEFAN - BOLTZMANN CONSTANT. 
EPSON• EMISSIVITY. . 
R • GAS CONSTANT. 
G • LOCAL ACCELERATION UF GRAVITY. 
TS• THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SOLID• 
51 FORMAtC6fl2o5J 
52 FORMATC El6.:8J 
U FORMATCF16o8J 
54 FORMAT(•F12o5) 
55 FORMATClOF12o4J 
70 FORMAHlHU 
WRITEl6,.70J 
60 FORMAT( 1X, 1HTl 1, 9X, lHT10, 91(, 3HT2 I, 9X,,3HT20t ll X, lHOt ll X, lHP 
l11X, 1HH, 10lt, 2HTM, lOX,.2HQR, lOX, 2HQC/I 
62 FORMATI 5zx,.10HSYSfUl••lP/J. 
U FORMATCl•X,601tCONVECTIVE COEFFICIENT CORRELATION--LIU, MUELLER, AN 
10 LANDIS/I 
WRITE(6,621 
WRHEl6,-U) 
WRITEl6,60) 
READU, 51 JTW,.020, 021..010,.01 I ,,TS 
RUDI 5, S•UiP SON, EL ,R ,G 
170 
171 
20 READl5,521SIGMA 
21 5 READ15,531ROW 
C PROTOTYPE CALCULATIONS 
22 TV•O.O 
23 4 READ(5j531Q 
24 A20=3.1415927•020•EL 
25 Al0•3.1415927•DlO•EL 
26 A21=3.1415927•02l•EL 
27 TV•TV*l.O 
30 T2D=lQ/lSl&MA•EPSON•A201~TW••4.0l••0.25 
31 ZLOG•ALOGI020/D211 
32 T2J•IQ/(2.0•3ol415927•TS•ELll•ZLOG+T20 
33 TlO=T21+0.SO 
34 2 TlO=TlO+o.so 
35 TM•IT10~T2Jl/2.0 
36 A•0.35146532E-03 
37 B•0.32041684E-04 
40 C=-0.10027234E-07 
41 D=0.22337353E-ll 
42 TG•A+B•TM+C•TM••2.0~D•TM••3.0 
43 UM=TM••l~5/1375.0•TM+77700.0I 
44 DELTA•ID21-0101/2.0 
45 OTM=Tl0-T21 
46 GR=ROW••2.0/TM•OTM•DELTA••3.0/UM••2.0•G 
47 P=ROW•R•TM 
50 CON=OJ20+0.l45•1DELTA/Dl0~ 
51 EP~-0.02•1DELTA/Ol01 
52 CO•l2.72l••EP 
53 Al=0.77661161 
54 Bl•-0.18508948E-03 
55 Cl•0.11816195E-06 
56 ZL•ALOGID21/0101 
57 PR=Al+Bl•TM+Cl•TM••l.O 
60 T P=PRu2. O•GR/11. 36+'PR I 
61 S=ALOGITPI 
62 U=6.9077552 
63 H=l2.0•TG/I010•ZLll•0.135•1TPl••0.278 
64 16 CONTINUE 
6~ BT•ll.O/EPSON-l.Ol•Cl.O+Al0/A211+1.0 
66 QC=H•AlO•IT10-T211 
67 QR•AlO•SlGMA•EPSON/RT•ITl0••4.0-T21••4.0I 
70 Z=-Q+QR+QC 
71 IHZ I 2, 3,3 
72 3 WLOG•ALOGIOl0/0111 
73 Tll=Q/12.0•3.14l5927•TS•ELl•WLOG+Tl0 
C MODEL CALCULATIONS 
74 HM•2.0•H 
75 QM•0.63•Q 
76 A20M•0.25•A20 
11 AlOM•0.25•Al0 
100 A21M•0.25•A21 
101 ELM=0.50•EL 
102 T20M•IQM/ISIGMA•EPSON•A20Ml+TW••4oOl••0.25 
103 T21M=IQM/12.0•3.1415927•TS•ELMll•ZLOG+T20M 
104 TlOM•T21M+l.O 
105 6 TlOM•TlOM+l,0 
106 TMM=IT10M+T21Ml/2.0 
107 OTMM•TlOM-T21M 
110 DELTAM•DELTA/2.0 
111 TGM=A+B•TMM+C•TMM••2.0+D•TMM••3.0 
112 UMM=TMM••l~5/1375.0•TMM+77700.0I 
113 GRM=GR•IDELTAM•TG•H~/IDELTA•TGM•Hll••4.0 
114 BTM=lloO/EPSON-l.Ol•ll.O+AlOM/A2JMl+l.O 
115 QCM=HM•AlUM•ITlOM-T21MI 
116 QRM=AlOM•SIGMA•EPSON/BlM•ITlOM••4·0-T2lM••4.0I 
117 ZM•-QM+QRM~QCM 
120 IFIZMI 6• 7, 7 
121 7 TllM=QM/(2.0•3.1415927•TS•ELMl•WLOG+TlOM 
122 ROWM=tGRM•UMM••2.0•TMM/IG•OTMM•DflTAM••3.0ll••0.50 
123 PM•ROWM•R•TMM 
124 WRJTEl6,551Tll,TlO,T21,T20,Q,P,H,TM,QR,QC 
125 IFITV-4.0l 4,5,5 
126 11 STOP 
127 END 
SENTRY 
TABLE XXII 
SYSTEM--lP 
CQIIIVECTIVE COEFFICIENT CORRELATJON--LIU. MUELLER, A~D LA~DIS 
Tll HO T21 T20 u p H TM :21l :2: 
741.9692 741.9264 569.;42o4 5b9.4076 80.0000 3b6.4875 0.2610 658.67b4 70.1847 9.911!> 
693.2148 693.1826 530.1826 530.1685 60.0000 31t0.3402 0.2526 611.6826 51.2974 8.7575 
622.0881 622.0667 479.5667 479.5573 40.0000 306.4744 0.2407 550.8167 32. 7131 7.2975 
515.5169 515.5062 ,.o,..:5002 40't.5015 20.0000 255.9t;.74 0.2201 460.0062 lt;..8107 5.211:> 
738.;4692 138.t;.264 569.;4.264 5b9.,.076 80.0000 909.f>llb O.t;.276 653. 926" 64.9160 15.37H 
682~ 71't8 682.6826 530,'1826 530.1685 60.0000 843.5478 0.,.123 606.lt326 ,.b. 6 78,. 13.375:> 
611~0881 611.0667 .t,79.5667 "79. 5513 40.0000 758.5355 0.3915 5,.5.3lb7 29.2299 13.9498 
503.0169 503.0062 LtO't.;5062 ,.04.5015 20.0000 631.17,.8 0.35lt9 453.7562 12.5799 1 • .r,355 
133.4092 733.426" 569.42b.ft 569.'t076 80.0000 1272.0728 0.511.9 65l.426lt 62.2235 17.8558 
t,77.7148 b17.b82b 530.1826 530.1685 60.0000 1179.3294 0.4931 603.932b 44.5526 15."71:> 
605~5881 605.5667 t;.79.5667 479.5573 ,.0.0000 1059.4971 O.t,669 5"2.56b7 27. 5571 12.5136 
498J0169 498.00b2 404.5062 404.5015 20.0000 881.1904 0.4222 45l.25b2 llo 1329 8.3962 
727.9692 727.926" 569.426,. 569.,.076 80.0000 1797.6768 0.6157 (>48.6764 59.32"6 20.758:> 
672.21,.8 672.1826 530.1826 530.1685 60.0000 1666.057" o.5925 601.1826 lt2.2678 17.896:> 
599J5881 599.5667 479.5667 419.5573 lt0.0000 1"95.3012 o.5593 539.5667 25.783lt llt.2757 
lt92 .. 0lb9 lt92.0062 40't.:5062 "04.5015 20.0000 12"2.2523 0.5032 ""8-2562 1:>. 7496 9.3655 
720.9b92 120.9U,1t 569.;426lt 569.lt076 80.0000 2b92.3210 0.7630 b<t5.l1b4 55. 7289 Zit. 5871 
(>64~7148 6b4o6826 S30.182b 530.lb85 b0.0000 2493.08U 0.1323 597.lt326 39.2Ult 20.9507 
592 .. 0881 592.0667 479.5bb7 479.5573 lt0.0000 2235.9630 0.6892 535.8167 2 3. b<t03 1!>.4935 
lt8_!_._5_1~9 
_484.SOR. 404.50b2 ltOlt.5015 20.0000 185<t. 92~2. O.bl58 lt<tlt.5062 9.5700 10."783 
- -- ----~ -· 
--·---
SYSHI-\-- l-P 
CONVECTIVE COt~~ICIE~T CORRELATlO~--GRlGULl ANO HAUF 
l 11 TlC T21 12U Q p H TM OR QC 
731.9692 737 .92t4 5b9.42b4 5l'>'l.407b &0.COOO 3b3.70S5 0.431tlt 653.6764 6lt.6443 15.5683 
682. 7141! bill .61126 530.1821> 530.lb85 60.COOO 337.ltl9l 0.4177 b0b.<t3Zb lt6.6784 13.5499 
610.5681 610.5U:7 479.5667 479.5573 40.0000 303.2751 0.391tl 545.0667 29.0759 10.9807 
5C3.Cl69 503.CC62 4(;4.501>2 4:'4.5Cl5 20.oooc 252.4b99 0.3543 453.7562 12.5799 7."242 
725.4692 7l5.426lt 56'1.4264 569.4076 80.COOO 900.5701 O.b725 64 7. ltZblt ·5a. 02a1t 22.3143 
669.21"8 t:69.ltl2b 530.1626 530.1685 60.0000 834.1585 O.b440 599.b82b 41.0lt50 19.0ltOO 
597.0881 5q7 .01>67 47'1.5667 479.55H 40.0000 748. 7985 O.b049 538.3lb7 25.0600 15.1191 
489.5lt:9 489.5062 404.5Cb2 404.5015 20.0000 021. 785b 0.5385 447.00b2 10.3503 9.135b 
719.4692 H'l.4264 5b9.4764 5l9.407t, 80.0000 1258.403b o. 7883 b44.426lt 54.9119 25.1520 
t:t). 7148 b63.b826 5jo.1021> 510.1605 60.0000 llb5.6b02 0.7547 596.932b 38.8455 21. lt305 
591.0881 59l.06t:7 479.5667 47'l.5'>13 40.COOO 1045. H97 0.706b 535. 3167 23.3b03 16.7598 
484.Clt,9 48<t.0Ct:2 4C4.5Ce2 404.5015 zo.0000 81>7.5212 O.b267 444.2562 9.lt933 10.5974 
712.%92 7)2.'i.i'b4 5b9.4?b4 56'i.407o 1!0.0000 1776.8921 0.9779 b4l.l7b4 51.7"59 28.3223 
657.2148 657.1626 530.1!!26 53C.l6~5 oO.COOO l645.272b 0.8870 593.6826 36.315b 23.9610 
584.51l81 584.5667 479.561>7 479.5573 40.0000 1414.~lb4 0.8283 532.06b7 21.5766 18.5001 
478.011,9 478.CC'62 404.SC:t:2 4(\4.501) 20.cooo 1222.0532 0.7311 441.;1562 8.5911 11. lt30lt 
704.9692 704.9264 569.4?64 '>b'l ... 076 HO.COCO 2b58.9370 1.1211 b37.l 764 47.8947 32. 3116 
b48. 7148 b48.bB2b 53C.1826 '.j31J. lb85 <:O.CuOO 2459.7023 1.0683 569.'t326 33.1187 2b.9270 
577.0881 577.0t;c,7 47'l.5e67 479.5573 40.0000 2204.b65b 0.99b4 528. 3lb7 19.5910 20.bb52 
...... 
',71.5169 471.5Ct:.? 404.5Co2 404.5015 20.000(1 1827.7997 0.8754 438.0062 7.6513 12.4759 
-.J 
N 
SYSTEK--ZP 
CONVECTIVE COEFFICIENT CORRELATION--l.lU, MUELLER, A•O LA!Wt>IS 
HI no TZI TZO Q p H TM :a~ :a: 
716.ft517 716.ft263 569.lt263 569.ftOTS 80.0000 357.72ft2 0.2256 6"2.9263 73.9466 9.ft035 
661t.206l 661t.l826 530 .. 1826 530.1685 60.0000 332.272ft 0.2181 597.1826 51.8024 8.2907 
597.i082<ft 597.0667 <ft79.15667 "'79.5573 lt0.0000 299.5l9ft 0.2011 538.3167 33.2"9S 6.9363 
lt96.0HO 1,96.0062 lt04.S062 ftO<ft.5015 20.0000 250.5225 0.1908 <ft50.2562 15.1270 ft.9526 
708.077 708.<ft263 569.,t,263 569.4075 80.0000 888.7"'65 0.369" 638.9263 65.7608 14.561" 
655.70fJl 655.6&2• 530 .. 1826 530.1685 60.0000 82ft.7692 0.3563 592.9326 <ftl.4229 12.6811 
587.i582ft 51!7.5661 479<15667 ,t,79.5573 ft0.0000 7"2.1913 o.3381 533.5667 29.7103 13.3S63 
ft8"'.0lft0 fta&.0062 <ftO<ft.5062 404.5015 20.0000 619.3513 0.3013 "5.2562 13.oou 1.1021t 
704.ft517 70<ft.4263 569.4263 569.4075 80.0000 120.7579 O.ft"23 636.9263 63.2329 16.9342 
651.7061 651.6826 530H826 530.1685 60.0000 1153.9436 0.4262 590.9-326 ft5.ftZOO 14.6872 
583~582ft 583.5667 479.15667 479.5573 40.0000 1038.0168 O.ft039 531.56'7 28.2105 11.9126 
481.5140 +81.5062 ,t,04.5062 40ft.5015 20.0000 865.08l>3 0.3651 lt0.0062 12.0915 7.9723 
699 .. 9517 699.9263 569.ft263 569.ft075 ao.0000 1758.8185 0.5321 634.!,763 60.ftftOO 19.693ft 
647 .. 2061 6ft7. l826 530.1826 530.1685 60.0000 1631.ftUO 0.5122 588.6826 43.2104 U.9963 
578.592ft 57&.5667 479.5667 "79.5573 40.0000 1"66.2025 O.t,838 529.3667 26.5120 13.5829 
t,77.;0lftO ft77.0062 404 .. 5062 404.5015 20.0000 1221.lt6TS 0.435"9 ltft0.7562 11.2035 8.9637 
693.:9577 693.9263 569 .. 4263 S69.it075 80.0000 2635.9853 o.6591 631.6763 56.7991 23.2713 
6"1 .. 2061 6"1.1826 530.1826 530.1685 60.0000 2ft4".053ft o.633" 585.6826 ft0.3351 19.903 
572 .. 5824. 572.5667 it79 .. 5667 ft79.5573 ft0.0000 2195.2763 0.5966 526.0667 2".%11 15.7357 
ft7l.;Olft0 471.0062 401t.5062 40<ft.5015 -~o._0900 182fi. 7564 0.5340 ft31. 7582 10.0579 10.0111 
SYSTEl'I-- ~- P 
CONVECTIVE CO~FFICIENT CORRELATJON--C.RIGULL AND HAUF 
Tll HO T21 T20 Q p H TM QR QC 
706.9577 706.9263 569.ft263 569.lt075 80.0000 355.0813 0.3963 638.1763 64.8078 15.<ft!Sft3 
654.2061 65ft.l826 530.1826 530.1685 60.0000 329.lt90it 0.3808 592.1826 ,t,6.6675 13.3909 
586.0824 586.0667 ft79.5667 479.5513 40.0000 296.4592 0.3593 532.8167 29.1669 10.8513 
ft84.5140 48".5C62 ft04.5062 ftOft.5015 20.0000 247.3232 0.3231 4".5062 12.E.975 7.3309 
696.ft577 696.ft263 569.4263 569.4075 80.0000 880.4005 0.6133 632.9263 58.30"8 22.091) 
643.2061 643.1826 530.1826 530.1685 60.0000 816.0755 0.5872 586.b826 .ftl.28" 18.8183 
575.0824 515.061!:7 ft79.5b67 479.5513 40.0000 133.4975 0.5517 527.3167 25.3079 llt.9421 
lt73.51"0 ft13.5C62 lt04.5062 ft04.5015 20.0000 610.6576 O.lt912 ,t,39.0062 10.5299 9.6118 
691.4577 691.ft263 569.4263 569.4075 80.0000 1231.0650 o. 7189 630.4263 55.3091 2.ft.87" 
638.7061 638.6826 530.1826 530.1685 60.0000 l lftl.2501 0.6882 584.ft326 39.1601 21.1169 
570.0ti21t 570.0667 479.5667 lt79.5513 lt0.0000 1024.8358 0.61tft3 521t.8167 23.625" 16.5380 
469.01"0 469.0062 404.5062 ,.04. 5015 20.ocoo 852.8756 o.5717 436.7562 9.6857 10.it576 
685.9577 685.9263 569.lt263 569.ft075 B0.0000 l 739.ft791t 0.8459 627.6763 52.0893 27.9493 
633.2061 633.1826 530.1826 530.1685 60.0000 1612.0169 o.8085 581.6826 36.6250 23.6185 
564.5824 564 .56f:7 479.5667 "79.5513 40.0000 1446.8034 0.75it9 522.0667 21.a251 18.1982 
ft61t.01"0 46ft.0062 401t.5C62 ltOft.5015 20.0000 1203olt51tl 0.6667 "'34.2562 8. ns1 11.2506 
679.ft577 679.4263 569.4263 569.4075 B0.0000 2605.7311 1.0222 624.lt263 48.3820 31.8905 
626.2061 626.1826 530.1826 530.lc,85 60.0000 2ftl2.7559 0.9737 578.1826 33.<ft920 26.5112 
558.5824 558.5667 479.51!:67 479.5573 lt0.0000 2166.0653 o.9Q85 519.0667 19.9203 20.3560 
ft58.5lft0 458.5062 404.5C62 ltl)lt.5015 20.0000 1800.6752 0.7975 "31.5062 7.8081 12.2146 ...... 
..... 
ti,) 
SYSHl'l--3P 
CONVECTIVE COEFFICIENT CORRELATJOll--l.lU. IIIUELLElle a•o LANOIS 
Tll no 121 T2D 0 .. H 
'" 
:Ill :»: 
800J49't0 800.4263 569.14263 569.4075 80.0000 381.0930 0.3388 684.9263 69.0913 U.0975 
740. 7333 740.6826· 530H826 530.1685 60.0000 353.5541 0.3275 635.4326 50.2290 9.1772 
663~6005 663.5667 479~5661 479.5573 4-0.0000 318.0191 0.3121 571.5667 31.9056 8.u.n 
547,;5231 547.5062 404.5062 404.5015 20.0000 264.8498 0.2858 476.0062 14.2159 5.7951 
786.9940 786.9263 569~4263 569.4075 10.0000 943.3433 0.5539 678.1763 62.9874 11.0843 
726~1333 726.6826 530.1826 530. lt,85 60.0000 87<11.1"'97 0.5342 628.4326 45.2237 14.8951 
648Jl005 648.0667 <1179J5667 479.5573 40.0000 784.2690 0.5062 563.8161 27.9416 12.096) 
530.5231 530.5062 <IIO#t.;5062 40<11.5015 20.0000 650.3011 0.4585 ,.67.5062 U.8656 8.1911 
780.9940 780.9263 569.#t263 5b9.#t075 90.0000 l3U.006 0.604 675.1163 60.311)9 19.8965 
72042333 720.1826 530.1826 530.1685 60.0000 1220.8253 0.63117 625.1826 42.9960 17.2098 
641.1005 6"1.0667 479.5667 479.5573 40.0000 1094.1581t 0.6037 560.3167 26.2507 13.827) 
523~0231 523.0062 lt0,..15062 ltOlt.5015 20.0000 905.5998 o.5438 46-3. 7562 U).8732 9.1389 
773.lt940 173.4263 569~1t263 569.lt075 80.0000 1860.72)8 0.1914 671.4263 57ol8ft0 23.0682 
712J2333 712.1826 530.1826 530.1685 60.0000 l72lolt833 0.7663 621.1826 40.3358 19.1762 
633Jl00S 633.0667 lt79.;S667 lt19.5573 lt0.0000 1541. 7Z04 0.1221 556.3161 24.3783 15. 7308 
515.0231 515.0062 ltOlt.15062 401t.5015 20.0000 1274.1222 0.6475 459.7562 9.8608 10.1455 
763.491t0 763.4263 569.4263 569.4075 80.0000 2781).9971 0.9865 666.4263 53.0766 27.ltoO:> 
702.2333 702.1826 530.;1826 530.1685 60.0000 2511.3299 0.9453 616.1826 31.1343 23.080!1 
622.6005 622.5667 lt79.5667 <1179.5573 40.0000 2299.6013 0.8888 551.0661 22.0262 18.023!1 
505.5231 505.5062 lt01t~5062 #t04.5015 20.0000 _1898.7~07 0.'1921 455.0062 8.7183 ll.31t41 
SYSTEl'I-- '9-P 
CONVECTIVE COEFFICIENT CORRELATlON--GRlGULL ANO HAUF 
TU HO T21 120 Q p H 
'" 
Oil oc 
787.4940 787.42t:3 '>69.lt263 569.4075 80.0000 317.lt764 o.5441 678.4263 63.2081 16.8213 
727.2333 727.1826 '>30.1826 530.1685 60.0000 349. 7990 o.5230 628.6826 o\5.3976 llt.6107 
61t9.1CO'> 649.06~7 4 79. 5667 479.5573 40.0000 313.9858 0.4935 564.3167 28.1945 U.8620 
532.0231 532.oot2 401t.5C62 't04.5Cl5 20.0000 260.5377 0.4435 468.2562 12.0691 8.0190 
770.99'e0 770.9263 569.4263 569.4075 80.0000 932.2153 0.8#tl7 670.1763 56.1420 21t.Olt98 
7C9.7333 709.6826 H0.1826 530.1685 60.0000 862.3262 0.8058 619.9326 39.5227 20.5111 
631.1005 631.0667 479.5667 479.5573 40.0000 712.4455 0.7564 555.3167 23.9211 16.2499 
513.5231 513.50t2 lt04.5062 404.5015 20.0000 638.lt776 0.6718 459.0062 9.6761 10.3834 
763.4940 763.lt263 569.4263 569.4075 80.0000 1301.3640 0.9868 666.4263 53.0766 27.1411 
702.2333 702.1826 530.1826 530.1685 60.0000 1203.2505 0.9435 616.1826 37.1343 23.0l3<to 
623.1005 623.0667 'e79.5667 479.5573 .. 0.0000 1076.5837 0.8829 551.3167 22.1355 l7.9661t 
506.0231 506.00to2 404.5062 404.5015 20.0000 88<1.0014 0.7806 455.2562 8.7768 11.2362 
754.9940 754.9263 569.4.?63 569.4075 80.0000 1835.0893 1.16u 662.1763 lt9.7099 30.51t22 
693.7333 693.6826 530.1826 530.1685 60.0000 l695.8#t88 1.1084 611.9326 31t.5184 25.6991 
614.6005 614.5667 479.5667 479.5573 40.0000 1516.0859 1.0343 547.0667 20.3122 19.8011 
498.5231 498.5062 lt01t.'>C62 404.'>015 20.0000 1251.2590 0.9109 lt51.5062 7.9166 12.11t18 
743.991t0 743.9263 569.4263 569.4075 80.0000 2740.3103 1.4010 656.6763 <115.5187 34.6672 
682. 7333 682.6826 530.1826 530.1685 60.0000 2530.6432 1.3344 606.026 31.2730 28.8569 
601t.l005 604.0667 419.5667 479.5573 le0.0000 2261.0010 1.2415 541.8167 18.1619 21.9189 
.... 
489.5231 489.5062 401t.5C62 ltOlt.5015 20.0000 1865.3567 1.0879 <to47.0062 609344 13.1131 -.J 
,I='-
SYSTEM--111 
HM•2.o-tt. QM•0.~3•0 
CONVECTIVE COEFFICIENT CORRELATION--LIU. NUEllER~ ANO LANOIS 
TllM TlOM lZIM TZOM OM .... 
"" 
TNM Qatl 0:11 
~2.1221 91t2o 1681 116.1611 TU,. Tltltlt 50.ltOOO l06M.2033 0.5221 829.1681 ltlt.4201 ,.21"!> 
873 .. 2021 873.1616 667.16lf> 667.llt38. 37.8000 989.f>053 0.5052 770.1616 32.3548 5.5339 
l81t.l204 78it.0935 603.0935 603.0816 2s.2000 881.1362 0.4815 691.5935 20. 1"68 lt.63"5 
6"8. 7755 648.7620 507 .. 7620 507.7561 12.6000 739.9lZO o. 4"11t 578.2620 9.31t60 3.3091 
929.1221 929.7681 11"'- 7681 716.7,..,..,. 50.4000 Z650.91t93 0.8552 8Z3.268l lt3.8167 9.6861 
860.12021 860.1616 667.1616 667.llt38 37.8000 H50.9965 o.821t6 763.6616 29.lt963 8.lt6U 
769~l201t 769.0935 603.:0935 603.0816 25.2000 2202.8532 0.7829 686.0935 18.3136 6.9113 
632.7755 632.7620 507.7620 507.7561 12.6000 l8Z5.1t076 0.70H 570.2620 7.9240 
"· 7183 923J8221 923.1681 716H68l 716. 7 """ 50.ltOOO 3704.7990 1.02n 120.2681 39.2035 11.2681 854~2021 854.1616 667.:1616 667.llt38 37.8000 3U3.1638 0.9862 760.6616 28.2199 9.807:> 
162 .. l201t 762.0935 603.0935 603.0816 25.2000 3077.1689 O.IJ.338 682.59!15 17.3126 7.89!>5 
625-7715 625.1620 507~7620 507.7561 12.6000 2551t. 51t13 0.841t3 566.7620 1.33"9 5.2981 
916.8221 916.7681 1l6H681 716. 744" 50.ltOOO 5235.8350 1.23u 816.1681 31.3607 13.0965 
846.2021 84b.1616 667Jl6l6 66 7.1"38 37.8000 4848.3257 1.uso 756,.6616 2b.55M 11.2795 
755.lZOlt 755.0935 603.0935 603.08U. 25.2000 4335.61.74 1.118s 679.0935 lb. 2834 9.0"12 
618.:7755 618.7620· 507.7b20 507.7561 12.6000 3593.0508 1.00,,. 56,3.2620 6.7651 5.9404 
907.8221 907.1681 116.:7681 71 o. 11t4" 50.4000 7843. 7379 l.5259 812.2681 35.0526 U.4988 
837J2021 837.1616 &67.1616 o67.llt38 37.8000 724b.0739 l.46'46, 752.1616, 24.7'469 13.2402 
7"S.1201t 7"5.0935 003.0935 603.0816 25.2000 t,492.486" l.3185 674.0935 llt.8548 U,.4092 
609.17155 609.loZO 501.·1o20 507.7561 12.6000 _ 5}52.91" 1.2315 558.7620 6.0605 b.679~ 
SYSTEM--lM 
HM=2.0•H• QMEO.o3•o 
CONVfCT!Vf CCEFF!Clf~T CORRtlAT!ON--GRIGUll AND HAUF 
Tlll' TIC,. T21M T20M OM PM HM ™" ORfl OCM 
92S.B221 929.7cel 711:. 7tHl 711:. 74 ... 4 50 .... 0CO 1058.6583 0.8687 823.2681 40.8167 9.8399 
859.2C21 e59. IOb 667.11:lb b67.1438 37. RrDO 982.5396 0.8354 763-1616 29.2817 8.5298 
7t:'l.)204 7o9.C'l~5 603.C<; 35 603.08lb 25.2000 879.3109 0.7881 686.0935 18.3736 6.9572 
632.7755 t32.7t.20 5C7.1t20 5c1.1~t:1 17.6COO 730.1031 0.7087 570.2620 7.92..0 4. 7108 
913.8221 c;)J. 7l81 7)1.,. 71:t!l 716.7444 50.4COO 2622.0054 1. 3449 815.2681 36.5837 1".0895 
8"'3.2021 843.11:lb t:1:7. It IL 1.,t,7.1438 H.8COO 21t22.76H 1.2879 755.1616 25.9~88 12.0541 
7~1.12C4 751.0935 1,03.C'l35 6~3.0816 2;.2000 2176.3375 1.2098 077.0935 15.7033 9.5218 
t:15.7755 ti~. 7b2C 5C1. 7e2C 507.7':>bl 12.60CO 1797.1523 1.0769 56l.7b20 6.5268 6.1850 
SCl:.8221 9Cb. 71,111 71t.71>81 716. 74 ... 4 ~0.4COO 3658.11080 l.5766 811. 7681 34.BOOlt 15.9296 
835.2021 835.lblt, bb7.ltl«, bb7.)431! 37. BCCO 3394.2688 l.5093 751.1616 24.3519 13.48 ... 4 
74 .... 12C"' 7itlt.0935 bC·J.(<;3~ t,')3.('ijlt, 25.;>COO 3032.8322 1.ltl33 673.5935 14. 715" 10.5970 
bCB.7755 c06.U2() 5C7. ?f.20 'i07.75ol 12.bOOO 2507.lt5bl 1.2533 558.2620 5.9Hl 6. 7317 
ec;1.e221 8'11. lt~l 711:. 71:~l /lb. 7"44 ~0.4000 5175.17110 l.8557 807.2681 32.567'4 17.8618 
827.2C21 e21. 1t11: f.67.JtJt, t,1>7.)438 37. 800rJ 47118.1782 1. 7739 7"7.1616 22.8003 15.0935 
nt:.l2C4 73b.C.<;3~ t>lJ.C93? bO .l. CS II, 25. 2()01) 4274.6067 l.6506 66,9.5935 13.6199 11.7168 
t:CO. 775'> t:CO. U20 o;r7.7t2C 5(. 7. 7~bl 12.6COO 3540.11036 l.lt622 554.2620 5.3864 7.2)15 
887.1!221 o81.7bMI 71t. ?f.81 716.744 ... 50 .... 000 7741.5606 2.2421 802.2681 30.1638 20.3885 
8)7.2021 ~)7.11,16 1,t,7. ltlb 1,1,7.l431j 37. 8000 11'<2.?267 2.1305 1't2.l616 20.9231 ll.Olt24 
72t:.12C4 7tb.C<;35 l>OJ.C<;J; bC3.0Rl6 25.2000 6402.2215 1.9928 664.5935 12.2999 13.0350 
5<;2. 7755 1;:qz. 1t120 SC7.7t2U 5".:7.7?6! 12.6CGO 5286.0ltO', 1.7508 550.2620 lt.8121 7.9138 
.... 
-..J 
1.11 
SYSfftl-tlt 
~~ 
~n• CGlfflCte• ~n--..m. -.u•• ._ u••s 
Hl1t n• n .. f.lOII ... .... 
"" ""' 
.,. Q:'I 
.......... ~- ,..,...,.'° ~- ..... n-...a, ..... ........ '° tf.6162 z.4..e ........ ...... no.in. SJ0.168 ~ ........ ..,.. 61:1.636 U.UM z.i~ 
6U.Sfff tn.S6a ........ ..... "" , ..... , ....... ..,.., Ht.8WO a.n• . ..... ,~ •as.- ...... ,. .......... ....... . ....... aJU'f ... - S..7816 .. ,... .,,... .. ...... .......... .,. ,........,. ... .... .. ,. ... .. .,,. .ss.•110 l..UU S.MH 
....... 6UJfN Nlt.l,116 Sl&.lt,8$ ....... "5-.SIO e.4lH ....~ u.l'ZJII ,..,., 
.ii.sUY ........ 48.Mae ., .... Hf • ....... ,--.....n e.HlS Ms..S6D 1.MM ,., ... ,.....,.. SQ .... 40WSOM ....... , ..... 445."°2 ..... 4M.OOM ...... .... ., 
'f~ QS..41.W ~n• ,..... ... ...... ....... ,.sat• ., .... ,. IS.HR ...... 
. ., ....... ....... ,-.u,. s-.u.a ...... HZ.JUI -...:si 6M.1"6 11.:t~ s. .... 
.a..flff ......... 419.;M,20 •n.ssn .... .... 74't.u» ....... s..t.SUlt ...... :..1-.. 
...,...._ ........ ..... ,.,. ........ , ...... 6,M,..ffh ..~ ....... 1.•u1. z.•n 
.,.,...... ....... ....... ,. 
~·· 
..... ,,...... .. ... ,w ........ ...... , S.laff 
•u.a ..... ••• U'lil, ,.._..,,. 5,0."8$ ....... 11-..n• a.HU 601.llft 
·--~ 
..... , 
M9.S1ff ....... ...... MZe D9.Hn ........ ... , .. ,.,. 
.. -
S)9.'6n .... " .. ,..  .... ~ ........ ........ 4M.5015 ,. ... ......... . ., 
....__ 
z.11J1S z., ... 
'tn.4 .. Ul..41'8 ~10 Sd..4076 ..... 1911. .. .. .,.. .... .. .,. U."50 6.161'1 
......... ........ ,,.,.,.,,. ~-.  .., ,,. .... lhO..,.,, ...,.  591.6"6 ..... s.nn 
M2.5'JZ1' su.-.. 41'9.5620 .. .,. ... .,. ....... lHa.0992 ..... ,,._..,. ,. .... 4.1411 
.......,.. 4fih,.,. ~,._ ___ ,~MU_. ___ s.po 13lldftS ~--.... HS!_ -~·HH 2 •• l_ .. 
SYSTEl'!--lM 
Hflat.Oetto Qfls0.2S-Q 
CUNV;CTIVE COl:fFICIENT COARELATICIII--GRIGUl.l. ANO HAUF 
1111' T 101' 1211' 1201' 01'1 PM 
"" '"" 
CHUI QCII 
138.4384 7311.4170 "H,9."170 569.'tClt, 20.ooon 256.ISTO 0.4~ 653.9110 l6.22H 3.90'6 
6e3.l"16 6l!3. l756 53C.11S6 '!ilC.lf,85 15.COOO 218.2604 0.4UT 606.6156 11.1230 , ..... 
610.5727 610.56.i!C 47'<.5620 479.5573 10.ccco 214.4468 0.3941 545.0620 T.26a& Z.1452 
SC!.5092 SCJ.50311 404.5C38 40't.50H s.cooo 111.1321 0.3"3 4S4.00H J.l66S t.MSS 
125.4314 725.<tllO St,<;.417C 569.4076 20.ooco 6h.793" 0.6725 647.4110 14'.5065 5.n .. 
6t9.19U: U:9.l75t ~3C.1756 54C.H,115 1s.cooo ...... ~ 0.6440 Sff.6156 10.2609 .. , .. 
597.5727 591.5t2C 479.StZC 479.5513 10.ocoo 528.5064 o.~ 5Ja.562b 
...  _ 
J.1'9S9 
•U'i.SC92 489.50?6 4C.4.5C38 4!)lt.5!'l!o 5.COOO 439.6674 o.5385 "'4T.OOH 2.san 2.4))9 
719."394 119.4170 569.417.l 5b9.4C7b zo.ccco 889.tllTS o.TBaJ ........ 110 u.T424 6.2'888 
664.1916 t6to.n,o 530.1150 530.H,85 15.0CCO 122.9148 0.7547 591.l1St, 9.T60S 5.Jrr, 
591.5127 59l.5b2C 47'.1.5620 "79.5573 10.cooo 737.7239 O.T066 SJS.5620 s.,, .. .. ,.,.., 
484.5C'i2 4e1t.S.Jl8 4r,4. SC 36 404.5015 5.CGOO 611.1218 0.6261 ~.5038 z.39zs 2.6660 
713."384 HJ.lol 70 509.4170 569.407& 20.ccoo 1254.5628 0.9219 641.4110 U.99n ,.1osz 
657.1916 657.}hc, 53C.1756 !>JC.1685 u.cooo 1163.3148 0.8870 593.6TS. 9.0186 5.9902 
584.5727 58" .<;620 t,71j;.51!:20 ij7'f.5573 10.cooo 1~2.6341 o.82n 532.0620 5.IMO .. .,. 
478.5CCJ2 418.5C'38 41;,;.,t,38 404.SCl, 5.0000 862.0620 o.nu 441.SOH 2.a..z , •• 1"10 
TC5.08" 105.,; l7C 5b9.,.l10 569.,.C76 20.0000 1877.1348 1.1211 631.4110 U.9324 a.Hn 
649.1916 649.1756 530.IH6 530. lf.85 u.ocoo 1736.0581 1.068) 589.61S. 8.JHS 6.1602 
SU.5727 576.5620 479.!>620 479. 5573 1c.oooo 1562.4801 0.9964 529.0620 4.8652 S.1598 
411.50<;2 471.5038 404.5038 40,..5015 s.c:oo l292.41t5l 0.8TS4 438.0038 l.91Z9 J.1190 ..... 
...... 
a, 
SYSTEH--2K 
Hfl=2.0•H, QMz0.63•Q 
CONVECTIVE COEFFICIENT CORRELATION--LIU, MUELLER, AND LANDIS 
HIM TlOft f21M T20M OM PH HM TNM :iu QC" 
901.8016 901.1681 116;7681 716 • 1't44 50.4000 10't2.91D5 0.451.l 809.2681 44.5161 5.9172 
831,;1912 831.1616 661.1616 667.1438 37.8000 964.1927 o.43&3 152-1616 32. 8341 5.2590 .. 
751.;1132 751-0935 603.0935 603.0816 25.2000 870.5351 0.4163 677.0935 20.8351 4.3684 
623.7719 623.7620 507.7620 507.7561 12.6000 724.8206 0.3911 565.7620 9.5133 3.1394 
891.8078 891.7681 716H681 716. 7444 50.4000 2590.3713 0.7387 804.2681 41.2840 9.1664 
826.1912 1126-1616 667.1616 667.1438 37.8000 2394.4344 o. 7125 746.6616 29.9982 8.033) 
71t0.;1132 7"0.0935 603.0935' 603.0816 25.2000 2150.3076 0.67&2 t.1'1.5935 18. 7917 f>.5686 
610.17719 610.7620 507.7620 507.7561 12.6000 1794.3305 0.6145 559.2620 8.1429 4.488) 
887J8076 887.7681 716.H681 716. 7 444 50.4000 3615.4292 0.8846 802.2681 40.0212 10.7250 
821.1912 821.1616 667.1616 667.1438 37.8000 3349.2507• 0.8524 744.1616 28. 7461 9.3079 
73 ..... 1132 734.0935 603.0935 603.0816 25.2000 3016.5404 0.8077 668.5935 17.7148 7.5027 
605.1719 605.7620 507~7620 507.7561 12-6000 2498.3648 o. 7301 556.7620 7.6387 5.0733 
881~8076 881.7681 716..17681 716.1't44 50.4000 5ll6. 5070 l.06lo2 799.2681 38.1588 12. 41t99 
815.1912 815-1616 667.1616 667.1"38 37.8000 H38.9202 1.0244 741.1616 27.2734 1::1.7498 
728~1132 7211.0935 603.10935 603.0816 25.2000 4256.2103 0.9675 665.5935 16.6641 8.5751 
5'19. 7719 599.7620 507.;7620 507.7561 12.6000 3532.20-32 0.8719 553. 7620 7.0498 5.6873 
873 .. 8076 1173.7681 716~7681 716. 744 ... 50.4000 7676.1635 1.3181 795.2681 35.7341 14.6731 
807.11912 807.1616 667 .. 1616 667.1438 37.8000 7108.0413 1.2668 737.1616 25.3598 12.5754 
720 .. 1132 720-0935 603.0935 603.0816 25.2000 6382.5277 1.1932 661.5935 15.3029 9.8982 
591.7719 591.7620 507.7620 -- _ 507. 7561 _. 12.6000 5293.411:il J.0680 ·- -~49. 7620. 6.2916 6-.~~u 
SYSTEH--2M 
HM=Z.C•H, QH•0.63•0 
CO~lVE-CHVE COEFFICIENT CORRELA1ION--GRIGULL AND HAUF 
1111' Tl!ll' T211' TZOI' QM PH HM THM ORM QCM 
B'iiC.e076 8'iO. 76El 7lb. 7661 7lb. 7444 50.4000 1032.6352 0. 7926 803 • .,681 40.9667 9.7784 
'!24.1912 .;24.H,l(, 667.lt:lb U,7.1438 37.8000 956.8051 0.7615 745.6616 29.4946 8.4773 
738.1132 -, ]!i.f·<jJ', t,03.(935 t:r3.0Rl6 z5.2coo 1159.1684 o. 7185 670.5935 18.4298 6.8776 
6C9. 7719 l:C9.lt:20 5(,l.7t20 5C7.7~61 12.6000 713. 7220 0.6462 558.7620 8.0411 4.6735 
87t:.eC76 Blf,.76,H 71t:. 7t:!Jl 716.7444 '>0.4000 2564.9308 1.2266 796.7681 36.6356 13.9158 
810.1912 ern. H,16 bt.1.ltlb 6(,7.1438 37.8000 2369.9669 1.1744 738.6616 26.0708 11.9072 
724.1132 12,..cc;35 6f;}.(935 603.0816 25.2000 2125.9139 1.1033 663.5935 15.9778 9.4659 
554.7719 5'i4. 7t:2C 5C7. 7t20 507.7561 12.6000 1770.9610 0.9823 551.2620 6.5723 6.0596 
E7C.807t: e-,o. rt:t.n flt.. lt<il 1lb. 744<, 50.4JOO 3583.2122 1.4378 "193.7681 34.8418 15.699,. 
ec4.1,;12 1:(4. !"1b 667.ltl.f, o(,7 .1438 n.aooo 3317. 3661 1. 3764 735.6616 24.6567 13.3698 
717.1132 7! 1.C935 fc03.C';J5 bCU.Otill; 25.2000 2977. 8522 1.2881'> 660.0935 14.8040 10.4162 
51!9. 7719 51:9.7t.2C ">07. 1t2C 5C7. 75H 12.6000 2464.1702 1.1433 548.7620 6.1068 6.6474 
eB.8076 a1:3.7tet 716. 7(:81 716.7444 50.4000 5063.6277 l.6918 790.2681 32.7954 17.6332 
7c;1.1c;12 7',7.l!>lb 6(;7.11,lf; 667.143'! 37.acoo 4686. 3533 1.6170 732.1616 23.0465 14.9049 
7ll.lB2 711.(<,3~ (;03.0935 603.0811'> 25.2000 4187.5236 1.5098 657.0935 13.8248 11.5612 
583. 7719 ~llJ. lt:20 5(, 7. 7l::ZO 507. 7561 12.6CCO 3469.53011 1. 3334 545.7620 5.5636 7.1852 
1!5~.8C76 es:;.11:1n n6.no1 716. 7444 S0.40CO 7579.7708 2.0444 786.2681 30.5167 20.1490 
71!'i.1912 7!H. H,l(, 667.lt.l<, 667.1438 H. 8COG 6992.1202 l. 94 74 728.1616 21.2575 16.8456 
7C3.1132 7C'.J.O<;~:, bf 3.C'i3'i 603.0816 25.2CCO 6279.4951 1.8170 653.0935 12.5573 12.8836 
su. 7719 51c.7l:2C ',!:7. 1tl( ~c 1. 7~61 12.6000 5190.7144 1.5951 542.2620 4.9506 7.8038 
~ 
...... 
•,J, 
SYSTEM--2M 
HM=l.O•H, QM•0.25•Q 
CO!\IVECTIVE COEFFICIENT CORREl,.ATION--LlU, MUELLER., AND L.ANDJS 
TllM TlOM T21M T20M OM PM HM TMM QR.II g:;11 
71&.432(1 716.41&9 569.4169 569.4075 20.0000 252.9469 0.2256 642.9169 11. 7359 2.3509 
6f,t,.;l813 664.1755 530Jl755 530.1685 15.0000 23t,.9503 0.2181 597.1755 12.9501 2.0727 
597.5698 597.5620 479.5620 479.5573 10.0000 211.4021> 0.2081 538.5620 8.3599 1.7414 
49&.5077 496.5038 404J5038 404.5015 5.0000 17&. 721t4 0.1908 450.5038 3.8091 1.2449 
708.t,326 708.4169 569.4169 569.407!> 20.0000 628.4329 o.3694 638.9169 16.4395 3.1>404 
65&.1873 656.1755 530Jl755 530.1685 15.0000 582.1896 0.351!>3 593.1755 11.9185 3.1829 
587J5698 587.5620 479J5620 479.5573 10.0000 524. 8056 0.3381 533.5620 7.4274 2.5891 
48&.5077 481>.5038 404.i5038 404.5015 5.0000 43&.7610 o.3073 445.5038 3.2769 l.7865 
704.4326 704.4169 569.4169 569.4075 20.0000 879.4615 0.4423 636.91&9 15.8075 lt.233!, 
652.1873 652.1755 530.1755 530.1685 15.0000 814.4953 0.4262 591.1755 ll.4lf>7 3.6869 
583 .. 5698 583.5620 479a5620 479.5573 10.0000 733.9848 0.4039 531.5620 7.0674 2.9782 
481.5077 481.5038 404.5038 404.5015 5.0000 611. 7021 o.3651 443.0'038 3.0228 1.9931 
700.4326 700.41&9 569J4169 569.4075 20.0000 12"1.6325 0.5321 634.911>9 15.1863 4.9422 
647Jl873 647.1755 530,1755 530.1685 15.0000 1153.571>8 0.5122 588.6755 10.8022 4. 2"91 
578.5698 578.5620 479.i5620 479.5573 10.0000 103&.7559 0.4838 529.0620 6.6278 3.3957 
476J5017 476.5038 404.5038 404.5015 5.0000 866.3933 0.4359 41t0.5038 2. 7765 2.2255 
694.432& 694.4169 569.;4169 569.4075 20.0000 1860.6329 0.6591 631.91&9 lit. 27"1 5. 8"12 
641J.1873 &41.1755 5.30Jl755 530.1685 15.0000 1728.1939 0.63J4 585.6755 10.0831t lt.9853 
572J5698 572.5620 479.i5620 479.5573 10.0000 1552.2860 0.5966 526.0620 6.1151 3.9339 
471.5077 471.5038 -- 404.5038 ___ 404.5015 5.0000 1287.3353 0.5340 438.0038 2.5379 2. 53&~---
SYSJEM--21'1 
HM=l.C•H, ~M=0.25•Q 
CUNVtCTIVt COEfFICIENT CORRFLATIC~--GRIGULL ANO HAUF 
1111' TlUI' 1211' T20M QM Pl' HM TMM ORM QCM 
707.4326 707 .4 l6'l C,(,9.4169 56'1.4C7~ 20.ccoo 250.6841 0.3963 638.4169 16.2805 3.8776 
654.1873 e,4.175~ ,o)0.17,~ ~3C.l&H5 1~.ccoc 232.9832 0.3808 592.1755 U.6665 3.3477 
5et:.56'i8 seo.s~,o 479.,~20 479.5573 10.0000 209.197, 0.3593 533.0&20 7.3367 2.7256 
484.5C77 4H4.!>C'l8 4{'4 • !.L3tt 404 • 5r.l 5 ~.ocoo 174.6834 o. 3231 444.5038 3.1743 1.8327 
6%.4326 t,<;b .4 lL<; ,1,c;. 416'1 5f.g.407~ 20.ccoo 622.5314 0.6133 632.9169 14.5755 5.5228 
61t3.1873 t,4 3. 1 7':>5 ~3C.17~~ ~3C.lt,11'> l :,. CIJCC ':>77.0482 0.5872 586.&755 10.3208 4.7046 
574.5698 ~ 7". ,t-7.•j 4 7'l. ~l:2'J 47'l.5',73 10.occo 519.8&89 o. 5517 527.0620 6.2842 3. 7160 
473.5(;77 473.:,C38 4C4.'>C3U 4:,4.5G1S 5.CCOO 431.798(> o.4912 439.0038 2.6324 2.4029 
691.4326 6'il.416S ~,t,9.411,9 569.4C7'> 7C.CCOC 870.41161 0.1109 630.4169 U.8268 6.2186 
t.38.1873 ldtt.l /5~ ',3C..l75~ 53C.lt:U5 15.COOC 808.6313 0.6082 584.1755 9.7315 5.2698 
570.5£,~8 5 70. ~llO ,,.,'l.~l-20 4 79.5~73 10.cooo 722.8834 Q.6443 525.0&20 5.9478 4.1573 
46'i. 5077 469.50J!! 404.5C.J!l 404. 50 ~ 5.0C:00 f>00.9618 o.5717 437 .0038 2.4445 2.6347 
686.4326 6~t>.4lt'l '"'t,9.4169 56~.4075 .?0.0000 1227.6'>97 0.11459 627.9169 13.0941 7.0173 
633.1 ~73 bB.l/~5 ~Jv.1 755 5)0.lh(,:, l 5.()()1)0 ll 39.b597 0.8085 581.6755 9.1559 5.9046 
5c4.56<JB 564.:>620 479.51:20 ',7'l.5573 1c.occo 1023.0388 o. r549 522.0&20 5.4561 4.5495 
4t:4.5077 4e4.'>038 4C4.5f38 4!!4. 5(1fc, s.ooco 847.7179 0.66&7 434.5038 2.2163 2.8363 
679.4326 679.4l6'l ~u'i.4169 51,g.4c1, zc.occo 1842.5128 1.0222 624.4169 12.0950 7.9726 
626.1873 t2o.17~, '>3(...1 75!, 53C. ll,b5 1s.cco.:i 11ou.0631 o. 9737 578.1755 8.3727 6.6278 
558.5698 5~~-'>6t0 479.5C2C 47g_5,1J 10.coco 1531.1>309 0.9085 519.0620 4.9799 5.0890 
458. 5077 458.5C?U 4e,,.:,r JH 4'14.501~ ,;.coco 1273.2652 0.7975 431.5038 1.9520 3.0537 .. 
..... ; 
co. 
SYSTEM--3M 
HM=2.0•H,. UM=0.63•Q 
CONVECTIVE COEFFICIENT CORRELATIUN--LIU, MUELLER, A~D LANDIS 
TllM TlOM T21M T20M QM PM HM TMM :I'll! Q::"I 
1007.8533 1007.7681 716J7681 716. 7444 50.4000 1111. 7215 0.6776 8&2.2681 43.4203 6.9900 
933.12255 933.1616 667.1&16 667.1438 37. 800·0 l0:.!8.7354 o.&551 800.161& 31.690& &.1775 
83&Jl360 836.0935 f.,03.10935 603 .. 08!6 l~.2000 "J2l~'J't0'~ 1).6242 719. 5935 20.1 &20 5.1562 
688. 7833 688.1620 507.7()?!) :,07.7S6l 12.6000 7&7.0184 o.5710 598.2620 8.9714 3.&&H 
991.8533 991.7&81 7 ! .'>,; /&8 l 716. 7444 50.4000 2747.4598 1.1078 854.2601 39.8018 J :>. 8004 
915.2255 915.16H. 667.1616 667.1438 37.8000 2544.2900 1.0&84 Hl,1616 28.lt752 9.3935 
816.1360 81!'.,.0935 603.0935 603.0816 25.2000 2277.Z331 1.0124 709.5935 11.&101 7.6452 
667. 7833 667.7620 50707620 507.7561 12.6000 1880.5680 o. 91&9 587.7620 7.4882 5.2011 
983.8"'.l::t 983.7681 716.7681 716. 7444 50,4000 3842.0048 l.3268 850 •. 2681 38.0571 12.5588 
9n;·.2255 907.16lb b67H616 6b7.1438 37. 8000 3551.8059 1.2775 787.1616 27.1057 10.8693 
d07.;l360 807.09.35 603.0935 603.0816 25.2000 3177. 7373 1.2075 705.0935 16.5213 8. 7328 
657.;7833 657.7620 507.7620 507.7561 12.6000 2622.1932 1.0877 582. 7620' 6. 8293 5.7841 
973.8533 973.7681 716. 7681 n6.7444 50.'tOOO 5426.1802 1. !;948 845.2681 35.9351 14.5307 
897.:2255 897.1616 667Jl6l6 b67.l438 37.BOOO 500b.9308 l.5325 782.1616 25.4440 12.496:> 
797.:1360 797.0935 603.0935 603.0816 25.2000 4476.1699 t.4453 700.0935 15.3535 9.940& 
647.7833 647.7620 507.7620 507.7561 12.6000 3687.6898 1.2949 577. 7620 6.1999 6. 427:> 
961.8533 961.7681 716H681 716. 7444 50.4000 8100. 7'989 1.9730 839.2681 33.4737 17.1374 
8Blt.2255 884.1616 &67H616 667.1438 37.8000 7482.8375 1.8926 775.6616 23.3653 14.5598 
784.1360 784.0935 603.:0935 603.0816 25.2000 6671.5980 l. 7776 693.5935 13. 8997 11. 4068 
635. 7833 . 635. 7620 --- 507. 7620 ---· .. 507. 7561 .. .i2.,,_~900 
-
5494.5765 1. 5842 ........ 5 71._7620 5.4821 __ -1..!_!.!!l!L 
SYSTEM--3~! 
HM=2.0•H, OM=0.63•0 
CU,VECTIVE CGEFFICHNT CO!l.RELATJCN-··GRIGULL AND HAUF 
1111' TICM T711o' 120"' QM PM HM TMM QRM QCM 
991.8533 S91.7HI 711:. 7r.bl 716. 7444 50.4COO 1100. 3976 1.0883 854.2681 39.8018 10.6098 
'llb.2255 ~lb.lt16 6bl.1616 !:6.,.1438 37.8COO 1017. 5242 1.0460 791.6616 28.6489 9.2336 
817.1360 817 .093? 6C3.CS3;, 003.0illb 25.2COO 912.1675 0.9870 710.0935 17.7334 7.4881 
tt8.7833 HH.7t20 501. n20 '>07.7~61 12.6COO 755.1968 0.8870 588.2620 7.5557 5.0630 
97C.8533 <;70. 7681 nt. 7c81 716. 7444 50.4000 2717. 7650 1.6833 843.7681 35.3112 15.1579 
0c;~.2255 8<;4. It 11, 667.ltl6 667.143~ 37. BCOO 2507.2726 1.6116 780.6616 24.9562 12.9694 
7<;4.1360 7S4.C<;?5 1,03.cc,35 tC3.0!!lb 25.2COO 2244.9296 L5l27 698.5935 15.0116 10.2433 
645.7833 l:4S. 7t-~C ~(17. lt2(1 5Cl.75U 12.6000 18411.4964 l.3435 576.7620 6.0774 6.5730 
961.8533 961. 7tf 1 11t. ne1 71(:.7444 50.40CO 3790.7586 1.9736 839.21,81 33.4737 17.1419 
ae4.2255 E~4.ltl6 667.ltlb 667.1436 37.ecoo 3501.5842 1.8870 775.6616 23.3653 14. 5172 
1e4.131:o 7e4.t:9?5 6J3.C<;35 603.08lb 25.2000 3127.Q596 1.7658 693.5935 13.8997 11.3307 
t,?6.78B 6}b.7r.t0 5Cl,H.<'t• ~07. '/5(: l Jl. 6000 2'H,9.4537 1. 5613 572.2620 5.5403 7.1403 
95C.e~33 950.7681 716. 7<:81 716. 7,,,,4 '>0.4000 5347.3309 2.3221 833. 7681 31.2968 19.2638 
873.2255 E73.lc16 667.ltlb ct>l.1438 H.8000 4<l37.Jl26 2.2168 770.1616 21,6766 16.1897 
774.1360 774.(1935 603.C935 603.0Elb 25.2000 4396.6777 2.0686 688.5935 12.8295 12.5407 
62c. 7ij33 ti'b.7c2C ~(,7.762(1 507.7561 12.6000 3622.4712 1.8217 567.2620 4.9697 7.6855 
936.8533 c; 36. 11,e 1 716. 'fl81 716 • .,444 50.4000 7985.8193 2.8019 826.7681 28.6335 21.8533 
860.2255 860.ltl6 667.lUb 6b7.1436 H.8000 7352.9904 2.6688 763.6616 19.7615 18.2602 
H0.136C 1co.cr.3s oC'3.C935 603.0816 25.2000 6568.5948 2.4830 681.5935 11.3993 13.8203 
615.7833 1:b. 7c,O ~Cl.71;20 ;,a1.1!;bl 12.6000 5391.4566 2.1758 561.7620 4.3728 8.3307 
~··· .... ...:i 
-v 
SYSTEM--3M 
HM=l.O•H,. QM=0.25•0 
CONVECTIVE COEFFICIENT CORRELATJON--LIU. MUELLER, A~O LANDIS 
HIM TlOM T2IH T2UH QM PM HM TMM :IR-14 0:11 
800.4507 800.4169 569.4169 569.4075 20.0000 269.4712 o.3388 684.9169 17.2736 2.110 
741J2009 741.1755 530.1755 530.1685 15.0000 21t9.16'-l 0.3275 635.6755 12.6029 2.4501 
663J5789 663.5620 479.5620 479.5573 10.0000 22,..8728 0.3121 571.5620 7.9762 2.0359 
547.5122 547.5038 404J5038 404.5015 5.0000 181.2765 0.2858 "76.0038 3.5689 l.41t89 
787.lt507 78h4169 569J4169 569.lt075 20.0000 666.4273 0.5539 678.ltl69 15.8014 lt.2809 
727.2009 727.1755 530.1755 530.1685 15.0000 617.lt809 0.53'-2 628.6755 U.3490 3.7309 
648J5789 61t8.5620 479~5620 479.5573 10.0000 553.8901 0.5062 56.4.0620 7.0176 3.033:> 
530.5122 530.5038 401tJ5038 lt04.5015 5.0000 459.8308 Oo'-585 467·.5038 2.9663 2. 0"79 
780J4507 780.4169 569Jltl69 569.4075 20.0000 933.l641t 0.6634 67·,..9169 15.0383 ... 962-'t 
720.2009 720.1755 530Jl 755 530.1685 15.0000 863.2416 0.6381 625.1755 10.7486 4.3021t 
641 .. 5789 641.5620 479J5620 479. 5573 10.0000 772.7012 0.6037 560.5620 6.5924 3.lt675 
523J5122 523.5038 401t.5038 404.5015 s.0000 639.2204 o.5438 ,.6,..0038 2. 73ft5 2.2943 
773 .. 4507 773."169 569.14169 569.4075 20.0000 1315. 71.89 o.7974 67-1.4169 lit. 2951t !i.7670 
712.;2009 112.1155 530.il755 530.1685 15.0000 1217.2638 0.7663 621.175!> 10.0836 4.91t41 
633.5789 633.5620 479.5620 479.5573 10.0000 1088.6867 0.7227 556.5620 6.1232 3.91t55 
515.5122 515.5038 404J5038 404.5015 5.oooo 899.2091 o. 6" 75 4,60.0038 2.4806 2.5418 
763J4507 763.4169 569J4169 569.4075 zo.0000 l966.44ftlt 0.9865 666.ltl69 13.2686 6. 7850 
702.;2009 702.1755 530Jl755 530.1685 15.0000 1818.1917 Oo91t63 616.1755 9.2833 5. 7702 
622J5789 622.5620 479.5620 479.5573 10.0000 16~6.0551 0.8888 551.0620 5.5064 lt.506:> 
505.5123 505.5038 404.5038 404.5015 _5.0000.. l31t2.6080 _ o. 1921__ '-55. 0039 2_.~ 795 2.8362_ 
~vs H:M--3~ 
HM~l.C•H, Q"=0.2!>•0 
CCNVECTIV~ CDtFFICIFNT CORR[LATIO~--GRIGULL AND HAUF 
Tl I~ I lCf' I 21 I·. I 201' r.:1-1 PM HM TMM QRM OCH 
787.45C7 787 ·'• lt? 5t,9.4lb? 5o9.4C7':> ?G.CCOO 266.9138 0.5441 678.4169 15.8014 lt.2053 
727.2009 121.11~, '>:rn.1155 ',30.11,85 l '>.CGO(l 247.3435 0.5230 628.6755 U.3490 3.6527 
649.~/1;9 l,le'J • 51,.t'U 4 ,., • ',t2:(t '17";. ~',7 3 111.LCOC Ul.7544 0.4935 564.5620 7.0794 2.9742 
532.5122 532.';03~ 4C4.'.>C"$6 4'l4.5Cl!> '>.GCOO 183.9281 0.4435 468.5038 3.0343 2.0126 
771.45C7 .111.4lc9 !>b9.4lc9 ,69.4C75 20.ocoo b58.5074 0.8417 670.4169 14.0868 6.0274 
710.2009 710.1755 530.1755 S"iC.1685 15.0CO'l 609.0577 0.8058 620.1755 9.9208 5.1421 
63(.5789 6 3t'. 5c20 47'i.~c20 479.,513 10.cooo 546.9497 o. 7564 555.0620 5.9517 4.0491 
513.5122 513.5()30 404.5C38 404.501, s.cooo 4!>1.4 703 0.6718 459,0038 2.4190 2.5958 
U3.45G7 763.',l!:9 569.4169 569.4075 2c.cooo 920.1951 0.9868 666.4169 13,2686 6.7868 
7C2.2009 7C2.1755 530.1755 530.16115 15.00CO 850.8205 0.9435 616.1755 9.2833 5.7534 
623.5789 623.51,20 479.5620 479.5573 10.0000 760.1458 0.8829 551.5620 5.5611 4.5072 
506.5123 51)1,.<;031! 404.5C38 404.501!> 5.0000 627.2878 o.7806 455.5038 2.2089 2.8229 
755.4507 755.411,9 51>9.4169 569.4075 20.0000 12%.1533 l.l6ll 662.4169 12.4757 7.6561 
6~4.2C09 694.175', 530.17,5 53C.1685 15.CCOO ll97.f>l23 1.1084 612.1755 8.6671 6.441t4 
614.5789 614.'.>620 479.51>20 47'l.5!>7;1 10.ccoo 1072,0289 1.0343 547.0620 5.0779 4.9503 
498.5123 4;8.5038 404.5038 404.5015 s.cc;oo 884.7708 0.9109 451.5038 1. 9791 3.0355 
744.4507 744.4169 569.'tl69 ',69.4075 20.c;ooo 193~.3652 1.4010 656.9169 11.4258 8.6916 
6e3.2C09 683.1755 '.>3C.17'>5 530.lcH5 15.0000 1786.9534 1.3344 606.6755 7.8540 7.2379 
f:C4.5769 6C4.,c70 4 .,.,. 5620 479.!>573 10.ccoo 15%.0149 1.2415 542.0620 4.5653 5.5017 
4e~.5123 4t9.5nH 4C4.'>C3V 404.5015 5.(;001) 1319.(1020 1.0879 447.0038 1. 7336 3.2783 
!-' 
.JO 
0 
APPENDIX F 
7040 COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR EXPERIMENTAL 
DATA ANALYSIS 
1,81 
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7040 COMPUTER PROGRAM t'OR EXPERIMEN'.rAL 
DATA ANALYSIS 
This program was used in conjunction with the least square curve 
fit program to establish the empirical correlations for the convective 
film coefficients. 
x y 
A correlation of the fonn Nu= A(Gr) e was estab-
lished :!;or horizontal cylindrical annuli and another of the :l;orm 
z Nu= B(Gr) was established for vertical cylindrical annuli. In 
establishing these correlations it was necessary to obtain the loga-
rithm of the Nusselt and Grashof n'!.Jlllbers. l'hese values were obtained 
from the program listed belowa After the logarithm values were 
obtained, a curve was fit to log Nu vs. log Gr through th~ use of the 
program listed in Appendix D. This permitted the evaluation of the 
constants in the correlations. All ll\ecessary instruteticm.s to use the 
Experimental Data Analysis Pr1C1gram are stated within the program. 
c 
c 
' c c' 
c 
c 
c 
.c 
c 
c. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c c:. 
c 
c 
c 
ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR MODEL AND PROTOTYPE. 
T20 = OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE OF OUTER CYLINDERo 
T2I = lNSIDE TEMPERATURE OF OUTER CYLIND~R. 
no = OUTSI-OE TEMPERATURI: OF INNER CYLINDER. 
T lI = INSID,E TEMPERATURE OF INNER CYLINDER. 
020 = OUTSIDE DIAMETER OF OUTER CYLINDER. 
021 ~ INSIDE DIAMETER OF OUTER CYLINDER. 
010 = OUTSIDE DIAMETcR OF INNER CYLINDER. 
DlI = INSIDE DIAMETER OF l~NER tYLINDERo 
Q :;' .. HEAT TRANSFER THRU CYLINDERS. 
EL= LENGTH OF CYLINDER. 
P = PRESSURE OF FLUID IN.PSIF. 
TG = THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GASo 
H = CONVECTION COEFFICIENT. 
GR= GRASHOF NUMBER. 
TW = CHAMBER WALL TEMPERAr'URE. 
SIGMA= STEFA~ -.BOLTZMANN CONSTANT. 
EPSON= EM[SSIVITYo 
R = GAS CONSTANT. 
G = LOCAL ACCELERATION OF GRAVITY. 
TS• T~ERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SOLID. 
QR.• RADIATION HEAT TRANSFER BETWEEN CYLINDERS. 
at·• CONVECTION H~AT TRANSFER BETWEEN CYL1NDERS~ 
NU• NUSSELT NUMBER. 
ROW= DENSITY. 
51 FORMAT(6Fl2o5) 
52 FORMAT(El6.Bl 
53 FORMAT(Fl6.81 
54 FORMAT(4Fl2o5) 
55 FORMAT(3Fl4o5) 
58 f0RMAT(9Fl2o51 
60 FORMATl6X~2HQR,lOX,2HQC,lOX,lHH,llX,2HNU,lOX,2HGR,lOX,3HROW,9X, 
llHX,llX,iHY,10X,2HTV) . . 
70 FORMAT I 11:il 1. 
WRITE(6-;70.I 
RE AD I 5, 51 / TW, D 20, DZ I , D10, D 1 '1 , TS 
READ15,54lEPSON,EL,~,G 
READ I 5., 5.2 IS I GMA 
. REAL NU.· 
TV=OoO .· 
4 . RI: AD I 5,,'5.tt/0 ·, P , T 10 ., T 2 0 
A20• 3 o 1"4'!592 7*D20*EL 
A 10• 3 ~ i:lii 592 7*D lO*EL 
A21=3ol415927*D2l*EL 
TV=TV+i.O 
T 20• IQ/ ( SI GMA*EPSON*A20 I+ TW**4 • 0 I **O •2.5 
ZLOG=ALOGID20/D21) 
T21•1Qil2o0*3ol415927*TS*EL1l*ZLOG+T20 
TM•(TlO+T21112.0 
A•Oo35145532E-03 
B=C.32041684E-04 
C=-0.10027234E-07 
D•Oo22337353E-ll 
TG•A+B*TM+C*TM**2oO+D•TM**3o-O 
.UM=TM**lo5/(375oO*T~+77700oOl 
DELTA=1Q21~6101'l2.o 
l:ili,T•-lloO/EPSON-loOl*I loO+AlO/A21 l+loO 
,QR =AlO•S I GMA*EPSON/B T* I T10**4 • O.;-T 21 **4• 0 I 
QC=O-QR 
H=QC/ I AlO* IT 10-T2 I I I 
NU=H*DELTA/TG 
DTM=Tl0-T21 . . . . . . 
GR=P**2oO/IIR••2.Dl*TM*t3oOl*G*DTM*DELTA*•3·0/UM**2•0 
ROW=P/IR*TMl 
X=ALOG!NU) 
Y=ALOG(GR) 
WRITE16,60) ' • 1 
WRITEl~t5810R,QC,H,NU,GR,ROW~X,Y,TV 
IF(TV-4;0) 4,11,11 .. , 
11 STOP .- . 
EN.D 
$ENTRY 
.$IBSYS 
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SOURCES OF ERROR 
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SOURCES OF ERROR 
The accuracy of predicting prototype temperatures from observed 
model temperatures was affected by uncertainties associated with two 
distinctly separate phases of this investigation. A portion of the 
overall error was introduced during design and construction of the test 
sections. Additional uncertainties were introduced during the experi-
mental program and these were associated with random or systematic 
experimental errorso Since the overall accuracy was affected by these 
two independent sources they are treated separately in this appendixo 
Design and Construction Errors 
The design of the test sections used in this investigation was 
performed as much as possible in accordance with the modeling criteriao 
Thus, variations in thermal properties of materials, radiation proper-
ties of surfaces, dimensional tolerances, and thermal behavior of joints 
were controlled or eliminated during the design and construction phase 
of this investigationo 
~light geometric distortion was permitted on the ends of the 
inner cylinders and the gas fill line. These distortions were located 
within the guard heater sections. Thus, they had little effect upon 
the thermal behavior of the center portion of each test section during 
the steady-state investigation. Under transient conditions the error 
was more because of the energy stored in this extra mass of materialo 
Nevertheless, this had little effect upon the thermal behavior of the 
center portion of each test section. 
186 
Errors Due to Thermal Variations in Properties 
The variations in thermal properties of the solid components were 
considered in developing the similarity parameters for models and 
prototypes constructed of the same material. For Technique I, these 
variations presented no problem since the model and prototype were at 
the same temperature. Variations in th.ermal properties existed during 
tests performed to satisfy the Zero Surroundings Technique. These 
variations resulted from model temperatures being higher than prototype 
temperatures. 
For the Zero Surroudings Technique, the effects of variations in 
thermal properties o~ the predicted thermal behavior of prototypes were 
estimated utilizi~g thermal property data reported by Lucks and Deem 
[33]. The variations in the thermal properties of 6061-T6 Aluminum 
are listed in Table XXIII. From the data listed in this table, the 
constants a, b, k, and C in the expressions were established. 
o P0 
These constants are also listed in Table XXIII. 
k = k Ta 
0 
c = c Tb 
Po 
TABLE XXIII 
COEFFICIENTS FOR THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AND SPECIFIC HEAT 
k c 
Material 
6061 Al 0.41 0.42 0.230 0.237 
a b 
0.01 0.11 
k 
0 
0.025 0.075 
An estimate of the error produced by assuming constant thermal 
properties was obtained by selecting a typical model temperature of 
650°R and applying the Zero Surroundings Technique similarity para-
187 
meters. 0 For one-half scaling, the prototype temperature was 516 R for 
0 
constant thermal properties and 513 R for variable properties. The 
time requb:-ed for the prototype to reach a selected thermal level, for 
a model time of 50 minutes, was 200 minutes for constant thermal prop-
erties and 197.8 minutes for variable propertieso A list of the con-
trolling similarity parameters for constant and variable thermal prop-
erties is given in Table XXIVo The results of this analysis illustrate 
that variations in thermal properties had little effect during this 
investigation. 
Parameter 
* T 
e 
* q 
TABLE XXIV 
SlMlLART.TY PARAMETitR VARIAT10NS WITH 
VARIATIONS IN THEFMAL PROPERTIES 
Constant Thermal Variable Thermal 
Properties Properties 
lo26 lo267 
Oo25 00253 
Oo63 0.0644 
Since the percentage of alloying elements in a particular mate-
rial is different for each batch from a particular manufacturer or for 
materials with the same alloy specifications from different manufac· 
turers, there was a possibility that the model and prototype had 
slightly different thermal properties. Miller [14] pointed out that 
these variations could cause errors in predicting the prototype temper~ 
atures from'observed model temperatures. These variations may be 
accounted for by measuring the thermal properties of the material. In 
this investigation these properties were not measured but the same 
material was purchased from the same manufacturer. 
Experimental Error 
The accuracy of the experimental measurements performed during 
model tests was governed by the same sources of error as the accuracy 
achieved during full-scale testing. For the tests conducted in this 
investigation the major sources of error were in temperature measure-
ment, control of input to heaters, and pressure measurement. An esti· 
mate of the probable experimental error can be obtained by considering 
the accuracy of each of these independent contributing sources .• 
Temperature Measurement 
The thermocouple output was measured with the following accuracy: 
Steady-state readout accuracy 
Response uncertainty 
Thermocouple calibration 
Estimated ma~imum error for steady-state 
+ 0 
- 0.25 R 
+ 0 
- 0.50 R 
t O.S0°R 
:!:° O. 75°R 
···189· 
Power Input 
The power input to the maim. heater was mea.sured with the following 
accuracy: 
Power readout accuracy 
Power variations d1Je to v1,lta.ge fl1!J.ctue.tions 
Estimated maximum E:lrror 
Pressure Measur~'tllent 
±' 0.12 watt 
+ 
- o. 08 w.a.tt 
+ 
• 0.20 watt 
The gas pressure in the annulus wa.s measured with the following 
accuracy: 
Pressure readout accuracy + 0.012 psi 
Effect of Error in Power Input on Temeerature 
Errors in measurement on control l(llf power input were directly 
related to errors in test section temperatures. Since the energy input 
to the test sections was in balance with that emitted to the surround.-
ings (during steady-state), then variations in E:'!nergy input were re-
lated to variations in overall model temperature through the 4th power 
of absolute temperature. For certain local regions in the test sec-
tions, this dependence does not apply since cou.vection plays a strong 
part in distributing the energy to other regions. In these regions a 
change in energy rate causes a change in temperature with other than 
4th power dependence. The exact dependence was not established in 
this investigation for these regio:::ts. 'fhe:ir·ed:or~:, thra 4th poW(:!lr' de-
pendence was used in obtaining an overall eistimate ,of err,or. Thus, 
it was assumed that 
k .AE 4 = ,!\(T ), 
where 
!:;. E = small variation in power input 
k = constant 
A (T4i = 
.,i small variation in 4th power of test section 
temperature. 
The thermal error caused by power measurement or control can be 
expressed by 
For E = 20 watts and the measurement errors estimated above, the 
result is 
Estimated maximum error due to power 
measurement or control 
L.\ T = ± 0.0025 
T 
0 
190 
,' (ti.; 1) 
(G-2) 
For a model inner cylinder temperature of 600 R, the following 
estimated overall maximum errors could have occurred: 
Technique I 
Estimated maximum error for steady-state 
Zero Surroundings Technique 
Estimated maximum error for steady-state + 5.00°R 
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